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TERMS $8.00 PER

ANNUM,

IN

ADVANCE
_

BUSINESS CARDS

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,

PUBLISHING CO.

PORTLAND

COR MAC &

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.

ATTORNEYS & COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,

9

To
Year in advance.
nail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year if paid in ad-

Tirtwts: Eight Dollars

a

No. 11 Court

vance.

$3.50

1

St., liooia 4,

George

Has resumed the

practice

Portland

Savinas

no7

of law.

Bank.
d6m

ENTERTAINMENT,

188

<&TbARTOLL’S

Minstrels,

ot tlielr pleasing entertainments, consisting of Negro Farces, Plantation Songs,
Comic Banjo Solos, Songs, Dances,
Clogs, &c.

Will give

Attorney
UOYZU

AND

HAS

GEORGE,

PROFESSOR BEN SHEPPARD,
and his Wonderful Talking Banjo.
Alie the Great and Original Afterpiece.
Prices

as

usual.dec31d2t

NO. U

Rowing Association

will give

Grand Ball at

a

Tuesday evening:, Jan. 1, 1878.

F. Driscoll,

Tickets

ns

Law,
EXCHANGE STREET.

Ring

GOG CONGRESS ST.,
Near High Street.

MATT

Ferry,

C. A, Thompson,
M. F. Davis.
Usual.dec31d2t

Constable

ADAMS,
for

AT

—

Coroner for

—

Brown’s Hall, Cumberland Mills,
TIIESDAI EVENING,
JAN’V 1st,
music by mancbcNtrr'i Band.
Managers—C. W. Brown, J. A. Warren Wm. Bol-

ton.

Portland,

Cumberland County,

Jan8

dtf

STEPHEN!

latest styles of Ball-room Dancing

A

taught. Waltzing
Terms

a

Itl.

IL.

dcl5

A. L,

JL,

Thursday Evening, Jan. 3, 1878,
LECTURE

Subject—>‘11111 male

cf

America.’1

by Chandler’s Band previous to Lecture.

Tickets 50 cents, including reeerved seat, to be obtained at Stockbridge’s Music Store, and the door.
Do r open at 6.30; Music at 7.15; Lecture at 7.45.
dec28
dlw

Dances.

Fraternity
INllL

SECOND

CITY

Tuesday

COURSE.

HALL,

shareholders of the National Traders’ Bank,
of Portland, are hereby notified that their annual meeting will be held at their Banking Room, on
TUESDAY, the 8th day of January next, at three
o’clock p. m., to choose five Directors for the ensuing year, and to act on any other business that may
them.

EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.
December 8th 1877.
delOdlm

IVIerctiam’s National Bank.
stockholders of this Bank are hereby notified
that their annual meeting for the choice of

THE
Directors and the

transaction of any other business
which may legally be brought before them will be
holden at the Bank on TUESDAY, Jan. 8,1878, at
10 o'clock A. M.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
de8dtd
Portland, Dec. 7, 1877.

Casco Rational Bank.
annual meeting of the stockholders of (he

Evenings,

Fraternity.

General Committee*
T. C. Hersey,F,8Q., President Fraternity,
Samuel J. Anderson, Fsq Vice Pres.
Hon. M M. Butler,
Mr. S E. Spring,
Hon. a. E. Stevens,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott, Mr. Geo, S, Hunt,
Hon. Jacob McLellan, Mr. H N. Jose,
Hon b. Kingsbury, Jr. Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon I. Washburn, Jb., Mr. ghas, McLaughlin
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. John N. Lord,
Mr. W. L. Putnam,
Mb. j. s, Winslow,
Mr. W. F. Phillips,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. Charles E. Jose, Mr. D. W. Fessenden,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. W. F. Milliken.
Mr. M. P. Emery,
Committee on Entertainments.
WM. ALLEN, JR.,
Fritz H. Jordan,
Wm. W. Thomas, Jr.,
C.
Fred K. Farrington,
James
Hamlkn,
A. E. Webb,
Wm. Sester, Jr.,
Wm. L. Bradley.

Evening tickets admitting Gentlemen and Ladies,
$1.00, to be obtained at Stoekbridge’s and at tbo
door.

intermission at tbe dances except on the last
night of the course, when extra attractions will bo
offered.
Music byChnndler’s Fall Quadrille Band.
No

no21

deow3m

THE STANDARD BROILER.
Patented April 10, 1877.
fBlHK simplest ami best
JL artible for Cooking
Beef Sieak
vented.

ever

in-

Can be used over either
Coal or Wood fire.

get ashes,or
coal on the meat.
Does not let smoke and
gas out of the stove.
Dees not put out the fire.
not

Ask your Dealer for the
Mmndard ESroiler.
is is just wliat you want.
The Trade supplied by
Fuller, Dana & Fitz,

Canal National Bank of Portlamd” for the election of seven directors and for the transaction of any
other business that may legally come before them,
will be held at their banking house on Tuesday, the
eighth day of January, 1878, at 11 o’clock A. M.
B. C. SOMKRBY, Cashier.
Dec. 7, 1877.
dtd

E1CLE SUGAR RfflING CO.
Stockholders of this Company are hereby
that the Annual Meeting lor choice of
the transaction of other business
legally brought before them, will be held at the
Refinery Office, Fore Street, on TUESDAY, the 8th
day of January next,-at 3 o’clock p. m.
JOS. P. THOMPSON, Clerk.
dec29
dtd
9

THEnotified

Directors, and

ANNUAL MEETING.
Annual Meeting of the stockholders of the
BaDgor and Macbias Steamboat
tbe choice of five Directors and lor
the transaction of such other business as may
legally be brought before them, will be held at the
office of the Company, Railroad Wharf. Portland, on

Company,

o’clock P. M.

January 8th,

at two

and

oue

half

GEORGE L. DAY, Clerk.
dtd

dec31

Annual Meeting.
Annual Meeting of the Todd Non-Freezing
Hydrant Company, will bo bold at the office
of S. C. Andrews, 188 Middle Street, Portland,
TUESDAY, January 8th, at 10 o’clock A. M., ior

THE

ANNUAL MEETING.

11
I

!

JL

tleHP fl \T mn°^talned. tor mechanical
or
other
I L fil l V vices» medical, ornamental
\
omponnds,
Li I H * I
H I 11 1 111 designs, trade-marks, and

i
A

ii 1 Lill

labels, Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc
nventions that have been
promptly attended to.
nrTnnmnnbythe Patent Office may

1 IJ 1 1 11 IJ 11 still, in most cases, be
I)
K 1 I II I I H I I secured by us.
Deing
‘lal
II
hi} | 1/ 11 opposite the Patent Ot11/ Uv UV/ JL
HU lice,

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad Company
will be held at the Office of the Company, 39
Exchange Street, Portland, on TUESDAY, the
fifteenth day of January, 1878, at ten o’clock in the
forenoon to choose Directors for the ensuing year,
and transact any other business that may legally
come betore the meeting.
C1IAS. H FOYE, Clerk.
dec29d2w
Portland, Dee. 31, 1878.

THE

V riJxUiSrfiMJiJN TS.

Portland,

"wake closer
searches, and secure Pattents mora promptly and with broader claims than
those who are remote from Washington.

City Clerk’s Office, Dec. 2D, 1877.
1R1IIE Meeting of Board of Mayor and Aldermen
jEL
for hearing
on
Sewer Assessments was
adjourned to THURSDAY, Jan. 3d, at 7 o’clock P.
M.
Per order,
dec29dt(l
H. I. BOBINSOtf, City Clerk.

MEHARGr

Return

Trap.

Those who have used steam for heating buildings
for dryiDg purposes, have long felt, the need of a
perfect device tor returning, at a high temperature,
the water of condensation from the heating pipes to
the boiler, thus saving a large amount of tuel. Such
a device has been found in the ‘‘Meharg Steam
or

nTftMAiri
All

cor-

respondence strictly confidential. Prices low, AND
IN
WO UilAltKU UNLESS PATENT
SECURED.
We refer (o officials in the Patent Office, and to
Inventors in every State in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
Opposite ratent Office, Washington, D. C.
dtf
no24

lim

SiRulpji,

Trap,” which is ottered to those in need with a guarantee that they will keep the pipes free of water.
This trap has been in use for several years, is simple in construction and practical iu operation. It is
ottered at a price solow ihat no one who is using
steam tor heating can afford to do without it. They
will be put on for
parties on trial tor 30
days, and if not found entirely satisfactory, will be
taken off free of expense.
Further informa'ion as ro price, &e., can be had
by addressing Geu’l T. W. Hyde. Bath, Mo.; C, D.
Brown, Brunswick, Me.; or w. H. Pennell, No. 17
Union St., Porll&ncL
au7dtt

responsible

Er »n Founders Mid

NICKEL
Ciioensedby

( be

Horses Wintered.

PLATERS.

Unite I Nickel Go., of New York,

AUBURN, MAINE.
fcg’-All Orders will have Prompt Attention,
eod&wly SXu&Xlt
jaus

Free street Block,

I

will winter Horses on Hay
lied action made on colts.

cct22d3in

Portland.

Part of Store on Free Bt. T^r-m
Show Window and Good Basement. Enquire ol
nov20dtf
SAMUEL THURSTON.
Free St. Block.
To Rent.

JOHN t).
Street.

1876

iFIBST PREMIUMS

1877.

Gifts !

Holiday

Watches, Jewelry and Silver Ware.
A. MEBBIIfL.A. KEITH.

To Let,
Farrington Block, on Congress street
now occupied by Dr. Tasker.
Possession given
JOHN C. PROCTER,
January 1. Inquireot
93 Exchange street.

ROOMS
oc20

dtf

To Let.
Laundry, Billiard Room and
RESTAURANT,
Offices in St. Julian Hotel. Apply to
C. P.

MATTOCKS,
31} Exchange Street.

no26dtf

House to Let.
lower part ol house No. 232 Oxford Street,
THEcontaining
all the modern improvements, gas

am} Sebago. For particulars, apply to

B. PIKE,
57 Union Street.
J.

oct6dtf

nort

nf

linuea Wa

OH

W I--.7

CK.

convenient, containing tight rooms, gas and
For particulars apply to F. H. TViDBER,
220 Commercial Street.
sepl8dtf

SUNSHINE OF SONG
A bright and sunny collection of New Songs, Ballads and Songs with Choruses, and with Piano or
Reed Organ acc’t. A book quite American in character, with our own popular composers, and the
class of soDgs that are the greatest favorites.
Uniform in style, bindiug and price with the
“World of Song” “Gems of English Song,” and others of the “Library” series, and costs in Boards,
$2.59; Cloth, $3.00; Fine GUt, $4.00.

Don’t fail to call and

for

$1.50

per
extra.

decl3

Cornifth, .Tie,

them.
dtf

Book

Binding.

Having purchased the Bindery

No. 49 1-2 Exchange $t„
formerly owned by Geo. L. Bailey, I am
pared to (lo all kinds of

__HOTELS.
U11TED STATES HOTEL,
PORTLAND. ME.
HEATED

BY

BLANK BOOKS MADE TO ORDER
md all kinds of ruling attended to with promptness.

SO. 49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.
A

CLUSTER OF GEMS,
^Liajg a valuable collection of pieces of a somewhat

aavaDceircTnrrwTHn. ..
nn,i j0 suited to
the taste of advanced players. ^TTfrrsr-KrwSheet Music Size, and the pieces, which
about 5 pages each, are by Ley bach, Spiudier, Von
Billow, Lichner, Rubenstein, Ascber, Oesten, and
other celebrities. Uniform in style, price and binding, with the “Sunshine” described above, and with
the 27 other books of the famous “Library” series.

GEO. L. BAILEY.
deod2w

on me.

de2l

RETURNED.
MRS. DRTwELGH,

deodtl

Street, Over

All dimcultien
treated for

a

feet skillfully
uec25dlwteodtf

of the
abort time.

bne.

The most convenient place in the

city

fine Laundry finish,

a

use

dtf

MAVERICK
lib FIX

Starch Enamel, which is
kept by the Grocers, is an article of genuine value.
It has been used in our family, and been pronounced
very superior as an ingredient in starch to reenre
proper stiffness and a beautiful polish. Once tested,
it will always be used.
From tbo “Boston Home Journal,” July 7,1S77.
We caution the public about imitations of the
Starcliene, as unscrupulous persons are endeav
oriog to introduce a spurious article on tbo market.
Eacli of our bottles will be labelled with our Trade
Mark. Do not take any other.
by all Apotbeeariee and Grocers
Ask for Slarcbenc and take ne other.

Bottie.

BOSWORTH &

CO.,

G. F. DOWNES, State Agent,
*11

Federal

Street,

Portland

Maine.

For sale in Portland by Sullivan & Osgood
94
Portland St.; Wm. Weeks, 319 Congress St.; S N
Godiug, 22 Sr. Lawrence St.; A. L Millett, 588 Congress St.; J. Hudson & Co., 071 Congress St.; G H
Lord. cor. Congress aud India Sts.: tfoodv &
7 Myrtle SI.; G. W. Parker, 39 Free St.; A.
43 Pine St.; A.
cor. Congress and Atlantic
Sts. DecriDg—Van B Bray, Morrill’s Corner.

Pratt'

Bennett’,

1.runout,

00__

Roll

lop

aodCm

Desk.

A first-class, nciv, roll top desk
is offered lor sale at a bargain.
Apply at the
PRESS OFFICE,
oelJO

dtf

Double Windows lor Sale.
consisting of dozen double windows for
ASET
sale, part with vontilat-.s Price reasonable.
at
noiWtf

28 EXCHANGE STREET.

CO.,

E3 AND SHIPPERS Off

The New Year.

Correct Writ ng.
LIBRARY m one volum
Every family
should have it. Indispensable to every one
who proposes to make the most of life. No young
person can afford to be without it. An investment
ot the paying kind. One of the wonders ot tne age

A

how so mach intelligence necessary to the every day
affairs of life can be put into so small a space nd so
attractive form.
Tell a person #ver so muc about
this work but on examination one will exclaim as
did the Queen of Sheba, when she beheld the
wisdom and prosperity of
“The half was
not told me.” Sold only by subscription.
Address
H. G. GARCELON, No. 266 Middle Street, Portlaud,
Maine.
Send for Girenlar.

Solomon^

GELATINE STARCH.

the brat and the cheapest Starch
preparation that has been or can be found,
Locke’s Grlnt oc Starch is that article.
It
prevents the iron STICKING and BLISTERING;
it can be used either in boiled or raw starch; it gives
a very line clear white finish and polish, that will
never turn yellow; it makes ironing an easy and
pleasant exercise. For sale by Grocers, Druggists,
&c. Wanted—Two good outside salesmen; also a
few good local canvassers.
Manufactured and supplied wholesale by

IF

you want

,

FAMINES,

MAVERICK

Business solicited irom any in need of assistance on
their accounts.
Special attention given to adjustment of
complicated account*.
Would take charge of one or more sets of accounts

permanently.

Terms reasonable.
Orders left at 760 Congress street,

street,

or

or

by mail, promptly attended to.

28 Exchange

dec!5__

W&Stt

FUSE PIANO
ALU? A BAH.G-AIBT.
offer at a great bargain one new 7$
rosewood Piano, overstrung. Agraffe
bridge, square grand. Fully warranted for seven
CARLTON & CHANDLER,
years.
Domestic Sewing Machine Agency, 440 CoDgreFS
Street.
dec27dtf

STANDARD

Oils l
Burning
Maverick Pure Napthas, Gas Oils

Oils delivered by the car-load, in bulk
rels, at any point in New England.

fiffinno11611
25
uliluGu,

|

or

in bar-

Broad St„ Bostox, Mass.
Commercial Sr., Portland, Mb

& 27

eodlim

Pleasaare Wagons.

Always the choicest and
freshest Oysters constantly
hand at the lowest prices.
Orders by mail or telegraph
answered promptly.
Oysters delivered in any
part of Abo city free of expense.

“ZEPHTRUS”~AND “RA1,”
ready to convey parties to any
icinity at reasonable rates. Apply to

arc now

resorts

on

in th

JOHN RAY,
Commercial Wharf or 219 Brackett street

No.

jul__dtf
OPE NT

FRENCH & GERMAN LAUNDRY.
dry

our clothes in the open air, and so need
more water and fresh air than the other
laundries in the
We have established a

WE

city.

laundry

out of town, and will be prepared to commence
work on Monday, Dec. 10th. All orders left at W.
D. Jones’, 520 Congress Street, opposite Cased, or
6 Bradford Street, will receive prompt attention.

dec7d3m

FRAU VON HAGEN & CO.

MUSIC!

s?"'“s

iVJH/kjJ. vl

COLLINS
&
declO

address upon

re-

ceipt of stamp.

BUXTON,

1

Vaults Cleaned
taken out at short notice, from $4 to $6
cord or $3 a load, by addressing
nov24fcf
A, LIBBY
(X).. Portland P. Q*

AND

For Sale.
I would hereby not ify those thinking of
buying a NEW SLEIGH, that I hare
three nice ones, latest styles. I will sell
at cost.
C. E. WHITNEY,
Brackett’s Mill, foot of Hanover, St.,
Portland, Me.

AsIlos Hnuld,.
f. richer,
Corner, Deeriup
(ft!

is.
1

ibby

8

THAT YOUNG MAN!
The latest and best hit. Ask your book or n«wsdealea tor him. Only 50 eenti a eopy,
delldSw

19

rtU

CliGlUllJ

1U WL11LI1

The Shoe and Leather Reporter thinks in
reviewing the history of 1877 that we are not
obliged to take comfort in purely negative
sources of satisfaction:
“The gifts of Providence have been showered upon our people
with unexampled profusion. “The kindly
fruits of the earth” were never more liberally
bestowed, and In their variety, abundance
and excellence they constitute a vast addition to the garnered treasures of the State.

ocl23 aid

dec29utw*

unfWYCUiuutu

all things are possible, is,strangely enough, as
strong in the old man by whom the years fly
swifter than the birds through the air. Wellfounded is his hope if he looks forward to the
Blessed Isles in the far-off blue 1
nowever unreasonable our anticipation of
uncertain felicities it is well for us that we
entertain this hope.
God help those who
have nothing to look forward to, not even escape from the wretchedness of the present 1
Even if the future does not honor our drafts
upon it we are the better for that faith in our
account or our possibilities which leads us to
present them. The resolve that new days
shall mean new ways, that our former lives
we will amend, and “the old yeare’s sinnes
forepast eschew,” we are the stronger for entertaining thoagh we grievously fail in fulfillment. But to some of us the fulfillment always comes, to some of us it will be the golden year.
Strong In the faith that each may
be the fortunate one, all of us can hope. However unhappy, says Johnson, we solace ourselves with the hope of batter fortune, and
however vicious appease our consciences with
intentions of repentance.
We should hope
for everything that is good, an old writer
whom Addison quotes tells us, because there
is nothing which may not be hoped for, and
nothing but what the gods are able to give us.
And if the wished for happiness does not
come we must console ourselves with the wisdom of the famous fifth number of the Rambler:
“Wheuthis time, which Is too often
expected with great impatience, at last arrives, it generally comes without the blessing
for which it was desired; but we solace ourselves with some new prospect, and press forward again with equal eagerness”—and look
forward to the promise of the newer year,
confident that in the fullness of time the
chimes will ring in the true.
Out do not let our liopo for the futuro banish our thankluluess for the blessings of the
past. The old year had some merry days for
all of us, and we looked forward to his coming with all the high anticipations we cherish
about the coming of his successor. Perhaps,
when we are done with hopo, so far as time
is concerned, it may be last year, and not
this, we will hold in tenderest recollection.

AT WOOD’S OYSTER HOUSE, 117
1<51 and 1£3 Center St., PORTLAND.

Address
Portland. Maine,
niv8
dtf
■

W UUU1 a

,

fiip.tinn. will rpppiua t.Tin riaaortrotl

nomiJimont

This inestimable benefaction came so seasonably—at the moment of our direst need—
when we wero becoming disheartened by
frequent relapses from momentary glimpses of
sunshine to prolonged terms of depression,
that its effect was in the highest degree enlivening and stimulating. It put new life
into everybody. Tho hopeful grew more
confident and the doubtful less unbelieving
in the good time coming, for which they had

Cap anil Ilells.
The patent medicine almanac crop is
folly

ripe.

Always speak well of the dead, and once in a
while say a good word for the living, if you
have the time.
They do not hang np their stockings in Chicago. To do so would lead to the suspicion that

everybody expected

A ghost, the ghost of Vallandigham, is
troubling Pendleton’s dreams. In 1807 young
Greenbax deserted Vallandigham, to whom
he had pledged his support, and sent Thurman to the Senate.
In revenge Vallandigham went to the New York convention the
next year and defeated Pendleton.
Now
Gentleman George wants to go to the Senate,
and the friends of the dead Vallandigham, remembering the old feud, are striving to defeat
him.
Rqscoe G. Bowers of Saco is brought forward by his f/i^s as candidate for the
Speakership of the Maine House of Representatives. He Is amply qualified for the
position, and would make an excellent presiding officer. In selecting him our representatives would show thorough good judgment.

This Is the year, the year seventy-eight,
in which Democrats will shake their heads
whenever an earthquake, or a great storm at
sea,

or a

Republican victory, or anything else
nature happens, and mutter

in the order of

to each other “Aliunde Joe 1” and will call
Jere Black to prove it.”

The melancholy days have come, the saddest of the year, when bills fall thick as
leaves in Vallambrosa. This is the time
when men curse the credit system, and think
some new system of political
economy should
»
be invented.
There

seems

to be a

Turco-Russi?.n

war

in the streets of London.
Saturday
thousand brawny workmen held a bit
of a discussion with fists in Trafalgar Square.
'PRaaroiad intervention of the police brought
I
the war to a close.

right

new

organ of the

Democracy,

the

Washington Post, announces that the Democratic part of the Senate will no longer
support Conkling, but ‘will be found firm
and solid against anybody or party which
seeks to revive the curse of niggerism.”
This is the day in which we are governed
by Spenser’s advice and resolve to “chaunge
eke our minds, and former lives amend,”
and to-morrow too many of us break the resolve.
This will be an awful year for the DemoJust think of it,—’78! They will
howj “fraud” every time they write it. But
they can’t charge the responsibility for it on
Justice Bradley, that is sure.
The

old

yeab, loaded down with

our

sins, has been sent out as a scape-goat, and
we are beginning to burden the New.
Current Comment.
With the compliments of the alleged season.—Chicago Times, Christmas Morning.
It will be very pleasant in 1881 to make a
trip through Ohio and hear the natives begin
their remarks by saying, “When I was consul at
”—Worcester Press.
Confederate Gen. Tucker, now Democratic
Congressman from Virginia, surrendered his
sword in 1865 to Union Gen. Keifer, now Republican Congressman from Ohio, and Mr,
Keifer is going to give it back to him.
Hereafter the British post office, whenever
it fails to deliver a registered
letter, will com-

a

piano

or

a

horse.

That last batch of obituaries pleased the
it is said, better thau any others he ever
had. The boys did rather spread
themselves,
that time.

Pope,

When Webster rose to speak his feet woold
backward and forward; but soon his
brains went to his head and he sat down on
move

Hayne and pounded

him with the

dictionary.

A Paris journal gives this as the Norman’s
“Kind Heaven, I do not ask for
wealth; only to be placed within arm’s length
of the man who has it.’’
prayer:

The Hawkeye eays: The Mycenae
investigations have revealed the fact that whan
Ajax
defied the lightning he had been wearing a
pair
of sandals a size and a half too small for him
all

day,

and felt just

of another term.

crats.

—

shall
WEoctave

SAFETY OIL!

a

Applv

Oil-

Centennial 160°

Perfumed

For Sale

J. H.

your Coal is at

MCALLISTER’S

ocl9

use

Price 25 Cents Per

&

office, No. 78 Exchange St.,
opposite the Post Office.

STAROHENE.
Starcliene,

purchase

new

STAROHENE.
For

to

RANDALL

To prevent the Iron from sticking,

—

AOCOUJS

STAROHENE.

perisheth

And winter wanes. Alas
The year’s King Learl

SliTP;p©:ris,

Ji>. If,

STAROHENE.

use

His ancient head bows down,
The length of his beard of snow
Mixed with the golden flow
Of her hair on her crimson gown;
And his trembling hands that wander about her,
His lips that bless her with life’s late breath,
Are too weak to hold her, too sad without her,
And cannot keep her from coming death.
(Vex not his ghost—O, let him pass.)
Leave him to silent death—
Thus autumn

With the exception of the Speakership of
the House no state nor legislative office appears to be in contest. The Presidency of
the Senate is conceded to Senator Vinton of
Cumberland, and the popular Secretary, Mr.
S. W. Lane, will of course be retained, as
also will his efficient assistant, Gen.. Tilden,
unless the question of ineligibility bars. The
Speakership will go to Mr. Pillsbury of Lewiston, Mr. Lord of Bangor, Mr. Bowers of
Saco or Mr. tSTeeks of Augusta. The excellent clerk of the House, Mr. Oromandel
Smith, will certainly be re-elected.
The
State officers, having served to general satis-

I he

“A happy New Year” is the wish, in words
at least, of each man to his fellow to-day.
It can be examiied at Wo, 17 Union t.
I
We all assume that it is to be happy, and look
Any information in regard to its cost wld be cheerforward to It as the old Greeks looked out to
fully furnished by the agent tor this city,
the fabled garden of the Hesperides lull of all
aul6dtf
Mr. K. PENWELL
manner of delights; whatever dragons guard
its gate3 we feel strong in faith to overcome
them. On this day we give full belief to the
Norse myth, and fancy that the apples of
Iduna are the gift of the New Year to each of
us.
The experiences of the recurring months
Slippers for Men,
Slippers lor Women.
teach nothing. W»look forward with a hope
Slippers for Boys.
so strong it is confidence to the
good time beSlippers lor Girls.
fore us.
It is always the coming year that
Slippers for Children.
is to bring happiness.
Slippers mode to order.
To-morrow, which
Slippers ot nil kinds for every
no man finds—for like the end of the rainbow
body.
that children seek after, it is ever a little way
Ladies’ and Misses’ While Slip
off—is the blissful time.
Multiplied disappers and While Boots.
Like the
pointments do' not kill oar hope.
M. G. PALMEE.
believers in the speedy Second Advent we,
aa31dtt
unshaken by the failure of the prediction,
HILL’S MANUAL
calmly apply the prophecy to the coming year.
This simple faith, expected of the child to
Off
p

No. 5 Plnm Sl„ Portland, Hie.
dec27d3tteodtf

FOR HOT OR COLD STARCH.

uso

But Autumn warmed him and fed
With wine of her grapes and bread—
True and tender and kind
Daughter of Lear.

It fcas receive! the highest recommendation from
in every large city of this
Engineers
country wheie it has been introduce!

LOCKE’S GELATINE STARCH CO

PERFUMED STARCH ENAMEL.

STAROHENE.

««fc4Mu:iaceJxoni him and turned to flee him,
,ii;te-li-TTrrli ,i 1 ..
Through the sharp hawthorn blows the cold wind.)

eodly&w

waited four long years with alternating sen.timents of faith and distrust. If there we'.'e
nothing else except the harvest to inspire us
with agreeable memories of the receding year,
that alone would be enough to quicken our
appreciation of the benefits with which it
has been laden. We have not realized
yet
as fully as we shall by and by the extent of
our indebtedness for that
crowning benefaction. When the crops have been
marketed,
and their avails exchanged for the multiform
commodities which enter into univers al consumption, it will then appear more clearly
what a quickening influence they exei;t upon
the trade and prosperity of the country.”

seven

And left him in

OLIVER DITSON & CO-, Boston.

no24

LOCKE’S

CHIROPODIST,
Palmer’s Shoe Store.

WOLCOTT ft CO., Proprietors

angle_

her corn;

For Sale at all tho principal music stores. Will also be mailed, post free, to any address, for the retail
price. Change may be sent in postage stamps.

Social and Business Forms and Gn de to

CARD.

At 2281-2 Middle

STEAM,

arc:

pro

BOOK BINDING,

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.

ITt

now

mch as Magazines, Music, Newspapers, Periodicals
&c., &e. Also all kinds of Lettering upon Bibles
Albums, Pocket Books, &o.

stowed

House, Portland, Me,
AUU. P. FULLER,
Portland, Me.

Address
de28dtf

week,

Grain
C. ». HMALL,

see

Having sold my Bindery to Cbas. W. Duroy,
sbeerfully recommend him to my friends and th
public as worthy of the patronage so liberally be-

to lease.

He came to the house of Spring:
“Let me a little stay.”
She turned him with scorn away,
Him and his following.
And Summer denied him and wouid not see 1dm,
That the storms his wild squires might not havoc

THE

Steam

Sebago.

""hotel

ner more nor less
Thau my bond, I love my lord ;
To say I have no word,
For speech is foolishness.
The bird that fears lor her young still flutters
Far from her nest with a tender cry—
And far away from the heart that utters
Its love too loudly, doth true love lie.”
(Then they for sudden joy did weep.)
“Go forth from out mine eyes,
So young and over-wise—
And take with thee and keep
The curse of Lear!”

In first cost end sabseqneut expense it
cannot be excelled.
This Boiler is
Stronger, Less Liable to Accident and
More Economical than any other knoirn

_

A

“Nothing:

THE

STEAM BOILER.

€HAS. W. DUROY,

House to Let.
m FT P lntrnw

PUBLISHED,

JUST

THE LYDIE

THE

in

Real Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. »:i Exchange

In Boards, $2.50; Cloth, $3.00; Fine Gilt, $4.00.

Let.

house and stable No. 257 Oxford St. House
contains 9 rooms with gas and Sebago. Stable
room for three torses,
Apply at the premises, or at
ocz7dtf
75 PORTLAND STREET.

“With shadowy woods where cling
Tho April’s latest snows,
Meads where a river flowp,
We make thee lady, Spring.
And for guerdon of love that Summer has given
She hath to her dower the high sweet sun,
And the wealth of wheat when the winds of heaven
Like the shining of waters across it run.”
(The seven stars are no more than seven.)
“Two parts have I given away
Of my kingdom—what wilt say
That the third to thee be given,
Last child of Lear?”

average"

hoy 11

we can

tentabiliiy.

To

To save labor,

D.

T\

or address.
I. L. ELDER,
novHdtf
Attorney at Law, 119} Exchange St.

Portland & Ogdensburg R. R. Co.

of

g

Plumbers.
.'HILE.ltR.Ne.9J Federal Siree

JAMES

Thurston,

on

If you want your linen to look like new,

City

Full Stock, New Styles, Prices Reduced.

Good Hen I.
cheap rent
Munjoy street, PortDESIRABLE,
land. Sebago and other modern improvements
Call

The best Linen Polish in the world is

x AJJ

Covers, Stools

IN

choice of Directors and any other business that may
legally come before them.
dec311w*
J. J. GERRISH, Secretary.

Ull

Lowest

and Ottomans.

llie best Located House for Business Men

THEPortland,
for

BY

Arthur Itrown Sc Co., Fimt&crville, ft. 51.
decll
eod3m

de8dtf

The New England

North St., Boston,and Williams & do,. Nash
N. H.
J>l ANUFACTUK ED

Canal National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of “The

TUESDAY,

Various Styles;
Prices.

Let.
a good neighborhood, a nice and
very convenient rent of fix rooms, to « family without small
children.
Inquire at No. 6 Horton Place, leading
from Dow St.
nov22dtt

a

Cooks Steak so qnickly
that all the juices and flavor are retained.

DOES

THE

AND]-

Samuel

nxli

Accountant and Notary Public.

To

transaction of such other busi-

may legally come before them, will be held at
Banking House on TUESDAY, the 8th day of
January, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M.
WM. A. WINS11IP, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 7,1877.
de8dtd
ness as

their

IN AID OF THE

110
ua,

The Rational Traders’ Batik.

legally come betore

Agent.

Casco National Bank of Portland for the choice
THE
of Directors and the

Not. 2 7 Mi, Dec. 11th, Dec. 25th,
Jan. 8th, Jan. 22th, Feb. 5th,

Portland

dtd

TIIE

IIY

REV. JOSEPH COOK.
Concert

Ocean Insurance Company.
Stockholders of this Company are notified to
rjlHE
JL meet at the office of said
in

Port land
Company
Monday, January 7, 1878, at 3 o’clock P. M. for
the purpose of choosing Directors for the ensuing
year and for the transaction of any other business
that may be legally acted upon.
R. O. CON ANT, Secretary,

~

CITY

Apply

rooms.

Store to Let.
Jauuaay 1st, the desirable store No. 88
Commercial St., Thomas Block, now occupied
by L. C. Briggs & Co. Inquire of
decBdlm
F, J. ROLLINS, 21 Exchange St.

on

A. COURSE.

Piano

to be Let,

and third stories over Jewett Bros.
of Middle and India streets—ten
to WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate

UAdite alias

CEO. C. CODMAN,—Office No. IS4 Middie Street- Portland.
nov26 Cm*

THE BEST

corner

WHITNEY A MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

MEETINGS^ AFTER

ANNUAL

l>a«tie«

HI. 3. GILBERT.
Army and Navy Hall, Dec. 31, 1877.
jald3t

(gold ffidnieh.

No. 37 Plum Street.

12

for

$5.00,

gU, job

specialty.

Lriaoni, GcnUrS
93 00. One half
to be paid at the time of subscribing and the
balance at the sixth lesson.
Private lessons given to pupils of the evening
classes free or charge.
Very respectfully,
men

and

second
THEstore,

Carpenters and Builders.

J.

delld3w

Boarding House

BERRY.

i,

ORGANS

JONAS W. CLARK,
558 Congress Street.

The centrally located Hotel known as the
Adams House, on Temple Street, in this
city, is offered for lease. It contains more
than forty rooms, together with tin ee stores.
.To a responsible party low rates will be
Its
convenient location for business men must
givtn.
make it very desirable as a tirst class Lodging House,
as meals could be had at the restaurant now established on the first floor, Apply to WM. II. JERRIS,
Heal Estate A gent.

Him

J. A. MERRILL Or CO., 139 middle Si.

PIANOS

THE

Portland, Dec. 10, 1877.

Fancy Dancing

Only Line tunning through cars between Portland
and Long Island Sound Steamers, and avoiding the
annoying Carriage transfer through Boston. Leave
Portland & Rochester Depot, Portland, at 2 30 P. M.
State Rooms on Steamers secured in advance at
28 Exchange St., and at the Depot.
J.W PETERS,
J. M.LUNT,
Gen. Ticket Agent.
Supt.
dtf
sept28

lO JLCt.

Hotel and Stores to Itent.

HOYT* FOGG, N.,»l Middle Street.

TM.

TO NEW YO RKdt» 1 1
and KETURN

Celebrated Makers;

Three daughters Bat at his feast:
Spring wore the may in her hair,
Summer was tall and fair,
Autumn was youngest and least.
Said Spring, “As the sun is to eyes that lighten,
As the space of the sky to a bird set freo,
Is my lord to my love.” And, “How shall I heighten
Her words,” spokeSummer, “in praising of thee?”
(That such a Icing should play lopeep!)
“More dear tha*all delight,
Than dawn is to day, or to night
Tht folded feathers of sleep—
My father, King Lear!”

Booksellers and Stationers.

Book Binders,
A. <|HNt V, Boom It, Printers’
Gxchi’iige) No. ftl I Gxcbaugf’.^i.
«MA1 L At HHAittFORD, No. 33 Plan

PORTLAND to
NKW YORK via

Portland & Worcester« Korwicli Lines.

House, No. 16J High Street, near Danfortb.
This bouse bas Sebago and gas, and has just

sept27eodtf

nolSdtf

llorse Shoeing,

_dtf

A

been thorouglily repaired.

Real Estate, 379J Congress Street.

by S. YOUNG dfc CO., Practical Horse
Sboeimt 70 Pearl 8l. PriceSI.SO per set

To Let.

When the wild winds are abroad.
Crownless save only for weeds and nettles
And thorns that have longtime forgotten the rose;
And the white hoarfrost on his white beard settles
As his piteous breathing comes and goes;
{The hedge-sparrow fed the cuckoo so long.)
Sharper and more unkind
Thau serpent’s tooth or the wind,
The pain of his bitter wrong.
Alas, King Lear!

l? V t0 !“an on first class Keal Estate
JCl A Security, in Portland, or vicinity. Kents collected, taxes paid, Ac. on Commission. Apply to F. Cl. PATTEKSON, Dealer in
Af /A

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

NICE TENEMENT on York street, between
Brackett and Clark streets. Also, one in Essex Lane.
Apply to JOHN SWEETSIK,
dclSdtf
No. 5 Neal street.

Store to Let.
O TORE No 55(1 Congress street, next west of Oak
so street, is for rent. Good location for the stove
business. Apply to WM. H. JE KRIS, Real Estate
Agent.
decl3dtf.

The Year’s King Lear.
Winter, a desolate lord,
The king of the yester-year,
Wanders a witless Lear,

aulMtf

night changes.

fin

[For the Portland Press.]

House for Sale,

Staterooms on steamers and chairs in Parlor cars
secured in advance at Boston S Maine or Eastern R.
R. Offices Commercial Street.
A. P. ROCKWELL. Pres’t E. R. R.
.T. T. FURBER, General Sup’t. B, & M. R. R,

—

Service of precepts of all kinds' a
confidential advice given, and services rendered in me
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.

I shall open my Second Term for Instruction In

The

dtf

GOOD BUSINESS CHANCE.

DANCIN GrSCHOOL

On Thursday Evening, Jan. 3d,

To Let.
A pleasant, furnished Chamber.
203 OXFORD ST., near Chestuut.

51 I-il EXCHANGE STREET.

Admission to the Hall $1.00; Gallery, 25 cents.
The managers reserve the light to restrict the sale
of tickets.
dec27td*

Plain and

d2w*

House

A3TD

NEW lEAE’S IIALtlt

Furnished Room to Let
At NO. 3 QCJINCY STREET, near
the Park.

eod&wtt

dec4__dim

J. Hudson,

A whole Might’s rest going and
coining, and avoid confusing

To Rent.

de21

(merchant.’ Bank Building.)

NO.

*

dec27

at

Dr. Chas. A.

ARRANGEMENTS.
P. C.

BRADBURY,

_

leaving

FEW good men can find nleasant rooms .with
board, at 30 BROWN ST.
dtf'
my21

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T.
Pollen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our
ournal.
^

a

REDUCED RATES.

TtntET.

The new and thoroi>KhIy built
house § Ellsworth St. Very pleasantly situated; ia the healthiest
part of the city. The best bargaiu
in the market this season.
Apply on the premises.
J. B. AVER!EE.
dtf
July 11

New House containing
part of city,
IN allWestern
tlie modern improvements. Inquire at this

Trains
Portland at 8.45 a. m. connect with
the Mound ftiiuea lor ftew York.
Passengers by this route are landed on board
Moirnd Steamers in season for gupper* and

A

We do not read anonymous etters and commnni
cations. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication
but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not nsed.

!

office.

PRESS.

TUESDAY MORNING, JAN. 1.

Oak

For

Bos-

across

ton troth ways.

Jr

A
J
TO
STREElf

has removed to

LANCASTER HALL,
COMMITTEE OR
J. A. Kennedy,
T. K. llartneit,

W.

Attorney

New Year’s Ball.
Union

BEHOVED

EXCHANGE

A.

aii31

a

VER1T desirable furnished house, In good location. Possession given Jan. 1st. For terms
&c. apply to
N. S. GARDINF.R,
dec27diw*
42$ Exchange St.

Msrchants’ Bank Building..
eod&wtf

an31

OflAND

TDe

31

NO.

Dollars,

Transfers

Including

Boarders Wanted.

Counsellor at Law,

In their Unrivalled Double Clogs.
Also the Great

smal
Lady and Gentlemen boarders in
TWO
19 BROWN STREET.
family. 'Apply to
nov3

BBADBE7BY, I

BlOff

RAILROAD

enjoy

Hoarders Wanted.

__dtf

—

for Twelve

dtf

Law,

at

OB

EASTERN

Boarding House,

r-rriwiiirrnin-

_v

Also the Wouderful Boy Artists,

FRANKIE

dim

ELBRIBGE (JERBt, JR.,

one

MASTERS

New

—

BOSTON & MAINE

BOARD.

STREET,

Crtual Bank Building.

VIA

—

Moulton, SUIT

MIDDLE

Dee3

VARIETY COMBINATION

—

~~

of nice rooms on first floor, also 1 siriglejoom
suitable for a gentleman, and table board furnAll at reasonable rates.
ished.
MRS. N. P.
THAYER, 74 Spring St., corner of Oak St.
decl8
.<32 w*

ATTORMEV AT LAW,

NEW YEAR’S NIGHT.

^nrlegqnc

BETWEEN

To Let with Hoard.

F.

has removed to

LENNOX

the Catholic cathedral and Congress
St, Monday morning, a pair of Lady’s fur spring
wrist mittens. Will the tinder pleasa leave them at
this office or 187 Cumberland St.
deliSdtf

on
a

com bam,
large
carriage bouse,
twelve cows, two horses, farming tools &c. Good
milk route may bo had if desired. For further particulars enquire of WALTER H. SMALL, on the
de24d2w*
premises.

New York & Return

The undersigned haviDg taken the large* %nd centrally located boarding house (formerly kept as a
hotel) No 6 Hampshire Street, is prepared to 4c.commodate regular or transient boarders on liberal
terms.
T. T. COOMBS.
de22
dim
'A

HC .A. L L.

GRAND HOLIDAY

Jfi Excursion Tickets

OFFICE
Over

Notice.
FARMS for sale

LOST AND FOUND
Lost.

THE

Hill, Scarboro*,
MILK
containing 130 acre?, large two-story house,
barn and
wood and

—TO—

F. Talbot

Augustus

....

MU8IO

\

angl6

~ENTERTAINMENTS.
1

A

C. M. Perry refers to Howard & Cleaves.
dec!7dim

a

Rates op Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1 50 per square, daily first week : 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing every ether lay after first week, 50 cents.
Hall square,three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head ot “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2 00 per square per week; three-insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements Inserted in the “Maine "State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Sta e), for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 ce tsper square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all com muni cat ions to
POK LAND PUBLISHING CO.

i~----

MAN to manage a farm for one year or longer.
One accustomed to working a sea shore farm
preferred. Address
de27dl w*
PORTLAND P. O, BOX 1983.

BOSTON.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
I■ published every Thursday Morning at
year, it paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

Wauled,

PERRY,

REAL ESTATE.

EXCURSIONS.

_WANTS.

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the

awfully reckless.

',Ah,” exclaimed an experienced young man,
with tears in his eyes, as he gazed
upon a rednoed model of Cleopatra’s needle. “Ah! if
Mark Antony had ever sat down on that.” And
he walked away fondling himself as he
went,

while his sad heart brooded
memories.

sn'lanl;

bitter

over

Managing editor to subordinate: “Why did
yon pat this paragraph abmt the planet Mercnry under Connecticut nows?”
Intelligent
scissors man:
"Why, sir, I found it in the
Hartford Courant.”

wending his

ooou the i. s. m. was
way to a rival paper to ask for a

eitnation.
Since the doctors have raised the howl that
the bits of wash leather and India rubber used
in the manufacture of mince piss are unwholesome, if not absolutely injurious, the mince pie
has been almost revolutionized, the

industry

manufacture using pasteboard and basswood
veneering instead of the objectionable ingredients. The uppermost is still made of asbestos

roofing paper,

same as

last year.

“Roll oa, silver moon,” warbled; a youth beneath the window of his loved
one, when the
qneen of his thoughts softly raised the sash and
murmured:
“Yon had better roll

oa something better
cent moon, William, if yon
expect to get np to Pa; he is hard money, he

than a

ninety-two

is.”
The window slid down, and the demoralized

silver Bill slid off
Bland

coining

execrations in the

atmosphere

A medical journal fills several
pages with
scientific jawbreakers trying to explain
why it
is that the percentage of
bow-legs is eight
times greater among boys than girls. The reason adduced is purely
scientific, and altogether
unsatisfying to a mind accustomed to browse
around in searoh of plain common-sense
truth.
Any mother who has ever turned a boy’s pockets wrong side out could throw
more light upon
the question than all the doctors from
Hippoorates to Landis.
As a funeral cortege was
making Us way
crowded str;ets the other day a bootblack called to a companion:

along the

“Hey, Jack,

what

big gun

is dead now?”

“’Taint no rich folks,” replied Jack,
looked down the street.

as

he

“’Taint hey I Well, just look at them
twentyeight hacks!”
“That’s what I was looking at—that’s how
I know it’s some common man.
Rich folks
don’t keer what folks say, but poor folks hez
big funeral processions to deceive the public.”

Magazine Notices.
January Scribner begins and ends with a
Christmas poem. Mr. Boyesen’s opening ballad, Jarl Sigurd’s Christmas Eve, is the means
of re-introducing to the magazine the
pencil
The

of Mrs. Mary HalloCk Foote, who has made a
large illustration for this poem and is hereafter
to contribute frequently.
Another
of

phase
holiday feeling is given in Irwin Russell’s
Christmas Night in the Quarters, which reproduces an old-time scene In the South, and con-

the

tains three separate dialect poems, with illus-

trations by Hopkins. Fox-Honting in New
England may fairly be called a Christmas topio

and Mr. Rowland E. Robinson discusses it with
enthusiasm in an illustrated paper of fourteen
pages.
mann

An anonymous paper on Dr. SchlieMycente, reviews in a judicial vein

at

the famous discoveries of that
explorer, many
of the objects, including some of the

finest,

being shown

pensate the person who should have received
it to the extent of his loss, not
exceeding two
pounds. Local postmen will be authorized to
register letters received on their rounds, on
payment of the registration tee.
Both these
new regulations might be introduced
with adin
the
United States.
vantage
If the President would do a great and
splendid service to the country, ho will boldly
and aggressively use all his power and influence against the silver danger.
On this question the true sentiment of the country woaid
like to see some fight in the Administration.

iu the engravings.
John Burroughs returns to his favorite topic in Birds and
Boughs, for which Miss Bridges, who is so well
known by her bird-pictures, has made several

Albany Journal.
The accomplished and genial editor of the

anecdotes of Pidgin English, by A. A. Hayes,
Jr., and to H. H.’s sketch of the marvelous enterprise of American frontier life entitled A
New Anvil Chorus. What the Presidents
have thought in regard to appointments is summarized in L. M. Dorman’s Century of Civil
Service. The Growth of Cities in the United
States is treated by B. C. Magie, Jr., who has a
word of warning for the South. The serials
by
Miss Traftou and Edward Eggleston are continued, the latter with a picture of Twonnet
and Roxy telling fortunes, by Walter Shirlaw.
fn his department, Dr. Holland discusses West
Point and Educational Charities, Books and

nn/4

---U
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Louisville Courier Journal is liable to be
misunderstood some more.
He has just sat
down after an arduous effort to prove that
when he warned the North of a horrible
‘•'loosing ef the devil,” he merely meant to
say that the Wandering Jew had been enfranchised and might make trouble. Now he
remarks that the Southern prodigal hasn’t
come back for nothing.
He Is hungry and
means to be filled.
The people of the South,
he says iu Italics,” are in the Union, and propose to stay in and partake of all the advantages of that Union, especially the advantages of securing appropriations, as Northern
States do, for necessary internal improvements.” As one of these appropriations they
propose to start with $40,000,000 for levees.
Notice is given in advance that any adverse
comment on this modest sum will not represent the sentiment of Northern Republicanism, but will be the “slangwhangery of brutal blackguardism.” Well, the need of comment does not seem to be imperative.
The Republican of independent proclivities,
who wishes to preserve a magnanimous attitude toward the South and maintain a generous confidence in the wisdom of the Administration, has anything but an easy time of
it. He does not like to keep up sectional
animosity; yet he cannot take into consideration the united vote of the South for repudiation and its clamor for subsidies and remain
calm in the belief that it will be either safe or
patriotic to allow so dangerous an element to
gain control of the government. He wishes
to think the Administration is sincere iu its
efforts for civil service reform, but he searches
iu vain for evidence to calm his doubts. The
more he reflects upon the situation,
therefore,
the deeper becomes his conviction that the
to
do
is
to
maintain
a
firm
faith in
only thing
the Republic and hit the head of a demagugue

aua a

icpuuiatui

wuuuuver

chance.
From

no

geis a

Dr. Holland contributes a short
poem entitled A Glimpse of Yontb, and Stedman
another on The Last Token, suggested by Max’s

picture of the same name, which is here engraved. There are also poems by H. H., Sidney Lanier, Paul H. Hayne, Mary E. Bradley
and others. The story of the number,
by the
elusive “Saxe Holm,” relates to the Civil War
and is called Joe Hale’s Red
Stockings. Many
readers will turn at once to

a

paper of

new

Reading, Fitting

for Collegs, and Work for the
Machine.
The Old Cabinet has something
about Gossip and the U. S. Census, Law Points
in Novels, Reasons for not Voting for a Reform Candidate, A Young Cambridge Studenti

Midgets,

etc. Home and Society contains suggestions about Private Theatricals, eto. Cul_
ture and Progress has a dozen book notices, and
The World’s Work records a variety of industrial improvements. Bric-a-Brio is given over
to Irwin Rassell’s poem mentioned above.
The Popular Science Monthly for January has
the following table of contents: The Growth of
the Steam Engine, III, by Prof. R. H. Thurston; Health Matters in Japan, by Prof. E. S.
Morse; Illustrations of the Logio of Science, by
0. S. Pierce; The Archer-Fishes, by E. Sauvage;
Temperaments, by Ely Van de Warker; The
Ice Age, by L. P. Gratacap; Teachings of a
Day, Louisa S. Beviugton; History of the Dynamical Theory of Heat, II, Porter Ponier;
Style, F. H. Wright; Our Six Footed Rivals.
II; Sketch of Joseph La Conte; Correspon-

dence; Editorial Departments.
Published by
D. Appleton & Co., New York.
For sale in
this city by Loring, Short & Harmon.
American Credit

Suffering.

new the Silver Agitation i* Injuring Oar
Good Name in Londoa.

trustworthy figures just compiled re-

garding the liquor traffic, it appears that there
are nearly twice as many drinking saloons in
New York as in any other state.
The exact
number is 23,831. Illinois follows with 16,548,
Pennsylvania with 16,105, Ohio with 14,248, and
Cal'fornia with 8108
la Massachusetts there
are

drawings.

only 6386 saloons,

wl ile in the

comparative-

ly insignificant District of Columbia, the seat
of national government, there are no less than
1105. North Carolina heads the list with 1205
distilleries, while New York has only 111 disIn addition to these, however, there
tilleries.
379 bser breweries in the state. On an avthere is in the Union one drinking saloon
for every 280 inhabitants.
Considering the
proportion of the population, most of the whis-

are

erage

key is consumed iu the South, while nearly all
the beer is drunkjby the people of the West and
and South,
Mrs, Fanny Ferry of West Hampfleld, Pa.,
has just celebrated herl031 birthiay,and is still
able to get about without assistance, while her
mini is clear.

Mr. L. J. Jennings, formerly editor of the
New York Times and now the London correspondent of the World, writes to that paper:
We are fast getting together all the materials
for a panio in American securities. When government bonds drop one-half per cent, all round
as they did yesterday, it is time to look out for
something serious. The public here have stood
oat for a long time against the threats of tampering with the national debt which often
reached them from your side the water, and refused to believe that the American people would
sanction any dishonesty of the kind. But they
staggered at the news of the last few days, and
really there is soma excuse for them.
The
Bland Silver bill, according to the Times’ corat
is
not unlikely to
respondent
Philadelphia,
be passed over the the veto of the President.
And a joint resolution is to be forced through
Congress declaring that the interest ou the public debt may be paid in silver.
Such is the
news which the Times has laid before us in the
largest type and mest conspicuous part of its
No wonder that people to whom all
paper.

American politics are an inexplicable mystery
begin to think that it is time to “sell out” their
American securities.
I went down to tho city this morning to see
what some of oar banking firms thought of it,
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lobster*, and a few days before a shipment
$72,000 was made. Frank Backland is
warning the Canadians against thns destroying

000

WASHINGTON.

worth

and I found a very
gloomy feeling prevailing.
it seems useless to
try to keep up your credit
over here,” said a well-known American
gentleman to me, “because the
‘politicians* are
determined to injure it. Less than a year ago
the
President^ message and Secretary Sherman s report inspired general
confidence, and
bonds went np all round. Now look at the
news of the last two
days! People say to
themselves, if the Americans are determined
to repudiate they will find a
way to do it in
suite of the President or the Secretary of the
Treasury, and the result is that they are selling
the government bonds of the older descriptions,
and to ask them to buy the new fours would he
like asking them to
jump from the top of St.

Pauls.”
Let no

one imagine that if the present alarm
grows into a panic it will be confined to government bonds. Oa the contrary everything
will go by the board. Every mercantile house
which does business with Liverpool or Man-

chester, Birmingham
London, will feel the

Sheffield, Glasgow

or

or

effects of it. For if a
government can break faith with its creditors,
what right has anybody to expect private firms
to be more scrupulous? The taiat of dishonor
would rest upon the whole people.

The Dead of 1877.
The death list of 1877 includes an
unusually
small number of names of distinguished men.

Arranged according to the extent of the fame
of those enrolled thereupon the name of
Thiers,
the historian, and President of the French Republic, should perhaps stand at its head.
France contributes, too, the most distinguished
name in science, that of Leverrier, the eminent astronomer.
Literature has met with its
heaviest loss in the death of John Lothrop
Motley. Of lesser fime were the Danish poet

Frederic Cruitzer, Robert Dale Owen,

Stirling Maxwell,

hotter koown

as

Lady

Mrs. Northe Rhine,*’

ton the author of “Bingen on
Walter Bags hot, R^v. John S. 0. Abbot
all
of whom have died since the year began. The
bar has lost two of its most distinguished ornaments in
«*.

jjuuia

France—M. Chaix-d’-Eat Ange and
ouBcim

truest jricaru.

J ue Amer-

ican stage has suffered the loss of E. L. D»venport, Edwin Adams, Ben Do Bar and George

L. Fox. The opera, Madame Teresa Titiens.
Of soldiers, France has lost Gens. Changarniei
and D’Aurelles de Paladines; Prussia, Field
Marshal Von Steinmetz,and the United States
Gens. Geo, W. McCook and N. B. Forrest. Tb<
mortality among those high in rank in the
United States navy has been remarkable, no
less than five rear admirals having died, viz
James Alden, Charles Wilkes, Theodorus Bailey, Charles H.

Davis

and

Louis M. Golds
head
of
hei
Ward Hunt.
O!
of Senator Morton
will occur to every one and he is the only one
of national prominence that has died during
the year, unless it be Louis Bogy who was
known simply because he was elected senator
from the state of Missouri.
Of men engaged
in business pursuits the most notable represen
tatives on the death roll are Cornelius Vander

borough. England lost
admiralty department,
politicians the name

the

bilt, Henry Meiggs, the great contractor, Fletcher Harper of the well known firm of
Harper &
Brothers and Ross Winans, the Baltimore in
ventor.
The church mourns Rav. Dr. Asi
Smith, president of Dartmouth College, and
Rev. James Roosevelt Bay ley, archbishop o!
Baltimore.
William G. Brownlow,, bettei
known as “parson,” whose fame was derivec
from his oourage and fidelity to the Union it
face of rebel prosecution in East Tennessee
and Brigham Young, for relieving the world o
whom the Angel of Death is entitled to grati
tude, complete the list which, though not i
long one, contains seme names of world-widi
distinction.
Advice to Amateur Actors.
First of all, never choose a play which hai
been recently acted by professional actors
The amateur, however good, oau hardly hope
to equal the professional, however poor. So he
must needs avoid the comparison.
Discretion
i» the better part of valor, and private theatri
cals are in themselves a feat foolhardy enongl
to be the better for an extra portion of discretion. They call for all the help they can get
so they should never neglect the
advantage oi

novelty in

the chosen

play.

The interest tin 5

isei in me antoiaing of the
plot ma3
thus be reflected upon the actors, Inthe sec
ond place, it is the duty of the amateur ti
choose
as
short
a
play as
possible
A
is
piece in one act
far
less
like!
to fatigue the spectators than a
piece ii
five
acts. And the shortness is a greal
boon to the amateur
who lacks
man'
things needed in a long play—the knowledge
for instance, of how to use his voice withou
fatigue. There is no limit to the variety oi
Bnbject and stylo to be found within the com
pass of one act: you can have comedy, farce,
burlesque, extravaganza, drama, opera, anc
even tragedy—and all in one brief aot.
Om
of the most effective situations in the moderr
drama of France, a situation so
striking that il
has been stolen half a dozen times, is t* 1
be found in a play in one act, La Join
fai
Peur of Mme. de Uirardin. The list of Freucl
plays, with their English equivalents, cou
taios a wide range of subjects, from the lov
comedy of Un Sourd, to the high comedy o
Le Postscriptum, from
the simplicity o
L'tte de la St. Martin to the intense emo
tiou and anxiety of A Wolf in Sheep’*
Clothing. Most of the plays are admirabli
adapted for amateur acting; the characters ari
well marked; the dialogue is flowing and ii
general not exacting; and the scenery au<
mounting can easily be compassed by a littli
ingenuity and perseverance. Indeed, be seem
Is in most cases laid in a parlor, with the cos
tames of every day life.
Now, in snob costume
and in such scenes, and iu short
plays liki
these, the amateur is seen at his best
Wbei
he is ambitious and tries to do Hamlet or Thi
Lady of Lyons, or even The Hunchback or Thi
Honeymoon, he is seen at his worst. And whet
the amateur is had it is often because he i: 1
All amateurs are not bumptious
bumptious.
and all amateurs, therefore, are not bad.
Ant
amateurs wbo are not bad because
they are no
bumptious wisely and modestly gauge their owt
St-engtb, and refuse incontinently to do battli
with any ponderous monster in five acts

spectators

Scribner's Monthly.

A Printer’s Misfortune.
Some years ago, when the writer was a re
upon au Eastern paper, it devolved on
im to write for the same edition an account
of the presentation of a gold-headed cane to thi
Kev. Dr. Mudge, the clergyman of the
place,
and a description of a new hog-killing machine
that had just been put in operation at the factory. Now, what made Mr. Madge mad was
this: The inconsiderate buccaneer who made
up the form got the two locals mixed in a
frightful manner, and when we weutto press
something like this was the appalling result:
Some of Mr. Mudge’s friends called on him
yesterday, and after a brief consultation the unsuspecting hog was seized by the hind legs and
slid along the beam, until he reached the hot
water tank. His friends explained the
object
of their visit and
presented Mm with a handsome gold-headed butcher, who
grabbed him
by the tail and swung him around, and iu less
than a minute the carcass was iu the water.
Thereupon he came forward and said there
were times when the feeliDgs
overpowered one,
and for that reason he would not
attempt to do
more than thank those around him for the manner in which so huge an animal was cut in
fragments was astonishing. The doctor concluded his remarks, the machine seized
him,
and in less time than it takes to write
it, the
hog was cut into fragments and worked into
delicious sausage. The occasion will be remembered by the doctor’s friends as one of the most
delightful of their lives. The best pieces can
be obtained for fifteen cents per pound, and we
are sure those who have sat nnder his
ministry
will rejoice to hear that; he has been so handsomely treated.
Mad! Well, about nine o’clock that
morning
the office had been abandoned by
every man
but the advertising clerk, and he ascended to
the roof and robed himself in boiler
iron, so
so that he could see the
clergyman tearing
around down in the street with his
congregation, all wearing the panoply of war, and carrying butcher knives and things. The next day
we apologized, but the doctor
stopped his sub-

fishery that in future years will be even more
valuable than now.
A Boston paper tells o£ a recent case of brutality which it would be well for the good name
of the medical profession to have disproved. A

a

man named Gage was taken with a hemorrhage in the night, and a friend who went for
assistance applied in vain to eight physicians
to visit the apparently dying man, each refusing to do so unless his pay was assured. It

young

was not until morBing that a physician was
found humane enough to attend tho sick man,
who suffered terribly in consequence of the ne.
gleet, and is still in a critical condition.
The American schoolmaster is abroad in a
new direction. The Central American republic
of Honduras is now added to the list of conntries which have adopted American methods of
education, and have sought American aid in
the first steps on'the new road.
The republic
is proceeding with no little energy. Ten thou-

sand members of monastic orders have been
expelled from the country, their property confiscated and their buildings turned into col-

leges; and six teachers sail shortly from New
York for their missionary work in this new
field.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINE.
atul Accident,
Dec. 31.—Frank Carlton, a young
man from Medford, at work in the woods for
Capt. J. C. Smart, was instantly killed Friday

Bangor,

on him.
Rangor’s ISurdens*
Mayor Hamlin issues a New Year’s address
to the City Council reviewing the causes ol the
unusual burden of taxation the present year.

by

Augusta, Ga.
Carlotta Patti is ill from the effects of

gical operation,

but her

physicians

are

a sur-

confi-

dent of her recovery.
Apropos of the mild season, a Harrisburg,
Pa., man recalls the fact that he had peaches
freshly plucked from a tree in hisjyard for dessert on Christmas day, 1832.
While England is greatly excited about
hydrophobia, it is observed that Ireland has none.
In Ireland every dog is
registered, and the rev
enue derived from the tax
goes to lessen the
local taxation, so that it is
everbody’s interest

that it be not evaded.
The duchess ot Hamilton, daughter of
the
Princess Mary of Baden, is in Borne
seeking a
dissolution^ her marriage with the
hereditary
Prince of Monaco, upon the ground that she
was compelled to the
marriage through violence and fear.
At a church fair in
had

market,

Pittsburg they
a slave
Young girls disguised with sheets

were out on the block and knocked
down to
the highest bidders, the money
going to the
cbnrch treasury, and the goods never
being de-

expenditures $1,454,000. The

$1,985,000’

statement of imports and exports for the same month shows
goods entered for consumption to the amount
of $6,529,000; goods exported to the
value of

$9,225,000.
Canada is doing an immense business in
shipping lobsters to England. Last week one ship
from Halifax took $83,000 worth in cans
for
London, which represents something like <555,-

at

Lincoln Hall

on

the 8th of

January.

It is expected that the Senate committee on
elections will decline to hear argumeuts on the
subject, except in the committee room, which,
however, is capacious enough for a considera-

prisoners.
Rome, Dec. 31.—In compliance with a summons by telegraph Midhat Pasha has started

ble audience.
fVew Year’s Reception.
Hundreds of houses will be open for the reception of friends New Year’s day.
Already
every presentable vehicle for hire in the city
has been engaged for calls.
As a geueral rule,
the temperance custom of late years will be observed, and the offer of wine and strong drinks
All courts except the
will be exceptions.
police, executive offices and schools, will be closed.
Crime at the Capital.
Great excitement has prevailed here since
Saturday, because of the terrible outrage perpetrated upon a young lady in the eastern part
of the city, just after dark on Friday evening.
The citizens in that section are alarmed, ami
are moving toward the organization of a vigilance committee to patrol the streets and put
an end to such shameful deeus within
the last
few weeks. It is apparent that a great necessity exists for a strong increase of police, particularly east of the Capital. Two negroes were
arrested yesterday on suspicion of committing
the assault upon the girl, and but for the
strong protests of the police, who assured the
crowd that there was a probability of the innocence of the prisoners,
summary punishment
would have been visited upou at least oue of
the arresied persons. The victim of the outrage is still very much prostrated aud unable to
identify her assailant.
An indignation meeting was held Saturday
evening, being largely attended. Many speakers referred to the fact that their wives and
daughters had been grossly insulted by roving
bauds of reckless negroes, and that it was a
common occurrence for their ears to he polluted
The
by tbeir ribald songs and obscene jests.
meeting was characterized by earnestness and

for London.
His journey is said to be connected with Eugl.md’s acceptance of the Porte’s
request for mediation.
St. Petersburg, Dec. 31.—The request of
the British government for information whether Russia will be
disposed to enter into peace
negotiations at the desire of the Porte has
been received.
If statements have been published abroad respecting the Russian answer
aud conditions she would propose for a settlement, such intelligeuce must be premature aud
inaccurate.
Nothing whatever has been determined upon, though iu well informed circles
it is assumed that Russia will make no harsh
reply to the steps taken with the object of paving way for peace, but will show herself accessible to any oaruest endeavors for the restoration of peace.
Vienna, Deo, 31,—The Official Evening
Post says there aro grounds for believing Russia will uot at once reject but will reply in
suitable terms to England’s inquiry which only raises the question of peace in vrry general
terms.
But only optimists can hope that by
England’s action any real foundation is secured for the conclusion of peace.
The Political Correspoudez says it is probable Russia will reply that she is ready to open
negotiations if the Porte directly addresses itself to St. Petersburg.

Bogot, Dec. 30.—After exceedingly difficolt
over

snow-covered
passage
mountains and
frozen foot paths the vaDguard of a Russian
division has occupied the Balkan passes between Arobakuouk aud
Sophia, aud cavalry
has already been stationed on the Sophia road.
The Turks were taken by surprise, consequently the Russians lost only five wounded. Along
the eastern branch, namely the river Lorn, the
Turks have withdrawn from all their positions,
leaving only small armed bodies composed of
The latter with their
troops and inhabitants.
arms retired to the woods after burning their

ueberuiiuatuu.

villages
Belgrade, Dec.

own

31.—It is rumored that the
Turks have retreated from Sophia after burniue it and are marching towards the Ichtiman
defile to bar the Russian advance upon Tatar

Bazardjik.

Ragosa, Dec. 31.—Negotiations for the

Dep’t,
Signal >
Officer, Washington, D.O.,
>
Jan. 1, [1 A. M.) J

For New England
Middle and South Atlantic states, tising barometer, stationary or lower temperature, north
west winds, clear or partly cloudy weather.
It is probable that several days pleasant
weather will now prevail in the Atlantic and
Gulf states.
Gantionary signals continue at Norfolk; off
shore signals are ordered from Cape Hatteras
to

The Turco-Russian War.

render of Antivari have beeu broken off bethe commaudant demanded that the
garrison be allowed to leave with all their arms
and even artillery and go to Scutari. The Monfonauri

The Storm

on Chesapeake Bay
Dec. 31.—A Norfolk special says
the storm Saturday night and Sunday was the
severest since last April
Hundreds of vessels
have arrived there for harbor. Hampton Roads
is thronged with vessels.
Steamship Isaac Bell, from New York, has
arrived with three disabled schooners in tow.
She reports great disasters with loss of life out-

side.

An unknown vessel is sunk in Chesapeake
Bay, 24 miles from Old Point. The tops of her
masts show plainly.
The damage here from high water is considerable.

Bridge Washed Away.

Danville, Va., Dec.

31.—The heavy rains
from the mountains have swollen the
streams,
the
railroad
damaging
bridges. On Sunday at
1 o’clock, one span of the trestle of the new
bridge over the Staunton River* Virginia Midland Railroad was wasned oat,
preventing
trains from passing.
Freshet ou the Roanoke.
Weldon, N. C., Dec. 31.—Heavy rains have
caused a freshet on the Roanoke river and the
water is rising steadily tonight.
The Petersburg & Weldon Railroad bridge at this place
is in danger of being carried
away, ft is now
several feet cat of iioe and! no trains are pninnover.
to Liberia,
Dec. 31.—The bark Liberia sails
from this port Wednesday for
Liberia, Africa
with sixty negroes, including several families
from Southern States. It is stated that
quite
extended efforts are making among the negroes South to emigrate to Liberia.

Boston,

The Blontreul, Portland & Boston Bail,
way.

Montreal, Deo, 31.—McFarland and McRae,
are

contractors,
holding possession of the Montreal, Portland & Boston Railway, made by
them, until they are paid.
Snow in Virginia.
Richmond, Dec. 31 —Reports from western
parts of Virginia, inciaaiug the valleys between
Staunton and the Potomac and trans-Alleghany region, state that snow has fallen sufficiently to delay the movement of trains.
M1NOB TEI.KCBAJIS,
The loss by fire at Westerly, Mass., Sunday

night,

was

$80,000.

Internal revenue

customs, $303,630.

receiptsjresterday, $743,020:

Burkeyille,
day.

bridge over
was

Viavrex wannmmnnnml
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SPAIN.
Isabella in Her Own Defence.
Paris, Dec. 31,—Isabella, ex-Queen of Spain,
in a letter to the Figaio protesting against the
expulsion from France of Don Carlos and repudiating the accusation that she was conspiring with him against King Alfonso, her soo,
says: -‘My good and cordial relations with my
couEin, Don Carlos, and ray niece, Donna Marguerite de Bourbon, are a secret to no one. I
have never forfeited their esteem nor have they
mine. I will not moreover disregard the bonds
of kinship which unite us and which misfortune has cemented,
Donna Marguerite de
Bourbon is tbe good mother of any daughter,
the Infanta Fulalie, and it is no wonder that
publio polities aside from the members of the
same family preserve
such natural relations as
the Compte de Chambord thought to see when
he welcomed the Orleans Princes. What reason is there for sending
away from this generous and hospitable country an exile whose present position is without hostility, and who is
It is asserted ou account of me.
persecuted.
Can there be aught but a calumny in the supposition that I would conspire against my dear
ly beloved son, for whom I have sacrificed everything? Is it not revolting to think that on
an imaginary suspicion this French
hospitality
in which I have sought repose from my political life, should suddenly break with its traditions?
I address myself to yonr loyalty to
make known the ttuth as to the good relations
subsisting between my nephew and myself, relations which have nothing to do with naiiti**.:’
AFRICATbe Cape Colony Trouble.
London, Dec. 31.—The new anxiety touching
Cadres as indicated in the ordering of the lytb
regiment to be in readiness to depart from Andershot to Capetown, and the remarks of Sii
Bartle Frere, governor and commander-in-chlel
of Cape Colonv, that he considered the situation on the Caffre frontierextremely dangerous,
etc results from the return of Kreli, the Gale
ka chief at the head of his tribe, into the Transeki Territory and the threatening relations
with Cetewayo, chief of the Zulus, owing to s
dispute about certain territory heretofore held
by the Transvaal republic but claimed by Cetewayo.
Notwithstanding that negotiations are
pending with Zulus, news has reached Nata
thatCetewayo’s army has occupied the disputed territory. Cetewayo is the most powerful o
the native chiefs contiguous to the British set
tlemeuts. It is not believed that war with Zu
lus will resolt. The imminent danger is spread
of the trouble in other tribes in consequence oJ
the return ot the Galetas, who were believed tt
be thoroughly defeated.
•

Woolwich, Dec 39.- A battery of artillery
has been ordered in readiness for immediatf
embarkation for the cape.
Foreign Notes.
The Soir announces that the Spanish govhas broken off all relations with ex

ernment

Queen Isabella.

It is reported that Arthur Blitz, book-keepei
of the B shop gntta percha company of Bostoc
is missing, and the books show a discrepance
of $3000 or $1000.

FINANCIAL. ANl> COMMERCIAL
Portland Wholesale market.

Stantou river, Va.,
swept away by a llood Sun-

There was a heavy rain and gale Sunday on
the coast from Squam beaoh, N. J., to North
Carolina.
Officers of the 23d Ohio regiment have sent
to Mrs. President Hayes a silver miniature
log
hut, in memory of one of the campaigns of the
regiment.
Philip Marts of Monroeville, Ind., was lately married. Some rowdies inviti-d themselves
to the wedding reception and made a disturbance. Friends of Hartz tired among the crowd
woundiDg nine.

..

New Jersey Central..

62|
123

Rock island..-.........1001
St. Paul...
3-;?
8t. Pam preferred.......
72£
Fort Wayne. 91}
Chicago & Alton. 773
Chicago & Alton preferred.100
Ohio Sc Mississippi.
Delaware Sc Lackawanna. .503
Atlantic Sc Pacific Telegraph. 18
The following were the closing quotations of Pacific
Railroad securities:
11
Boston, Hartford Sc Erie 1st...
Guaranteed...«.... 14
Central Pacific bonds.107J
....

Onion
Land

Pacific.1073

Grants.
Sinking Funds..

103
$31

Chicago Cattle Jlarket.
Chicago, Dec. 31.—Cattle—receipts 1900 head;
shipments 2400 head; shipping active and stronger;
sales Steers at 3 75 @ 5 37j; feeders and Stockers are
quiet, at 3 00 (a) 3 65; mixed butchers strong; Cows
at 2 12* @ 2 75; Steers at 3 50 @ 3 75; Bulls at 1 75 to
3 00, all sold.
Hogs—receipts 23,000 head; shipments 2000 head;
market active; mixed
packing at 4 00 @ 4 15; light
at 4 05 @4 15; choice heavy shipping! at 4 20 @4 30,
all sold, closing firm.

Sheep—receipts

200

4 25

head; dull;

Providence Prim Cloth* market.
Providence, R. I., Dec. 31.—The Printing cloths
market is inactive and unchanged.
Oomeaur

Markets.
Now
York. December 31—Evening.—Cation
Exchange closed; quotations nominally unchanged.
Flour—receipts 27,131 bbls;shipping grades without
change; other descriptions in buyers favor; demand
moderate; sale* 12,001) bbls; No 2 at 3 00 @ 4 25: Supertine Western and State at 4 85 @ 5 25; eitra Western and State at 5 30 @ t> 05; cboice Western and
State at 5 70 @ 6 00; While wheat Western extra at
6 05 @ 6 75; Fancy White Wheat Western extra at
6 80 @ 8 25; good extra Ohio at 5 45 @ 7 50; extra St
Louis at 5 45 @ 8 25; Patent Minnesota extra good to
prime at 7 40 @ 8 25; choice to double extra at 8 30 @
9 00; Southern flour is more active: 2300 bbls extra at
5 50 @ 8 25. Kye flour quiet and unchanged. Cornmeal dull! Yellow at 2 60 @ 3 00; Brandywine 3 25.
Whea*—receipts 255,200 bush; the market is shade
stronger with a good export inquiry, checked by the
firmness ot holders; sales 137,000 bush on spot; 131
for No 3 Vlilwaukee;1 32} for No 2 New York
Spring;
1 35} for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 40 for No 1 Spring iu
store; 1 43} @ 1 46} for New York No 2 Winter Bed;
165 @155} for extra White; 1 66 for While State;
1 40 for Bod and White Canada together; 1 31 for rejected Winter Bed Western; also 40,000 bush No 2
Spring seller January at 132 @ 1 32}, closing at 1 31}
bid, 1 32} asked; 24,000 bush do February 131, closing at 133}; No 2 North Western January closing
at 1 34 bid, 1 35 asked; do for February 1 35 bid,
1 35} asked; No 2 Winter Bed seller Janaary at 1
43}
bid, 1 44} asked; do February 1 44bid, and 1 47 asked.
Kye is dull. Barley dull. Barley Malt is dull
and unchanged. Corn—receipts 46,660 bush; 1 @
l}e better and fairly active, chiefly on new; sales ot
214,000 bush, Including 198,000 bush; 53c for unmerchantable and ungraded; 53 @ 55c for New York
No 3, closing at 55c; 58} @ 59}c tor steamer Mixed;
64}o for New York No 2 afloat; 63c for two year old
Western Mixed iu store; 59}c for steamer Yellow ;59}
for steamer Mixed January, closing at 59c bitl, 59}c
asked; do February at 59}e bid, 60}c asked; No 2 for
January closing at G4j bid, 65c asked; do February
at 64}c bid, 65c asked. Oats—receipts 19,600 bush,
dull and heavy; sales of 16,000 bush; 35 @ 40c lor
Mixed Western and State; 36@ 42}c tor White do,
iocluding Now York No 3 White at 39c; New York
White at 39}c; New York No 1 at 39c; New York
No 1 White at 42c; Mixed Western at 38}c; White
Western at 38} @ 40c; Mixed State at 38} @ 39c.
Coffee—quiet and unchanged. Sugar is stronger
and in fair demand at 7} @ 74 for fair to good refining; 7}c for prime; 700 hltds Muscovado at 7}c; molasses grade 7; reliued is strong at 9} @ 9}if tor stanuard A; 98c for granulated; 9} for powdered;
9jo
for crushed.
Molasses is quiet and unchanged.
Kice is quiet and steady. Petroleum is dull aud
heavy; crude at 7JC; relined atl2}e; 32,000 bbls of
united at 158} @158}. Tallow steady at 7}. Naval Stores—liosin is firm at 1 72} @ 1 80. Turpentine is shade firmer at 33c for Spirits..
Pork
dull at 12 50 @ 12 75 for new mess; 100 bbls old mess
seller January at 12 50 bid, 13 25 asked; seller April
at 12 75 bid, 1310 asked. Beef quiet. Dressed Hogs
steady at 5 00. Cut Meats—Western quiet; middles quiet at 6} far Western long clear; city do at 6J;
160 boxes long and short clear seller January 6 0-16.
Card opened firmer and closed scarcely so strong;
400 tes prime steam at 8 10 @ 8 12}; 500 les January
at 815, closing at 8 12}; 3750 tes do February 8
22}
@ 8 32}. W hisbey is nominal at 1 09} @ 110.
Freights to Liverpool—the market is quiet and
per Ban at u'ju.
Chicago, Dec. 31.—Flour is nominal. Wheat is
higher; Mol Chicago Spring at 110$ @ 111; Mo 2
Chicago Spring at 1 092 cash; 1093 seller January;
Mo 3 do at 102; rejected 89c. Corn higher at 429c
cash; seller January at 421c, Rye is firm at 5Gc. Barley firmer at 58c. Dressed Bugs nominal. Fork is
higher but unsettled at 11 75lor cash; 11 52J @ 11 53
seller lor Jauuary. Lard higher at 7 60 ca$h; 7 GO @
7 62J seller «fttnuary. Bulk Meats steady. Whiskev
aUODi
Receipts—11,009 bbls flour, 32,000 busb wheat, 13,OOO ousn corn, 19,000 bash oats, 700 buab rye, 9,
000 both barley.
Shipments—11,000 bbla flour,46,000 bush wheat, 0,000 bosh corn, 8,500 bash oats, 400 bush rye, 11,000 busb barley.
iuui

yv

neat

St. Louis, Dec, 31.—Flour Arm; extra fall at 4 65
@8 50; doable extra 5 15 @ 5 35. Wheat is higher;
No 3 Ked Fall at 1 20i @ @ 1 201 for cash;
closing at
1 20J seller for January; No4uo at
109J. Cora is
lower; No 2 Mixed at lojc, closing at 44Je seller lor
January. Oats lower; No 2 at 28ccash; 27 @ 27Ac for
seller January, ltyc nrmer 56Jc.
Bailey dull and
unchanged, flogs heavy at 4 00. Provisions dull,

only small jobbing trade.
Receipts—2,900 obis dour, 8,000

bush wheat, 31,14,000 bush oats, 0,000 busb rye, 7,000

000 busti corn,
busb barley.

roLSDo, Dec. 31,—Wheat is steady; Nol White
Michigan at 1354: extra White Michigan at 1 364;
Amber

Michigan at 1 31J; No 2 Ked Wiuter at 1 28;
at 1 01; No 2 Dayton and Michigan
at 127.
Corn is dull; No 2 on spot at 50c;
-May 47jc:
new on spot at 48c; seller January at
44jc; rejected
40c: new at 41 Jc; uewjdamaged 381c. Oats dull; No

rejected Wabash

January
Receipts—Ooo

2 eller

at 28jc.
bbls dour,
Hash oru, 0000 busb oats.

14,000 busb wheat, 10 000

Shipments—000 bbls flour, 17,000

bush corn, CO

busb oats.

bush

wheat,95,000

Milwaukee, Dec. 31.—Flour is quiet. Wheat is
brm; Nol Milwaukee at 11441’or bardiNo 1 Milwau-

kee i 11 for soit; No 2 Milwaukee at 1104; seller lor
No 3 do 1 054. Corn is scaice and
wanted; No 2 at 414 @ 45c. oats firm; No 2 at 24jc.
Wye scarce; No 1 at 56c. Barley is firm; No 2 Sluing
at 64$c; January and
February 65Jc. Provisions are
firm and unchanged; Mess Pork at 11 50 cash. Lard
-prime at 5| @ 8. Dressed Hogs at 4 50.
Receipts—6,000 bbls flour, 27,000 bush wheat.
Shipments—11,000 bbls flour, 5,800 bush wheat.
pBTRorr, Dec. 31.—Wheat is firmer; extra White
Michigan at 136$; Mo 1 White Michigan at 1 314.
Receipts—0U0O obis flour, 30,2l»6 bush wueat. 000
DOsh corn, 0000 bush oats.
Shipments—000 bbls tlour, 28,509 bush wheat, 0,000

January 1104;

bush corn,

00,00

bush

hence to

New Fork at $1.62 M.

TERRIBLE

SUFFERING

TURKISH

OF

PRISONERS.

Clearing Home Transactions.
Portland, Dec. 31.
The Clearing House of the Portland Banks report
the transaction of business as follows to day:
Gross Exchanges.$110,739 30
Net Balances. 19,592 21

oats.

Cincinnati, Dec. 31.—Pork Inactive at 11 75. Lard
UuU and lower; prime steam at 7
60; kettle at 8 00
@8 25. Bulk Meals dull; shoulders at 44; clear ribs
at 5 34: clear sides at 6.
cured
loose boxed
Partly
meats firmer; sales suort rib light
average 64; long
clear 6; futures quoted, shoulders
short
rib at 6;
43;
long and short clear 6$—all Jauuary. Bacon quiet;
shoulders at 6; clear lib at. 7; clear sides at 74
cash;
5,6$ and 7 for January. Green meats quiet—shoulders 32 @ 4; sides 5J. Hums 14 pounds average at 7;
15 do 6$ @ 62; 16 do 6J.
Whiskey is steadyat 1 03.
Hogs are active, firm and higher; common at 3 50
@400; light at4 10*@4 25; p icking at 4 20 @ 4 35;
butchers at 435 @4 40; receipts 4451 head; ship*
ments
ifl

Charleston, |Dec. 31.—Cotton is quiet and firm;
at 10Jc.
New Orleans, Dec. 31,-Cotton in fair demand;
Middling uplands ltjc.
Memphis, Dec. 31.—Cotton is firm; Middling
8 udlands at 10&c.
European Harken.
London, Dec. 31—12.30 P. M.—CodsoIs at 9111-18

lor money and account.

Sophia Abandoned and Burned by

Russia Will Insist

herring, 12,450 hoops.
HAVANA.

the Tnrks.
— —

Foreign Fxporis.
CARDENAS. Schr J H Gordon—3207 box shooks.
3088 shooks and heads, 284 bbls potatoes, 100 boxes

£•»

Daily Domestic

By

on

Schr A M Bird—3200 shooks and
100 kits mackerel.

heads, 13,1G6 hoops,

Direct Pro-

posal? from Turkey.

W

water
True <Ss

conveyance—1000
Co.

Receipt*.
corn meal to G

bush

_

Beaton Stock market.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Dec. 31J
5 Boston & Maine Railroad. 96}
Eastern Railroad. .4| @ 1}
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.}R.— @65
Boston & MainelRailroad,7s.110} @ 110}
Eastern Railroad new bonds).
@ 52|
Second Call.
$5000 Eastern Railroad 3}’s, 1906. 52S

Bucharest, Dec. 31.—The bridges crossing
the Danube at Simnitza have been taken up to
prevent their destruction. It is hoped that the
on tirtutnn
\T;.1 ii j.; 1i.,1
,.,-T
bridge at Petroshani, reported carried away,
can be repaired.
Nine hundred horses perished in the vicinity
flew York Stork and Honey market.
of Sistova duriDg the recent storm.
New York, Dec. 31—Evening—The year closed
A St. Petersburg special says that Russia
In Wall street on a strong stock market, an active
will probably consent to an armistice on the
money market, firm market for gold and a steady
basis of rectification of the Armenian frontier,
market for United States bonds. Money loaned from
the free passage of the Dardanelles, a guaran6 @ 7 per cent, on call,*up to } per diem under the
tee of good administration in Bulgaria aud the
collapse ot Bouner & Co. The city and banks, and
other interest disbursements will doubtless ease the
independence of Roumania.
on Wednesday, to which day business is
market
A Constantinople despatch says Mukhtar
closed. Sterling Exchange quiet at Saturday’s rates,
Pasha has been recalled.
482 for sixty days and 485} for demand.
Gold opened at 102| and closed at 102J, all sales ot
London, Dec. 31.—A Bucharest corresponthe day at these figures. Carrying rates at 1 @ 5 per
dent telegraphs that thousands of draught ancent. The clcarnces were $36,356,000. Customs reimals perished in the recent storm, and details
ceipts $253,000. The Treasury disbursements were
are slowly coming in concerning the sufferings
$1,274,149 for interest aud $58,000 lor bonds; total
of the Turkish prisoners from Plevna, on the
interest disbursements to date $7,933,100.
Governway to Roumania. They were unaccompanied
ments are firm.
vehicle
the
for
of
The stock market opened heavy and feverish under
by any
purpose
picking up
announcement of the failure of Bonner & Co., and
those who fell by the wayside.
These were
prices at first declined } @ 1} per cent., but as the
left by the guards to freeze, as they had no
day advanced speculation assumed a firm tone and
means
of carrying them, and a halt wonld
the knowledge that the chief sufferers were the bears
only have been to increase the number of vic- in stocks
added strength to the market, which quicktims. The absence of wagons was not due to
ly recovered the decline.
deliberate cruelty, but to tho thoughtlessness
The transactions at the Stock Exchange to-day agwhich so nntreqnently subjects Russian solgregated 145,000 shares, including 57,050 shares Lake
Shore, 12,800 shares North Western common aud 61,diers to unnecessary suffering.
Roumanian
000 shares preferred, 11,700 shares St Paul common
officers who came from Nikopolis to Plevna,
aud 8000 shares preferred, 10,900 shares Lackawana
alter the passage of the Turkish prisoners, said
& Western, 51,100 shares Western Union, 9350 shares
that they drove against a number of dead bodMichigan Central, 4850 shares New York Central,
ies in the snow.
No provision was made in
2000 Morris & Essex.
the Bulgarian valley for the sustenance of the
The following were the closing quotations of Govcaptives, tut when the Danube was passed emmeut securities:
aud
from
were
that
time
United
States 6s, 1881 reg.
supplies
provided,
....ft
United States Gs, 1881, coup.10«j|
their lot was never hard to hear.
United States 6-20’s, 1865, new, reg.,.l(,2j
London, Dec. 31.—The Paris correspondent United States 5-20s, 1865, coup.,.
.105?
of the Times says he has reason to believe
United States new 44s reg.... 1034
Prince Gorischakoff has declared that Turkey
United States new 4}s, coup... 10:u
must know that Russia has always been ready
United State* 4 per cents, coup.,...102*
United States 1867, reg...1054
to listen to proposals of peace aud that the
United States 1867, coupon.lost
presentation of peace proposals by an interme- United
States 1868, reg.,...106ft
diary appears unnecessary. The correspondent
United States, 1868, coup,...109*
adds:
United States new 5’s reg...1054
The telegram conveying the above informaUnited States new 5s, coup...1054
tion seems also to convey an intimation of
United States 10-40’s, reg.1063
an
armistice.
United States 10-40s, coup....... 1074
readiness to eccept
Currency 6’p,. .....119
The Times Bucharest correspondent teleThe following were the closing quotations of
graphs: It now appears the Czarewitch will
Stocks:
remain in Bulgaria with Gen. Todelbeu and
Morris
& Essex.....
75
commander
of
his
real
army.
Western Union Telegraph Co,.
784
London, Dec. 31,—The Standard’s coiresponPacific Mail.
224
New York Central & Hudson R R....1044
dent at Vienna says Lord Derby sent a note to
Erie....
Count Andrassy, expressing the hope that in
..
h
Erie preierred.. ...22
vsew of ihe desire of
Europe for peace, the
Michigan
61
Central.....
other powers will assist as much as possible
Panama.
..124
England’s steps iu favor of mediation.
Union Pacific Stock, .... ,,, 05
The following is stated to be the text of EngLake Shore,ex-dv...
Gift
land’s note to Russia: “Her Majesty’s governIllinois Central.......74
ment begs to inform the Emperor that the
Pittsburg K.
774
Chicago & Northwestern.....
Porte is ready to open peace negotiations.
35|
—

...

London, Dec. 31—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, 1058; new 5’s, 1054;
10-408, 1073; new 4^8, 1033; Erie 831 do preferred 224;
Now Jersey Central G6; Reading 17.
London, Dec. 31—1.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 9-1G
for money and account.
Liverpool, Dec. 29—12.30 P. M.—No Cotton
market.
Winter Wheat at 11s @ 11s 6d; Spring do 10s 6 @
113; California averages at 12s Sd (ai 12s 11; club at
12 11 @ 13s 3d.
Corn at 29s B is.
Peas at 36s 9d.
Provisions, &e.—Pork 56; Beef 86. Bacon at 33 fi)
34. Lard 41. Cheese at 40s. Tallow 40s. At London
Tallow 40 6.
Paris, Dec. 31—1.30 P. M.—Rontes 107 85.
Antique

Errors.

In this ODlightened age and land, find acceptance
only with the prejudiced and ignorant. It is impossi-

ble,

for

instance,

to

persuade

DEPARTURE OP MTEAUNHIPH.
NAME

FROM

Abyssinia.New
City ot Washington New

large proportion of
a people who have imbibed their ideas of
logio in
common schools and free academies, that it is expedient to cram their systems with mercury, rasp
their bowels with colycinth and jalap, or stupety
their brains with opiates, when a puro, effective,
safe, botanic cordial like Hostetler’s Stomach Bitters, which relieves every disorder for which the
poisonous drugs have been heretofore prescribed, i9
any

within the reach of every ono. Old fashioned reme
dies are rapidly giving ground before the advance of
this conquering specific, and old fashioned ideas in
regard to depletion as a means of cure, havo been
quite exploded by the success of the great renovant,
which tones the system, tranquilizes the nerves, induces sound repose, neutralizes malaria, depurates
and enriches the blood, rouses tho liver when dormant, and promotes a regular habit of body,
eod&wlw
janl
Youfi life can be saved by HUNT’S REMEDY. Dropsy and all Diseases of the Kidueysi
Bladder and Urinary Organs, are cured by HUNT'S
REMEDY. Hundreds who have been given up by
their Physicians to die, have been saved by H UNT’S
REMEDY, and are now living witnesses of its
value.
Clark’s Toothache Drops cure instantly.

jaldTThiSS&wlw
MiVJRRIICD.
In this city, Dec. 31, by Rev. W. E. Gibba, Nath’1
H. Hatch of Westbrook a ad Mias Carrie A. Merrill
of Goibaru.
In Woolwich, Dec. 22, Ilormon M. Wright and Mias
Eunice S. Gowell, both ot Woolwich.
lu East Vassalboro. Dec. 25, Charles O. Davis and
Miss Myra P Taylor.
in EaBt Wintbrop, Dec. 25, C. H. Jackson and Miss
Ile.en L. Whiting.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 22, Wm. A. Bragdon and Miss
Sarah E. Hnckins, both of Lamoine.
In Ellsworth, Dec. 23, Warren T. Springer and
Miss Hosie^A. Butler, both of Franklin.

DIED.

FOB

York.
fork

Pennsylvania...PhiladelphiaUverpool....Jan

Niagara.New York. .Havana.Jan
Bermuda.Now York..Porto Kico.... Jan
Carondelet. ../.....New York..Nassau, &c ..Jan
Jan
Quebec.....Portland... .Liverpool
Bolevia..New York. .Glasgow.Jan
Republic.....New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Clyde'.. ..New York..Havana.Jan
Montana.New York. .Liverpool,.... Jaa

Fartbia.Benson.Liverpool.Jan

City of Vera Crua .New York. .Havana.Jan
Amerique.New York .Havre.Jan
Lake Champlain.... Portland.... Liverpool. ....Jan
Dominion ..Portland.. .Liverpool.Jan

MARINE

SPECIAL

DATS

.Liverpool.Jan 2
.Havana.Jan 2

Minnesota.Boston— Liverpool.....Jan
Wisconsin.New York .Liverpool.Jan
Elysia.New York.. London .Jan
City ot New York. .New York. .Liverpool.Jan
Canima...New York..Bermuda.Jan

2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
5
5
5
5
8
9
9
9
12
19

NEWS.

FORT Jlf FOKTJLAtVU.

extra to fancy at
ewes 3 75 (g 4 00;

@ 4 75; fair to good wether and
inferior to medium 2 75 @ 3 50.

Monday, December 31.—Tho markets are quiei
to-day and show bat little move ment. Sugars arc
firm at 10c for granulated and 9}c for Extra
C., notwithstanding there is a large demand. Flour is de
cidedlydnll and there is but little to say of the
138.
market. Corn is uuchunged.
Cleveland, December 31.—Petroleum market ia
FREIGHTS -The engagements have been light loi
steady and in fair demand; standard White at 11J.
the week and there was little offering at the close; 12c
Galveston, Dec. 31.—Cotton firm; Middling uplands at 10$e.
for box shooks to Cuba was offered but not
accepted *
Wilmington, Dec. 31.—Cotton nominal; Middling
at the close of our report. The engagements comuplands at lOJc.
prise Bark Sandy Hook hence to Matanzas fur round
Baltimore, Dec. 31.—Cotton-Middlmg uplands
sum of $1050 out; BrigTarifa henco
to Havana oi
li|c.
Matanzas on pt; Brig Proteus to Matanzas witt
Savannah, Dec, 31.—Cotton is firm; Middling8 nnv
hhd shooks and heads at 23c: Schr Kit Carson to load
lands at 10|c.
lumber at Bucksville lor Martinique at $9 M; Schi
Norfolk, Dec. SI.—Colton firm; Middling
8 up^
lands at 11c.
Silver Spray to load at Liverpool, N, S-, lumber tc
Dec.
Augusta,
31.—Cotton
at
and
quiet;
Middling
nrback
with
wood to north ef Hat'
s
Haytl $8 M,
*
lauda at 10J @ lojc.
terass at $4
ton; Schr Margie, .with headings for
Mobil*, Dec. 31.—Cotton is steady; Middling udNew Fork at 2}c pair; Schr City of Chelsea, lumber
lands at 104c.

...

Five small dwellings at Jamaica, L.
L, were
burned Sunday. Loss $12,000.
The Brevis cabinet factory in New York and
two adjoining buildings were burned yesterday.
Loss $25,000.
The railroad

no

of Antivarl.

Chicago & Northwestern preferred

Middling uplands

Eastport.

Baltimore,

at

FOREIGN.

sur-

cause

■

livered.

The total revenue of the Dominion of
Canada for the month of November was

The Woman’* Nuflrnge (louventioa.
Washington, Dec. 31. Dr. C. S. Tozier and
M rs. Isabella 15. Hooker, will occupy the chair
alternately at tdo womau’s suffrage convention

jJresents

EuigraUug

Sews and Other Items.
Gen. Longstreet has invested in a hotel at

government in the hope that he will lend a favorable ear to the Saltan’s request.
The Times Vienna correspondent hears that
Russia has already replied to England’s note,
that if the Turks desire armistice they must
apoly direct to the Russian commander-in-chief.
It is reported there are 26,000 sick in Bulgaria and supplies are inadequate. The number probably includes the sick, among Turkish

The New Territory of Lincoln.
The sub-committea of the House committee
ou territories today heard Col. Brearlev in reply to the argument recently made by Delegate
Corbett, of Wyoming, against the organization
He shows that it is largely due (o meeting liaof the proposed new territory of Lincoln.
Col.
bilities incurred in aid of the Bangor and PisBrearley presented the statistics and other information by which he claimed to demonstrate
Railroad
and
cataquis
introducing the water that the Black Hill
country is occupied by a
works. While the floating debt has been exlarge and permanent population of fcergetic
tinguished he estimates that highly favorable men, and that the mines are proving among
the most productive in the world; that the peoprospects of the railroads, increased revenue
ple need a territorial government to protect
from water rates and economical policy will
them in their rights and property; and that esbring the rate of taxation considerably below specially, in view of their isolated condition,
the proposed territorial organization is imperathree per cent, the next fiscal year. He cites
tively demaded.
Judge Whitehead, another
the decrease of valuation all over the country,
delegate from the Black Hills, followed in ardeprecates local croaking, commends prompt, gument, sustaining these positions.
ness in meeting all obligations and
an
A Denial for eonaior Conkting.
encouraging view of the future.
Mr. Conkling’s friends deny very positively
the insinuations that he conferred with DemoThe Saco River Closed by Ice.
crats about having the Presidential election set
Biddefobd, Dec. 31.—The Saco River was
aside and a new one ordered.
They challenge
closed to navigation last night.
proof that he ever had any such conference,
and say that if any one professing to have it asserts that he is bound bv obligations of secrecy
NEW HAMPSHIRE.
not to divnlge it, the Senator will promptly rolieve him from those obligations.
Our Relations with Mexico.
11aye# Delegates Eleeted in Concord*
Official advices from Mexico show some apConcord, Deo. 31.—At a Republican caucus
prehension there that the United States may
Saturday, Hayes delegates to the state conven- commence hostilities,and a disposition to make
tion were cbosen with but a siDgle dissenting
some concessions calculated to secure the tranquility of the Kio Grande frontier. Among
other pacific measures is the introduction of a
bill in the Mexican Congress to abolish the
NEW TORE.
Zona Libra, or belt of territory along the frontier into whioh goods are admitted free of duty.
This furnishes an opportunity for smuggling
Failure of Another Banking Firm.
large quantities of goods into the United States
New Yoek, Dec. 31.—The failure of John
and gives rise to much of the disorder along
Bonner & Co., one of the oldest houses on
the frontier, By establishing a line of custom
Broad street, is announced at the Stock Exhouses in the mountain passes, the plains bechange.
They made an assignment to B. W.
tween the base of the mountains and the river
Griswold. It is said the firm pursued the same
can be jointly patroled by troops of the United
methods as Nhtter & Co. in the rehypothecation
States and Mexico, which would render cattle
of securities.
Their liabilities are said to be
raiding almost impossible. The Mexican Con
quite heavy, and several prominent speculators gress adjourned without taking any action on
are mentioned as being heavy losers.
this bill, but its introduction is a favorable sign
Mr. Griswold, to whom Bonner & Co. made
as the Mexican government has heretofore rean assignment, says he is able to give but little
fused to take any steps towards temedying the
information in regard to the the transactions of
evil.
the firm. He understood that the loans on hyImprovement of the Mail Service
pothecated securities amoanted to between Sl,000,000 and 32,000,000. He was informed by -tMatn and New York.
Bonner’s bookkeeper [that the difference beThe Post Office Department today decided tc
tween loans obtaiued by Bonner and those
issue an order for tbe improvement of the
made bv him on the securities amounted to
shore lice service between New York and
about 3400,000. This amount represents the
Boston, probably by providing railway post
losses of the owners of the securities, tho tranoffice cars and by a connection at Wyckford
sactions being of the same character as those in
junction on the StoniDgton and Providence
the recent case of Netter & Co. There is no
railroad, by which the mail facilities for New
doubt that Mr. Bonner has left the city and it
port will be greatly increased and expedited.
is beliaved he has gene to Canada,from whence
Discovery of Another Plnnet.
he originally came.
Prof. Henry of the Smithsonian Institution
At the office of the Bankers’ and Brokers’
reports that Prof. Forester of Berlin announces
Association, Manager Olin said that the insti- the discovery by
Polisa, the 29th of Dec., of a
tution was ruined by the flight of Bonner. The
planet of the eleventh magnitude iu 7 hours,
depositors would suffer a loss of about 350,000 8 minutes, night ascension,
39 degrees, 37 minfor which he supposed the stockholders were
utes north declination, possibly Eva.
liable. A well known broker said it had been
Statcmenlof
the
Operations of the Bant
suspected in Wall street for some time that
of linleillnfinii Avpitrr
Bonner had but little money of bis own, aud
The following is a statement of the operalately by certain firms that he was pledging
securities he did not own. Bonner, this gentions of the National Bank of Redemptioc
tleman said, accounted for the delay in returnagency for the month and a half year ending
ing the securities to their owners by the state- this day as compared with the corresponding
ment that he was making bis loans for some
period last year: National bank notes disposec
large German houses at the Bank of New of, notes fit for circulation, assorted and returnYork where a report that the certification of
ed to the hanks of issue for the month, $13,.
his checks was stopped on Saturday was con628,000; half year, $77,058,800. Notes unfit foe
tradicted. His deposits were r.ght and all his
circulation, assorted and delivered to the Comp
checks certified up to 3 o’clock Saturday aftertroller of Currency for destruction and replace'
noon.
meot with new not“s for the month, $3.108,.
The Sun says it is thought Bonner took with
Notes of failed
400; half year, $23,922,200.
him a large amount ol money, as he was busy
liquidating ard reducing banks deposited it
nearly all day Saturday in rehypothecating se- the Treasury for tbo mouth, $729,700; half year
curities.
As far as can be ascertained he kept
$5,773,400. Totals for 1877—for ;the mouth
within the criminal law, taking only the sur$17,766,100; half year, $106,754,400. Totals foi
plus procured by the rehypothecation of bonds 1876—for the month, $15,873,700; half year
and stocks.
$109,3G5,600. Increase for the month, $1,592,400; decrease for half year $2,611,200.
Advance in Coal.
President and Mrs, Hayes Silver Wedding
Philadelphia, Deo. 31.—The Schuylkill coal
Tonight the Executive Mansion is a quiet
exchange this afternoon determined to advauce scene of enjoyment on the occasion of the sil
the various sizes of coal to the following prices
ver wedding of President and Mrs. Hayes. Tin
to morrow: Broken, $2.25; egg, $2.50; stove,
Tbt
guests do not number quite a hundred.
This is
$2.75; chestnni, $2.25; pea, $1 25
blue, red aud green parlors are profusely dec
practicallv a concurrence in the schedule furnorated with choice flowers from the coneerva
lshep by President Goweo. The prices of lamp tory of the Executive Mansion. The east room
and steamer were not definitely fixed, being
and main corridors were refulgent with lighl
left for aett'ement till after the meeting of the
and odorous with evergreen aod exotics.
The
coal presidents Wednesday.
The exchauge
wedding party was called to dinner in the state
also adopted a resolmiou agreeing to endorse,
dining room at 10 o’clock. The entertainment
confirm and support President Gowen in any
was enlivened with music by a portion of the
action he may take at that meeting.
The g enMarine hand. The party partook altogether of
eral impression among coal men here is that it
a quiet, social entertainment, and
was attendwill he harmonious and lead to the completion
ed by none of the scenes that characterize the
of the combination.
officiol reception at the Executive Mansion.
The President and Mrs. Hayes received several
from old friends congratulating them
telegrams
IlGTEOltOLOHlCAL.
At a comparatively
upon this joyful event.
FOB
THE
NEXT TWENTV-FODB
INDICATIONS
late hoar the guests withdrew with many exot
kind
wishes
for
the future welfare
pressions
HOURS.
and happinoss of their distiugaisbed hosts.
War
Office Chief

porter

scription.—Exchange.

falling

a tree

The Emperor’s wisdom and repeatedly expressed love of peace justify Her Majesty’s

SteamBhip Jas Barras, (Bi) Beams, Newcastle,
with coal to Gas Co.
Steamer City or Portland, Pike, Boeton for Eastport and St John, NB.
Sch Frances L Godfrey. Wheaton, South Amboy—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Oranaaka. Sadler, Boston for Deer Islo.
Sch Medora, Sproul, Campobelio,—herring.
Sch Vulcan. Coggins, Pembroke for Boston.
Sch Mary Elizabeth, Duuton Boothbay.
CLEARED.

Steamship Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry

Fox.
Sch

’itie""spenceria n"""

j“”°

Is

TEEL PEN

S.I

NEW API UIEM WATER.
Specially recommended for richness

IYISOJi, BLAKEMAX, TAYLOR &

R4RNE*, Hargeoa General II, H
Army. “The most certain ami pleasant in its
effects of any ot the bitter waters.”

10.

DR. J

MEMORANDA.

Ship Granger, of Bath, from Liverpool for Manila,
before reported wrecked, struck ou the Swallow reets,
off coast of Borneo, Oct 25. and sunk 27th. The crew
took to the boats, one of which contained the second
mate and a portion of the crew, landed at Labunn
and went to Singapore. The master’s and mate’s
boats were well provisioned and in the track oi vessels, and were probably picked up.
A diepatch from Portland, (Otegon) Dec 29, states
that the ship Nimbus, Leonard, from Astoria for
United Kingdom, has been lost. Crew saved. Vessel partly insured. She registered 1302 tons, and vras
built, in 1869 at Bath, where she was owned by J Patten & Son, and others.
A cable dispatch dated Madeira Dec 15, states that
the ship Vermont, Richardson, from Maulmainfor
Europe, bad put into St Helena.
Brig Clara J Adams came oat of the navy yard
dock at Kittery 29th, having completed repairs. She
will be taken to Portland to load.
Brig Iza. Chandler, which put into Fajal in distress, made necessary repairs and sailed Dec 3d for

5s
6s

Providence.
A dispatch from Pensacola 29th states that a heavy
gale had been raging on the coast and that the schs
H E Riley, and K Johnson had sustained damage,
and the F L Richardson was ashore.
A heavy gale was raging at Delaware Breakwater
31st, and the schs Annie Chase, and Hattie Coombs,
were driven ashore.
Sch J VV Peasiey, Parker, from Philadelphia, put
into Bermuda Dec 20, wiih loss of foremast all attached.

6s

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 29lh, ship W It Grace,
Black, Liverpool,
Sid 21st, ship Gen McLellan, Wheeler, New York.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 29th, brig Jennie A Cheney,
Arey, New York.
Ar at the Pass 25th, sch Vernal, King, Galveston.
Sid 29th, sch Clara Fletcher, for Provideuce.
BRUNS WIOK-Cld 24th, sch Jos Oakes, Parker.
New York.

SAVANNAH—Ar 26th, ship Marcia Greenleaf
Bunker, Greenock.
C id 26th. sch K F Hart, McCobb. Now York.
RICHMOND, VA—Sid 28th, sch Almon Bird,
Drinkwater, Boston.
NORFOLK—Ar 28th, 6hip Nonantum, Foster, fm
Barrow, E.
BALTIMORE—Ar 28th, sch John Proctor, Doane
Boston.

Cld 29tb, schs Jennie E Simmons, Young, Jacksons
a Hnje?
pieufuegos; en0w
VV S hat
well, T-urd,
York
David Torrey, Soule, do.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar up 29tb, ships Adam R1
Simpson, Phelau, Dublin; Wm G Davis, Sawyer
Portland, to load for San Francisco; sch H S Bridges
Laudrick, Calais.
NEW YORK—Ar 29th. ship Highlander, Hutchin
eon, Hong Hong; schs Union, Mitchell, Fall River
Oliver Jameson, Candage, New London.
Ar 29th, brigs Ned White, Thombs, Padaug 104 ds
John H Crandon, Pierce. Cronstadt 58 nays; sch:
Ella, Mitchell. Cape Haytien 25 days; David G Floyd
Clifford, Plymouth; Walter E Palmer, Staples. Viue
yard Haven; Andrew Peters. Torrey, Fall River
Emeline G Sawyer, Hall, Providence; Mary A Rice
Kent, do.
Cld 29th, ship Vigilant. Ross, Callao; brigs Castalii
Sparks, Queenstown or Falmouth; Marv M Williami
Morrill, Ciudad Bolivar; Keystone, Beatty, Matan
zas; sebs Maggie Abbott, Abbott, Maranham; Saral
A Reed. Guptill, Antigua; J P RobiuBon, Libby, fo
Nevis, Wl.

ISmith, Savannah;

Ames, tor Ponce.
Passed through Hell Gate 29th, schs Koval Arch
Crowell, from Port Johnson for Portland; Ellen filer
liman, do lor VVareham; American Chief, fm do to
Rockland; Clara W Elwell, do for Portsmouth; Ma
ria Adelaide, do for Boston; Caroline, from Hobokei
for Providence.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 29th, schs Charleston, Went

worth, and Wm Penn, Hart, for New York; Hyue
Oliver. «lo.
Sid 30th, scbs Forest City, Hodgins, and Hampton
Fletcher. New York; Nathl Holmes, Dow, do.
WARREN, Ri—In port 29th, to winter, schs Nel
lie Eaton, of Calais; H S Billings, ot Bangor.
FALL RIVER—Ar 2blh, sch Only Sou, Mcader

last.
Ar 30th, schs Hattie Tumor, McIntyre,
Wilming
ton NO for Thoniaston; Wiilie Mai tin, McDuffie, fa
Baltimore for Portland; Lucy Ames, Richards, Ho
boken for Vinalhaven ; Johnnie Meserve, French
New York for Rockland; Phebe Ann, Lord. Calai
tor Boston; Mist, Warr, Boston for Calais; Virginia
Abbott, do for Sullivan; Charlie Bucki, Foss, do to

Rockport.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 29th, sch Sultana, Eastman

Harps well.

NEWBURYPORT—Ar 30th, sch Nautilus, Toll

man. New York.
PORTSMOUTH—Below 28tb. schs L S Barnes
McGowan, from Boston for Bath; Lizzie Brewster
Flynn, Weymouth tor Macbias; Sabao, Palmer, lo
do; J B Knowles, Wass, for Addison.
FOREIGN PORTS.
at Padang Oct 31, barques Escort, Waterhouse
Hong Kong; Beatrice Havener, Havener, Batavia.
Sid tm Smyrna Dec 5th, barque Geneva, Gorham
Messina.
Ar at Lisbon Dec 22d, seh Carl D Lothrop, Trott
Philadelphia.
Ar at Lisbon prev to Dec 30, sch Kate Wentworth
Travis, New York.
Ar at Hamburg Dec 27, ship Ne Plus Uitra, Bor
den, New York.
At at Havre Dec 27, ship Nunquam Doimio, Cous
ins, New Orleans.
Sid fm Antwerp Dec 28, ship Eliza McNeil, Morton

6s

6s
7s
7s

Charleston.

Dec 28, ship Richd 111, Hubbard

Aratdo Dec 29th, ships Harvey Mills, Mills, Sai
Francisco ; 30th, Andrew Jackson, Bartlett, fron
Charleston.
Sid Dec 28, ship Levi G Burgess, Starrett, Tybee

Janeiro Nov 14th, sch Florence Rogers,
Rogers, Marseilles; 17th, barque W H Genu, Collins,
Buenes Ayres; 21st, Clara, Nichols, New York.
Sid Nov 22,ship 1* N Blanchard, Blanchard.jCallao;
brig Thos Owen. Guptill, Cananea, to load and return; 23d, ship Alert, Park, Mejiilones; barque Eatella, Poole. New York.
Id port Nov 23, barque David Babcock, Colcord, for
SavauDah; hrlg Etta M Tucker, Forbes, lrom Philadelphia.
At Miragoane Dec —, schs Nellie, from St Marties
for New York; JLeonora, Bonsey, from New York;
\V 11 Card, Foss, do; Jennie B Gllkey, Gllkey, from
St Thomas.
SU1 fm Porto Cabello Dec 12, ech Charles E Hellier,
Coombs, lor New York,
Sid fm St Pierre Dec 10, sch Anita, Small, for Campeachy.
Sid fm Point-a-Pitre Dec 7tb, sch Chromo, Wooster. Wilmington, NO.
Sid fm St Thomas Dec 15. sch} White Sea, Stover,
for Pensacola.
In port Dec 17, brigs Adelaide, Stover, from New
York, just ar; Jeremiah, Ford, from St Kitts, ar
14th; and others.
Ar at Bermuda Dec 20, ech J W Peasley, Parker,
Philadelphia, (see Mem.)
Ar at St John, NB, 27th,‘ sch Armada, Williams,
Ellsworth.
Ar at Kio

lLatest by European steamers
Ar at Liverpool Dec 16, Jobu T Berry, EmersoD,
Savannah; Kate Davenport, Mallett, Mobile.
Old at London Dec 18, Sarah A Staples, Nickerson,

Baltimore.
Ar at Holyhead 17th, Wetterhorn, Skalling, from
Belfast for Key West.
Passed Deal 18th, Alberti, McCalder, from Hull lor
United States.
Off the Folk stone 17th, Adolph Engler, Fickelt, fm
Batavia for Amsterdam.
Ar at Whitehaven 16tb, Eliza Morton, Leiand,
Sheet Harbor, NS.
Sid lm Seaview I7tb, Addie Me Adam, Curtis, (tm
Bremen) for New York, (and put into Spitbead.)
Sid tm Portland roads I7tu, Minnie M Watts,Watts
(from Havre) for Savannah.
Ar at Queenstown 17lb. Benguela, Fugelsang, from

Portland; 18th, Brunswick, Hutchinson, New York.
Sid fm Fayal Dec 4, Izr, Chandler, Providence.
Sid lm Batavia Nov 3d, Olustee, Nickerson, for
Padang.
Sid im Cette Dec 1% Alfred, Burt, Mobile.
Ar at Pauillac Dec 15, Luvinia, Eaton, from Phila-

delphia.

Head**, Poster**, Hand Bills, Cards
and Tags neatly printed at this Office at
reasonable rates.

of Lewiston

MUNICIPAL
toil

FIVE Per cent. WATER LOAN BONDS.

—.•
119 (!onnucivi»i
nM(i
and 16 Market Square,

Few cities In New England stands as well financially as Lewiston, ana these bonds are commended
as a very choice security
especially adapted for
TRUST purposes.
FOB

HALF BV

SWAN A

is

BARRETT,

aOO HUDDLE STREET,

iv2

sneodtf

JUST RECEITER
A

Standard

Large Assortment ot
French and English

Perfumes and Toilet Soaps,

nolGdsntf

Mealier

Apothecaries,

Co.,

&

sndCm

Cor. Preble and Congrrow Xu.

0C19

mis, mm, sens

Payson & Co.,

II. M.

32 EXCHANGE STREET,
We shall open To-day

—

bought

IJf

DEALE

—

BONDS !

GOVERNMENT

7.5 CLOAKS,

Bonds.

Oity

BANK STOCK, GOLD &C.,

to close u manufacturer’s
stock. Prices from

Highest price? paid

“CALLED”

$4.50 to $10.00

for

S. 5-20 BONDS.

U.

sneod

Oc27

which is from $2.00 to $5.00 lower than the same goods have been

selling.
Also

lot of

a

Cashmere Long Shawls

Cor. Millie & EiGbaiee Sts.
OFFER

less than importers’ prices.

FOR

SALE

Cincinnati

Municipal Bonds,
And to close,

few

a

Cleveland

Municipal Bonds,

ALPACA Ail MATGLLASSG

Columbus

—

AT

PROBATE

—

$6.00 and $8.00,
Cloaks Cnt and Fitted

or

AT

made

three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern Argus, papers printed at Portland aforesaid, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be
heldfat said Portland on the Third Tuesday of
January next, at ten df the clock in the torenoon,
and be heard thereon, and object it they see cause.

EASTMAN BROS.,
Congress St,

HEALTH

FOR

joicing, haviDg

to-day
through

are

been restored to health

skillful treatment of

DR. XI. R.

EDGAR E. LEWIS, minor child anl heir of Joseph B. Lewis, lato of Harrison, deceased Petition
that Austin Eagerly, former Guardian, may be ordered to settle an Account of his gnardiabship.aml to
charge himself with the sum of $1176.22, presented
by George A. Emery, Guardian.
FREDERICK L. KNIGHT, minor child and heir
of Henry Knight, late of Otisfieid deceased. Account presented for allowance, by George W. Blcknell, Guardian.
WILLIAM H. MORGAN, late of New Gloucester
deceased. First account presented for allowance, by
Milton T. Holt, Administrator.
BENJAMIN CHADBOURNE, lato of Stand isb.
deceased Account presented lor allowance, by Henry M. Chad bourne, Administrator de bonis non with
the Will annexed.
DANIEL H. SMALL, late of Gorham, deceased.
Will and petition for the probate thereof, presented
by Richard Willis, the Executor therein named.
DANIEL CONAN i\ JR., & AL., minor children
and heirs of Solomon Conant, late of Westbrook,
deceased. Accounts presented for allowance, by
William L. Pennell, Guardian,
SARAH LAMB, late of Westbrook, deceased.
Second and Final Account presented for allowance,
by William H. Neal, Administrator.
CHARLES H. ADAMS, late of Portland, deceased*
Account presented for allowance, by Mary (i. Adams

mtf

ALL I

Hundreds in this city and vicinity

re

th<

1

THAYER,

Mechanics’ Hall Building.
We would say to the sick and suffering, after yoi
have exhausted
your list of remedies and been treat
ed by ‘‘many physicians.” and on the verge of de
spair, come, and be relieved of your sufferings and y
shall rejoice. The Doctor’s success during the tinn
he has been in your midst is a sure guarantee of hil

|

skill.

All

diseases peculiar to the female organization ar !
without localizing, and cured secundem na

treated,
turam.

CHRONIC

DISEASES

in all forms treated with success and particular at
tention paid to diseases of the ear aud eye, throa
and lungs.
Patients visited at their homes and treated wbei

j

desired.
Office hours from 9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P.iM.
sepll
eodlf

Administratrix.

JOSHUA S. CLARK* late of Portland, deceased.
Petition for allowance out ot Personal Estate, presented by Jerusba S. Clark, widow of said decease 1,

j

WINTER !

DANIEL J. KNIGHT, late ot Portland, deceased.
Second Account presented lor allowance, by Francis
A. Smith, Trustee.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original Order.
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBURY, Keg’r.

w3w52_

Decite 8, M

The cold weather has arrived, and

KOHLING

No old rusty shop-worn
goods in stock. My Boots

Is prepared to make up in -his
usual style the finest
’assortment of

Seasonable Goods
—

FOR

AND

and Shoes

fresh.

all

and

new

weather I shall sell for the
next thirty days for little
or no profit, in order to
reduce my winter stock.

Ycur old hoots very

—

Business

are

Owing to the mild

421 Congress Street, Sign
of the Gold Boot, first
door east of First Parish
Church,

—

OVERCOATS
—

NOTICED

a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the
Third Tuesday of December, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-seven, the following
matters having been presented for the action thereupon liereinalter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this order to be published

to order.

534

sndtt

To all person* lntere*te<l in either ot the
estate* hereinafter named.

termer prices $10.00 and $18,00,

de28

Municipal Bonds*

dec7

SUITS

barque Ormus, Shackford, filatanzas.
Ar at London Dec 28, barque Chas R Lewis, Race

Batavia via Falmouth.
Sid fm Deal 29th, ship Red Cross, Howland, (fron
London) for Tybee.
At Azua Dec 9, brig Susie J Strout, Fickett, fron;
and for New York, ar 7th.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Nov 10, barque Ada F Crosby
Crosby^St Marys, Ga.
Sid fm Buenos Ayres Oct 19, barques Alice, Dyer,
Paysandu; Nov 1, W H Geon, Collins, Rio Janeiro;
9tb, Hancock, King, Rosario; litb, brig Jennie Phinney, Brown, Boston.
In port Nov 15, barques filary E Russell, Nichols,
from Portland, ar Oct 29th; Helen Angier, Staples,
disg ; brigs Screamer, Sinnett, from Portland via
Montevideo, ar 19th; Hermon, Patterson, disg; sch
Geo V Jordan, Duncan, disg; and others.
Ar at filontevideo Nov 18, barques Carrie E Long,
Park, Portland; Com Dupont.Nicbols, St John, NB.
Sid 15th, barque Clara E filcGilvery, Walnut, (tm
Calais) for Buenos Ayres.
In port Nov 20, brig Crrrio Winslow, McCart, for
New York.
Sid fm Pernambuco Nov 29, sch Etna, Sawyer, for

Citv

F. T.

Ar

New York.
Ar at Liverpool

FOR MALE BY DEALER*.
AND Dili GGI* I *,
au27

Will receive weekly (luring tlie winter cargoes of
fresh Oysters direct from Virginia, which they will
sell by the barrel, bushel, gallon or quart, at the
lowest market rates.
Also constantly on hand New York, Blue Point
and Provklence Itiver Oysters, for sale iu
any
All orders by mail promptly
desired quantity.

Elizabethport.

NEWPORT—Sid 28tb, sch David G Floyd, Clifford
New York.
In port, scbs Eliza B Coffin, Cole, from Mach las
Josephine, Saunders, tm Rockport; Martha Weeks
Somes, laid up.
HUSTON—Ar 29th, schs Trade Wind, Gray, Nev
York; Cynosure, Pinkham, from Bootlibay; Julia <S
Frank, Low, York.
Cld 29th, schs Eben Fisher, Reynolds, Cienfaegos
Robt Foster, Robinson, Philadelphia.
Ar 29th, brig Katahdin, Coombs, Hoboken; sch
Levi Hart, Giles, Pensacola; Fleetwirg, Maddocka
Amboy.
Cld 31st, ship Grecian, Dunbar, San Francisco; scl
Rott Foster, Robinson, Philadelphia.
SALEM—Ar 28th, schs Odell, Winslow, Port John
son lor Portland; filazurka, Holmes, Boston lor Bel

Sole Agents for United States and Canadas,
GROCER*
sneodeowly

6s

Timmons & Hawes,

I

Dose.

a

FRED’K DE BARY & CO.,
41 A 4J Wnrreu Hi., New York.

6s

OYSTERS.

filled.

WineglaMNfnl

A

Every genoine bottle bears the name of Tiie Apollin Aiiis Co. (limited), London.

Exchange Sts.
sntf

Stores

York. “Pre-

DR. EE Wl* A. *A YRE, New
ferred to any other laxative.”

I i\ VIIS TM JE nr TS.
BATH MUNICIPAL
....
PORTLAND
PORTLAND AID R. R.
...
WALDO BORO
DAMARISCOTTA

oc30

“Asa

DB. FOKDVfE MARKER, New York
“Keqnire8 less, is less disagreeable and unpleatant than any other.”

<le27

j

New York.

DR. ALFRED L. LOOMI*. New York
“The most prompt aud most efficient; specially adapted tor daily nsc.”

SHORT & UIRMOiY.
LORING,'illwsn
!

bury

SIiHS,

MARION

I prefer it to every other mineral
water.”
DR. WM. 4. HAMMOND. New York
The most
pleasant ami efficient of all purgative waters.5’

laxative,

! Diaries for 1878.

|
|

aperient

J. K

13S and 140 Brand St., New York.
“y23
sutfw

j

in

gaits, and its efficacy Li bilious attacks, prevention
of Gout, Piles, etc., and as auordiuary aperient, by
M AN/tMl, and
IJEKIG, VIKIIIOW
Min II i: > It %
TUO.TII’StiA, and the entiro
medical profession in England and term any.

•Varieties mi led to erery atylr of writing. For Knle by the trade generally.
A
Maniple Card, routaining one each of the
lifteea Number*, by mail, on receipt ol
43 Cent*.

|

Novelty.

European

Great

HUNYADI JANOS.

|

1

Almanac.. .January 1.
9 30aM
Sunrises... ...7.36 High water
Sun sets.............4.32 | Moon rises..,,, 6.14 AM
Jliuatnre

The

Numbers

Jas H Gordon, Champion, Cardenas—Isaac :
Emery.
COLUMBUS, OHIO,
Sch Addie M Bird, Fales, Havana—Phinney &
....
CLEVELAND
Jackson.
Sch Reaper, Teel, St George—D L Choate.
FREEHOLD MORTGAGE
SAILED—Brigs Motley, Tally Ho; seba Fannie A i
MAINE CENTRAL
Bailey, BenJ B Church, Cora Etta, Geo W Jewett,
and Addie M Bird.
FOB SALE BY
I
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT/!
LUBEC, Dec 25-Ar, schs Torpedo, Cousins, and
w oocl
& Tlou I
Clara DiBsmore, Chase, Portland.
Passed Quoddy Head 25tb, sch Nellie J Dinamore,
Cor. Middle and
May, from St John, NB, for Matanzaa.

28 years.

43 years.
In Whitefield, Dee. 16, Mrs. Ruth King, aged 97 yrs
In Brunswick, Dec. 25, George G., only son of the
late Rev. Geo, G. uevens. aged 9 years 8 months.
lu Winthrop, Dec. 1, Mrs. Cyrus G. Woods, aged

Sfg'-or Mipi rior ENBI.IM II inanuf actand joailr celebrated for Kla.licily,
anil eveuuea* of Point. Iu! all

nre

Durability

Jlouday, Dec. 31.
ARRIVED.

SPOKEN.
Nov 16, lat 9 N.lcn 85 E, ship St James, from Bom"
for
bay
Kangoon.
Nov 17. lat 3 N, Ion 28 W, barque Emma C Beal,
bound South.
Dec 4, lat 18 20, Ion 52 29, barque Susan A Blaisdell,
from Cardiff for Havana, 42 days out.
Dec 28. off Delaware Light ship, ship Carrie Clark,
rorn Tybee for New York.

In Augusta, Dec. 27, Mr. Thomas S. Bartlett, aged
60 years 6 months.
In Augusta, Dee. 21, Mr, Asa Ward Burns, aged

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

promptly repaired,

Suits.

ncatiy

nnd

Irving J.Brown.
Fotmerly with SI. G. Palmer.

codt!

These goods

embrace
mauy
recent importations,
and
arc
among the very best goods ever

shown by

W. H. KOHLING,
No. 99 Exchange St,
endtf

octl«

THE MERCMLE MEM.
EDWARD RUSSELL & CO.
T

FRANK JONES,

Taken

execution, and will be sold by Public

the same was attached on the original writ m this
action, to redeem the following described real estate
Bituated in said Westbrook, viz; a lot of land with
the buildings thereon, between Saccarappa and Cumberland Milts villages; bounded southerly by the
conuty road leading from Saccarappa to Portland,
easterly by land of Caroline A. Howard, northerly
by the Presnmpscot river, and westerly by land of
Adeline A. Quinby.
Also another lot of land on the southerly side or
said County road, hounded northerly by said County
road, easterly by land of Charles A. Haskell et af.
southerly by the Portland and Rochester Railroad
and land ot G. and L. P, Warren, and westerly by
land of said Warren and tho late Montgomery
Anderson,
Dated at Portland, this Twenty-ninth day of De-

GARDNER M. PARKER,

w3*lDeputy Sheiifl.

FLOUR.

Manager.
In

on

Auction, on Slonday the Fourth day ol February, A.
D., 1878, at eleven of the clock in the forenoon, at
the office of John C. Cobb, at Portland, lu said County, all the right in equity which Johnson M Quinby
of Westbrook, in the County of Cumberland, hud on
the fifth day of October, A. D., 1877, at four o’clock
and thirty minutes, in the atternoon, being the time

cember. A. D.. 1877.

811-2 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

EstnaUahtd in New York, 1811.

STATE OF MAINE.
CCSlBEBLijrn, 89.

PortHnd, 1868.

They lurnish detailed reportB to subscribers ot the
responsibility and trustworttdness ot business men
throughout the country. Also publish January,
March, July and September, The Reference Book,

lfou

are

cordially inriled la |, ta

W. (. COBB’S STEAM DAKERV,

containing about 700,000 names and ratings ot
'business men and Arms.
Collections or over-due
claims a specialty.
The oldest and larges
agency in tbe world,
haying serenty-siz Itrancu and Associate Offices in
complete working order.
deeSdsulw

SIS and JO

lie has

PEARL ST., for your Flour.

good

assortment and assures you that he
is able ami willing with his advantages In handling
it to give you good flour and a good trade.
a

dee7dtf

Blank

Books !

Administrator's Sale.
to

specialty, also

a

large [stock

a

Pearson,

in
Cumberland, on
TUESDAY, Jan. 29th, 1878, at 10 o’clock A. M., so
much of ttie real estate of the late Isaac O, Pearsou,
as will prouucc the sum ot lifteeu hundred ami fortytwo dollars for the payment of his just debts, expenses of sale, and administration, also the personal property of said deceased, consisting of strek,
farming-tools, carriage-, hay, and other things usually found oo a tarm. if the same are not previously
disposed ot at private sale.
w3w52
MOSES W. PEARSON, Administrator.

FOR THE NEW YEAR.
Books ninnutncturcd to order

license troru the Probate

Court,
PURSUANT
1 shall sell at public auction, at the residence of
late Isaac O,

the

a

on

hand to select from.

Kiarsurgc School

Short & Harmon.
Loring.
de2I
d2wsn

for

Boys

CONWAV, N. H. The Neil Q nailer
Commence* September 7. For particu-

Bill

NOKTH
lars
t

or adniissiou address
wtm
FKHDI5KICK THOMPSON, Principal

Brief Jotting*.
To-day being a legal holiday no paper

THE PBES8.

WILL BB ISSUED

TUESDAY MORNING. JAN. 1.

FROM

THIS

OFFICE

TO MOR-

ROW.

those have been false. Below will be
the amouDt of loss in each fire, as well

1878.
THE

Happy New Year.

PRESS

May be obtained at the Periodical Depots of Fes•endea Bros., Maiquis, Brunei* Co., Andrews,
Wentworth, Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., oh all trains that run out of the city.
At Biddeford, of Ptiillsbury.
At Saco, of L. Hodgdon and H. B. Kendrick.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At
At

Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
LewistoD, of French Bros., and Stevens * Co.

Good flay for a Murphy movement.
The Grand Army Encampment meets at
Biddeford the 23d inst.
Better leave off borrowing the Press to-day
and snbsci ibe for it.
The calendars issued by Hall L. Davis and

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Those desirious—M. B. Gilbert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Annual Sale—Tukesbury & Co.

Loring, Short & Harmen are the finest yet.
The city quit smoking last March. The citizens are going to to-day.
The retail boot and shoe stores have decided
to close their stores at 7 o’clock Saturday’s
from January 1st to April 1st, 1878.
The last of the popular assemblies for the
benefit of the I. S U. S. will came off at Army
& Navy Hall this eveniug.
PerIt’s just a year since you “swore off.”
haps you will find it necessary to swear off
again to-day.

You Need not Fear—Swectser & Merrill.
Special Meeting—Peak’s Island Steamboat Co.

The colored people danced the old year out
and tho new year in at P. 0. S. of A. Hall on

Lost—Silk Handkerchief.
For Philadelphia—J. Nickerson & Co.
Notice—Thornes, Chase & Co.
Portland & Harps we II Steamboat Co.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Important Catalogue Sale—F. O. Bailey & Co.

Plum street
If all the good resolves that will be made today were kept the Millennium would begin di-

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW

TO-DAY

ADVERTISEMENTS

ENTERTAINMENT

Dancing School—M.

Vickery

COLUMN.

B. Gilbert.

Leighton—2.

&

Type- Writer.

N otice

The Fire Record.—Under the leadership of
Chief Engineer Littlefield the Fire Department has beeo very fortunate in fighting fires.
There have been but 32 a’arms and several of

Post,

G A.

K.,

will have a

FIRE

evening.
Asking a man if he has got
not equivalent to wishing him

Office Hours.
From 8.00 a m to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
Sundays open for Carriers and General Delivery
from 9 to 10 a m.
Portland, ME.,|Dec. 29, 1877.
Arrival and Departure of Mail*.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. m. Close at 8.15 a. m, and 2.45 and 9.00 p. m.
Arrive at 5.20 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston aud Maine
Arrive
at
12.20
and 8.20 p m. Close at 8.15
Railway.
a m and 2.45 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p.
m.
Close at 8.15 a m, 2.45 and 9.00 p m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routeB
Arrive at 3.15 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3.15 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.35
am.
Close at 7.15 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 2.15 and 9.00
a. m., and 3,15 p m.
Close at 6.30 and 11.30 a. m.
and 5.00 p m.
Rochester, N. H.,and intermediate officea. Arrive...
Boston and the West.

~

p»nr¥L-Lonwayan<i other offices

B.

a, ra

Arrive at 11.30
and 2.15 p m.

a m

and 5.00 p

on
m.

the P. & O. R.
Close at 10.00

Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, S. W. Harbor, Mt.
Desert, Jonespcrt, Macliias, Machiasnort, East Mathias, Millbriage and Bar Harbor, via each steamer. An ive at 6 a. m. Close at 9 p. m.
Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.C0 p m.

Bb'oreign Mails, via NewJYork, day previousio

BaliClose at 8.15 a. m.
Express, Augusta, Baugor and the East. Arr’ve
at 2.15 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowhegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.15 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowhegan also closes at 9.00 p in.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T« R. Arrive at 2.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.
Nova Scotia aDd Prince Edward’s Island. Close
at 11.30 a. m. and 9 p. m.
ng ot Bteamers.

happy

2—Miss

Feb.
March

May

June

July

is

year.
There were 27 intentions of marriage recorded during the past month, and 332 duriog the
year

1877.

■

Cape, Saturday afternoon,

when (he horse ran
away and the carriage was overturned.
Mrs.
Vail was slightly hurt but Mr. Vail
s^as seri-

ously injured.
Our colored citizens will celebrate the anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation
this evening.
A meeting will be held at

Monetfort street church, commeaciog at 7
o’clock. Good speakers will address the as-

sembly.
There is
onr

lively interest manifested among
people in the lecture by the “coming man,
a

at City Hall on Thursday
in other cities has been

Postal cards, one cent each, go without furthe
to ail parts of the United States aud Canada
with an additional one-cent stamp they go to all parts
of Europe.
All letters, to all parts of the United States and
Canada, three cents per half-ounce.
Local, or “drop” letters, that is, for the city or
town where deposited, 2 cents if delivered by
carrier*, and 1 cent where there is no carrier system.
Newspapers, daily, semi weekly, tri weekly and
■weeklies, regularly issued aud sent to regular sub■cribcrs, 2 cents per pound, payable at the office of
publication, newspapers and magazines published
loss frequently than once a week, 3 cents per pouud.
Transient newspapers, magazines, pamphlets, books
and handbills, 1 cent lor each two ounces or fraction
thereof. All other miscellaneous matter, including
unsealed circulars, book manuscripts, proof-sheets,
photographs, Ac., and also seeds, cuttings, bulbs aud
roots, and merchandise not exceeding four pounds in
weight, 1 cent for each ounce or fraction thereof.
The following are the postal rates with Europe;
The rate* for letters are tor the half-ounce or fracfon -thereof, and those for. newspapers for lour
ounces or fraction thereof:—
To Great Britain and Ireland, letters 5 cent;
newspapers 2 cents; Fiance, letters5cents, newspapers 2 cents; Spain, letters 5 cents, newspapers 2
cents; all pait* of Germany, including Austria,
letter* 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents;
Denmark,
Utters 5 cents, newspapers 2 cents: Switzerland,
Utters 5 cent*, newspapers 2 cents; Italy, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Russia, letters Scents,
newspapers 2 cents; Norway, letters 5 cents, news
papers 2 cents; Sweden, letters 5 cents, newspapres
2 cent*; Turkey, European aud Asiatic, letters 5
cents, newspapers 2 cents; Egypt, letters 5 cents,

charge

half-ounce limit for
for newspapers, still

letter*, and the four ounces
holding good, the rates are :—
To Australia, letters, via San Francisco (except to
New South Wales) 5 cents,via Southampton 15 cents,

via Brindisi 19 cents, newspapers, via San Francisco
2 cents,via Southampton 4 cents,via Brindisi 6 cents,
China, letters, via San Francisco 10 cents, via Southampton 15 cents, via BriDdisi 19 cents, newspapers
3,4 and 8 cents, by the respective routes; British
India, Italian mail, letters, 10 cents, newspapers 4
cents; Japan, letters, via San Francisoo 5 cents, via
England, 10 cents, via Brindisi 31 cents, newspapers,
via San Francisco 2 cents, via Southampton 4 cents,
via Brindisi 8 cents.

Stated Meetings.
CITS GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take
place the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday
evening of each month.

evening. His lecture
immensely popular,
drawing overflowing houses night after night.
Cautionary Signals.—On and after January 1,1878, an additional cautionary storm signal will be displayed, as occasion may
require,
at all stations of the signal service.
The signal will be displayed at and on the regular

place and staff, and will consist of a white flag
with a square black centre, shown above a red
flag with a square black centre by day, or a
white light shown above a red light by night
This signal will be known as the
“Cantionary
Off-shore Signal,” and will indicate, when
shown, that while the storm disturbance is
considered at the office of the Chief S'gnal
Officer as not yet passed for the part or place
at which the signal is displayed, and the wind
may yet be high, and there may be danger, the
winds are expected to blow from a northern or

direction, or “off-shore,”at or
place where the signal may be.

western

port

or

near

the

The display’of this signal will then follow,
and must be distinguished from the display of
the usual “Cautionary Signal,” a square red
flag with a square black centre by day, or a
red light shown at night—which

retains^wben-

shown alone, Us usual meaning. The display of either signal is alwavs cautionary.

ever

Tiie Police Kecord.—Marshal Bridges and
his force have done a good ;ytar’s work and
have captured an unusually large number of
hard characters. Iu all they have made 2460
arrests, of which 1498 were for drunkenness,
Among the noted criminals arrested during the
year by tbe force are Holbrook, the hotel beat
and forger; Gray and Davis, the coast pirates;
Haus Peterson, for robbing the stations on the
line of the Ogdensburg; Knight, Brown and
Mrs. Bakin, for arson and burglary at Bridg-

ton; Mattice, the jail-breaker and horse thief;
Eli Phillipps, the veteran pirate and burglar,
Brown, the other horse-thief and jail breaker;
Files, for assault on the postmaster at Scarboro: Patrick King, for outrageous assault on
Tillie Bustard; Calahan, the forger; Williams
and Clark, highway robbers; Was30n, the bar-

lar; and a large list of thieves house-breakers
and burglars, more or leas noted.

MASONIC.
Excitement on Pearl

At Masonic Ball, No. 88 Exchange Street.

night

YORK RITES.

Blue Lodge—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday : Portland, second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

Wednesday.

Chapters-GreenleafR. A.C.,first Monday;Mt.
Vernon, R. A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Monday.

Commanderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon-

day; St. Albans,

Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand Commandery, Wednesday evening.
second

Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesevery mouth.
Portland School qf Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesday of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES,
Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, first

day in

Friday.

Council—Portland Council P. of J. second Fri-

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix do H.
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistcry, S, P. R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
I. O. O. F.
At Odd Fellows' Hall, Farrington Block, Congress
Street.
Relief Association—Third Tuesday in the
month.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancieny
Brothers, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
eveniDgs; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Unity, No.
3, on Wednesday evening; Ivy, D. ofit., second and
ourth Saturday of each mouth.
Encampment—Machigonne, first and third Wednesday ; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesday; Portland, first and third Friday; Falmouth,
No. 11, first and third Tuesdays.
Benefit association—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
meel sfirst Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
TEMPLARS OF HONOR.
At Templars' Bally So. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Monday in each

month.

Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

evening.

Patriotic Order Sons of America—Camps No
and 4 convenes over tbe Eastern Express Office,
Plum street. No. 3 on Wednesday evening; No. 4
on tiist and third Saturdays of each month; No 1 on
Tuesday evening, at Arcana Ilall; No. 2 at School

House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth, Friday
Evening.
Bos worth Post G. A. It.—Meeting every Friday
evening in Mechanics* Hall, corner of Congress and
Casco streets.

Temperance Reform Club—Headquarters corner of Congress and Temple streets.
and
Open day
evening. Business meeting Tuesday evenings at 7£ o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75—
Second Saturday of each month.
Portland Fraternity—Nc. 4i Free St. Block
Portland

Every evening.

Portland Society of Natural Hist
At their library room, City Hall, on tbe first
third Monday evenings of each mouth.

Sovereigns
meets every

o’clock.

y—

and

lady residing

Street.—Saturday

Pearl street was sitting iu her parlor awaiting the return of her
lord from his place of business, when suddenly
there was heard a fearful noise in the dining
a

room, which is

There

was

something

located in

pnot only
was

on

the cellar

kitchen.

smashing of glass but
heard upsetting things generala

Burglars and everything else of the sort
were imagined,but nothing defiuite could be ascertained, as the lady was too frightened to Cud
out the cause of the trouble. At last tho neighly.

bors were aroused and some one of them mustered up courage enough to enter the disturbed

diniDg room. There was found a small dirty
pig that had strayed from Sawyer’s stable and
fallen through tbe low window.
Tbe owner of
the shoat was notified to take away his property, which he did after a lively chase about
tlin

Oct.
Nov.

The Cumberland Centre Farmers’ Clnb voted
to hold tbeir next annual fair Tuesday and
Wednesday, Oct. 1st and 2d, 1878.
Meetings will be held every evening during
the first week of the year at the Bethel ceurch
j-i'.■
.1 is* attend and enflntl a!1
joy them.
Kev. Mr. Vail and wife were riding at the

riinrn

Deceased.—A despatch received in this city
yesterday afternoon announced the death of
Mr. Freemen A. Ricker, at Martins, New
York, at one o’clock. Mr. Ricker was a son of

Ricker, Esq., of Deeriog, and was a
graduate of Bowdoin class ’72. He entered in
the class of’71, but after getting through the

J. S.

Sophomore year bis health failed him and be
went to Europe in a sailing vessel.
He returned at the end of a year and joined the Junior
class, graduating in 1872. While in college he
was much interested in boating and was always at the head of the boating crew.
After
leaving college he went into business with his
father, but his health failing again he traveled
to regain it.
It was useless, however, and he
died at the age of 28 years, beloved and
respected by all whose good fortune it was to know

McCaferty, rear of
Briggs st.
22— Hugh Doherty, Union st
17—B. F. Chadbourne, Middle st
17— Chas. Baker, Middle st
....

Saturdays excepted.

ous.

$

50

12— 'Thomas Wilds, Sherman st 262
13— E. N. Delano, Forest.1650
13— Libby, Fore st. 475
21—Cox, Middle st..... 893
21— other parties, Middle st.... 191
23—J. L. Hayden, Browu st.... 156
28-Wm.H Anderson, Brown st 250
1—P. McGlinchy, Fore st. 500
9—Win. H. Dyer, Commerc’lst. 637
16— Mrs. Musgrave, rear Hancock st
75
23—Libby & Bolton, Fore st.... 60
14—David Young, Union st. 675
26—Win. Haggett, corner Cumberland and Grove st. 269
2—N. W. ltice & others, Union
st
730
2—A. F. Cox & Son, Union st. .8936
2— Chas. M. Tlouuis, Union st. 138
4—Beuben Higgins, Middle st.. 53
4—Other parties. Middle st.... 35
7— Eben True, Portland st.100
7— Alexander Spear, Portland
st. 400
8— Samuel J. Hezelton, Portland st. 110
8—Mrs. Hezelton. Portland st.. 17
8—Mr. Halt, Portland st.117
14— Patrick
Martin, rear of
Briggs at. 307
14—A. Deering, rear of Briggs
st. 17
14—Thomas Leonard, rear of
Briggs st. 115

...

Aug.
Sept.

That watching the old year out and the new
year in with the clock stopped was rather tedi-

st.

60
50
122
80
175
262
1150
475
893
191
156
250
500
637
75
60

G75
269
730
8936
133
53
35

400
110
17
117

307

how greatly the views of business men on this
subject had changed within the past few years.
He showed how unpopular intemperance was
becoming, what progress had been made in

public sentiment in this respect. All classes of
society were experiencing a new light ou this
subject. He was followed by Albion Little,
Esq.,who corroborated his statements and urged
the propriety of improving the closing hours of
the year 1877 in coming to a right decision on

40
10
50
20
340

40
10
50
20

Bussell, Portland st... 340
8—Eben True, Portland st.... 15
8—Mrs. Danforth, Portland st. 150
18— Mr. Anderson, Congress st.. 52
18—J. W. Owen, Congress st.... 420
26—Natural History Society .Elm 40
G—Mrs. Chadbourne, Danforth
st.130

150
52
420
40
130

6—Other parties, Danforth st.. 50
3—E. D. Gammon,corner Cumberland ana Oak st. 450
3— Mrs. M. J. Jones, corner
Cumberland and Oak sts.. 73
4— George II. Cook, North st.. 141
17—H. P. Storer, Danforth st.. 275

450
75
111
275

$19,963 $19,298
Excels of loss

over

Insurance.$665

Necrology.
The following are the names of some of the
more
prominent persons who have died the
past year, with their ages and date of death:
Jan. 11. Capt. Henry Sawyer, 88 years.
12. Edward Howe, 93 years.
11. Ether Sliepley, 87 years.
23. Edward Breen, 48 years.
30. Marshall French, 76 years.
31. Eli Webb, 83 years.
Feb. 2. Ira Wit ham, 45 years.
12. John S. Milier, 93 years16. Joseph Thompson, 71 years.
18. Henry C. New hall, 63 years.
24. Mrs. Dr. Caruthers.
Mch. 3. Isaac Fickett, 83 years.
8. Adam Merrill, 71 yeais.
28. Mr*. Joseph M. Gerrisb, Si.years.
27. John E. Wooster, 59 years,
Apr. 22. A. S. Way, 32 years.
25. Chas. W. Cahoou, 53 years.
May 10. William Willard, 56 y ears.
Junel7. George T. Davis. 67 years.
16. Francis Cook, 82 years.
18. James Cressy, 86 years.
July 10. Cyrus L. Gallison, 47 years.
Aug. 4. J. M. Heath, 67 years,
13. Mrs. John Lynch.
Sep. 24. Martin A. Way, 31 years.
Oct. 3. John K. Hooper, 78 years.
28. Chas. Sawyer, 72 years.
Nov. 24. James Simonton, 87 years.
29. A. M. Burton, 53 years.
Dec. 1, Robert Southgate Boyd, 73 years.
6. Sewall Waterhouse, 72 years.
10. Joseph Howard, 77 years.
18. Henry Trickey, 76 years.
18. Frank Noyes, 46 years.
27. Hiram Winchester, 73 years,
26. Lydia Dyer, 97 years aud 5 months.

wick, to which Mr Austin replied in fitting remarks, appearing to be a ready and eloquent
speaker. Mr. Austin was a much valued citi-

Payson Literary Society—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7fc o’clock.
Portland Institute and Public LibraryId City Building. Open and free to all from 10 to
1 and 7 to 9.
Independent

Order of Good

Templars—

Arcana, Monday, Congress Hall,
Congress
St ; Mission, Wednesday, Williams* BIock, Congress
street; Mystic, Thursday, at Sous ot Temperance
Hall.
Portland Temperance Union—Congress Hall.
Business meetings Thursday evenings; public meetings Sunday evenings, at1' o’clock.
Juvenile Templars—Perham Temple, No. 24.
at Congress Hall, every Wednesday evening at 7
o’clock. Temperance concerts lirst Sunday in every
month.
Portland Army and Navy Union-Come
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
4201

Personal.
At a meeting of the managers of the Portland Savings B ink, held Saturday
afternoon,
Mr. Edward A, Noyes was elected Treasurer.
Henry Doane has been appointed janitor ol
the Dostofflee buildiDg in place of Charles II.
Green.

Diogley of Sebago Lake.
The Rev. S. T. Goodell, missionary of the
Baptist Union to Burmah, died in Rangoon.
Nov. 231. He at one time preached in Springvale, where he might have settled, but his
heart was set npon mi-siouary work and in the
fall of 1871 he sailed for Burmah, where ho

Samuel

has been

an

earnest

and efficient laborer.

month.

___

Our Carrier Boys.—This morning our carrier boys will call upon the patrons of tin
It is to be
paper and present their address.
hoped that tbe boys will be cordially received
by al', and if each give the carrier something
they will realize a goodly earn. The boys ar< ,

indistrou?, hard-workiDg lads, and they
the money received on New Year’s mom.

neec

New Year’s Entkrtaineent3.— This evening the Forest Dramatic Club will repeat their
excellent representation of “Saratoga” at
Their first performFanny Marsh’s Theatre.
ance was very fine and an improvement may
he expected ou this occasion.
The Una Rowing Club give a grand ball at
Lancaster Hall.
A burlesque and variety entertainment will

be given at Music Hall by a large
company of
artists this evening.
“Ruth.”—The dates of Ruth” are fixed fo
January 31 and February 1 and 2, and it wil 1
Real Estate Transfers.—The
following
surely be given at that time. It is to be trough 1
are the real estate transfers recorded in this
out with chorus, orchestra, solo voices, elegan 1
county Saturday:
costumes, special scenery, &c. The tickets wi 1 8 Cape Elizabeth—Geo. H.
Fickett to John
1)0 ready Saturday morning.
I Watson, lot of land for §1000.

♦

Wistar’s Balsam

Instruction in English and Classical Studies

Auctioneers aid Commission Merchants,

Wistar’s Balsam

given to private pnpili by the subscriber.

J.

Wistar’s Balsam
Wistar’s Balsam
of Wild

Cherry,
of Wild Cherry,
of Wild Cherry,
of Wild Cherry.
For Coughs,

For Colds,

WISTAR’S BALSAM

use

J. E, McKelvey, C. H. Choate, S.
H. McDonald, E. D. Bean, E. H, Murphy, G.
W. Murcb, C. D. Starbird, .Elliot King and J.
W. Monger.
The speeches were interspersed with fine music from the "Perham Quartette” and a mala
The meeting was very enthusiastic,
and the hall was crowded until 12 o’clock,
there hardly being standing room sufficient to
contain the people. About jsixty names were
added to the pledge.

quartette.

Severe Accident.—On Saturday last while
Mrs. Hannah Moulton of Scarboro, was feediDg
fowl in the yard a buck belonging to a neighbor came up and throw her to the ground, repeating the attacks until her hip was fractur-

ed, rendering her recovery doubtful.

Mrs.

estimable Christian lady, eightyage, who has heretofore enjoyed
health, her step being as elastic as
an

eight years of

excellent
that of a yonng person, and
pathy of the community.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Young Guillifer of Waterville, who was
jured by the bursting of an emery wheel a

infew
weeks ago, and upon whose wound the operation of tre-panning with the removal of some
of bone was subsequently performed by
>r. Thayer, has so far recovered as to be able
to walk about the streets. His complete restoration is no longer doubtfal.
Deputy Sheri ff Carleton seized about fifty
packages containing liquor at the express office
in Waterville Saturday morning. There were
about 100 gallons in all.
It was directed to a
Frenchman, O. O. D.

Sieces

KNOX COUNTY.

The Bodwdl Granite Company are employing about 200 men at present at the harbor sheds
and at the sand works, Vinalhaven.
Moat of
them employed are married men who are living
on the Island.

ita iTolnafinn for tliia /-»h-ta►

she has the sym-

Bask Dividends.—Tho semi-annual bank
dividends which will be payable to morrow are
as follows:
Banks.
Capital stock. Per cent. Divid’nsFirst National.§800.000
5
*40,000
Casco. 800.000
5
40,000
Canal. 600,000
0J
33,000
Merchants’. 300,000
5$
16,000
Traders’. 300,000
5
15,000
mports.—The importations of sugar and
molasses at this port, for the year 1877, are reported at the custom house, as follows:
Sugar—3914 lioeslieads, 91 tierces, 83 bbls, 228 boxes.
MolasEOS—17,809 hogsheads, 1735 tierces, 158 bbls.

Deering M alters.
The series of Sunday evening temperance
at Morgau’s Hall, Morrill’s Corner,
well attended. Several prominent temperance orators have recently addressed these meet-

The Christmas festival at East Limington
last Mou^ay evening wasavery interestingoue.
The church was filled to repletiou with both
young and old. The entertainment, which consisted of
singing, reading and declamations,
passed off very pleasantly and was apDrecrated
by the audience. Christmas fairies, which comprised sir little girls, acted their parts admirably, and a Sauta Claus burlesque also provoked
much laughter. The solo given by Misses Lilian H. Small and Florence A. Chase, were
finely rendered. The tree presented an unusually fine appearance, Santa C.ans having done
his utmost to bestow gifts upon all, and many
hearts were made happy and buoyant after having spent that eveniug with Santa and his attendants.
_

Bargains. Bargains.—A splendid stock of
Walnut Chamber Sets selling at greatly reducIf you want a nice Walnut Chamed prices.
ber Set at a very low price please give ns a call.
George A Whitney & Co.,

dec27-lw*

No. iG

intemperance were

very impressive. “Master”
Taylor followed in a brief bnt earnest defence
of the protective feature of the prohibitory
laws, and a protest against rum, in all forms.
Next Sunday evening, Hon. George W. Woodman will be the
principal speaker, meeting to
commence at 7 o’clock.
There will be good
singing.
ido

joug

wimcr vacation oi

tne sem-

inary, what better evening employment than
the

Tnesday

and

papers, the

Westbrook

Witness,

andSaoearappa News,‘.have recently appeared
and

are fnll of interesting matter
for all who
cherish sweet memories of “Saccarapp.”
Street lamps for making more safe “the ways
that areidark”are a matter of discussion among
oar citizens, and it is hoped may soon become a
matter of fact.
It is safe to assert that manufacturing in its
various branches, was never more prosperous
here tbau at the present time.
Mr. Granville Fernald of Harrison is teach-

ing

two

large singing classes here—one

children’s class.
Mr. Fernald is a veteran in the
business of teaching, having taught iu this
He has a fine class
place nearly 20 years ago.
at Cumberland Mills, also one each at Morrill’s
and Woodford’s.
a

Rev. Daniel Austin of Killer?.
Mb. Editor:—The recent death of this genial gentleman has not to my knowledge, called
forth in the papers of the state any farther notice than the simple announcement of his decease and some public bequests.
the sou of Daniel Austin, a
merchant who came from Boston to PortsThe son graduated at Dartmouth, N. H.
mouth College in 1823, and alter studying for
the mioistry was settled over the Unitarian
was

Society in Brighton, Mass.
While there he
married Miss Hannah Joy, a member of the
wealthy Joy family of Boston. Mr. Austin resigned his pastorate and purchased the fine estate at Kittery Eorside, formerly occupied
by
Capt. Thomas Cutts, to which ho gave the
name of “Willow Bank.”
Tho view from the
piazza took in the navy yard, harbor, forts and
islands of the Pascataqua, and was very attractive. Near by was the house built for
Lady
Pcpperell after the death of Sir William in
1759, and opposite was the house occupied by
their only daughter, Elizabeth Peppered, who
married Nathaniel Sparhawk in 1712, The
whole region is historic grounds.
The Maine Historical Society, after
twodays
spent at York, iu September, 1870, were taken
to Kittery and passed a most enjoyable
in

day

ibo old town—the first one incorlooking
porated in Maine. While the society and their
guests, making a party of about 23, were in his
neighborhood, they received an invitation from
Mr. Anstin to visit his house and partake of c
collation, which was very timely and acceptable
over

For Influenza,

use

deoil

announcement of Bemnants.

dec29d3t
_

“It bolds enrrent that I told you yesterday
night” that SLIPPERY ELM LOZENGES

For Whooping Cough,

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Diseases oi the Chest,

50 cts. null SI

a

bottle.

50 cM. and St

a

bottle.

H

50 cm. and St

a

bottle.

50 cm. and SI

a

bottle.

Sold by all Druggists.
Sold

by all Druggists.

ANNUAL SALE.

CAN BE CURED,
more

LOW.

de27

s.

dk.

D.

HOWE,

of New York, the GREAT

Consumption
THE

ARABIAN

MEDICINES,

Celebrated through mt the world for their remai table cures, and the ONLY MEDICINES that have
ever Positively been known to CURE CONSUMP-

TION,

eodtf

THE ARABIAN TONIC
Purifies, Cleanses and fills the veins with Pure,
Rich JLife-giving Blood, vitalizes the whole
system, gives strength, creates a ravenons appetite
and expels from the Lungs, (through the blood) the
poisonous matter which the VENOM of the diseaso
breeds upon the luugs.
THE ARABIAN MILK CURE
“pleasant substitute” for Cod Liver Oil feeds the
stomach and nourishes the body, causes
Easy
Expectoration, dissolves the Catarrhal Mucus aud
Broncbical Phlegm ami assists nature in throwing
oft the corrupt scrofulous matter that causes the
irritation producing the cough. It stops the cough
aud cures consumption.
Price of MILK CURE and TONIC
Each §1 per Bottle.
PILLS 25 cents per Box.
Sold by all Druggists.
A

w
h

in
x

«

ru
i

•

xxxxijpa

u/

WHOLESALE AGENTS,

au21

it

now an

(some of them apparently
desperate ones) by Schenck’s Pulmonic Syiup alone,
and in others by the same medicine in connection
with Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonicland Mandrake Pills,
one or both, according|to the requirements of the
great number of

nard Times

buy

so

[long

ns

you can

sitings

at

patients afflicted with it reconciled themselves to
from
Dr.
b8 at

a

an

doom which

effort being made to save them
was

Schenck himself

considered inevitable.

was

supposed

MERRILL’S,

OPPOSITE cm HAIL.
They do sell a good article at
the very lowest price.
dtf

OC24

Portland & Harps well Steamboat

Company.
CHANGE

ONE

OF

TRIP

at ono

This is one of the bent bargains ever
offered in thin city.
Thin great redaction
in made to clone (he lot before moving to
Store now occupied by Waterhouse * Co.

his case hopeless and abandoned him to
fate: he was cured by the aforesaid medicines
and afterwards enjoyed uninterrupted good health
Thousands of people
for more than forty years.
have used Dr. Schonck’a preparations with the same
remarkable success.
Schenck’s Almanac, containing a thorough treatise
on Consumption, Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, &c.f
or of J. H.
can he had gratis of any druggist,
Full directions for
Schenck & Son, Philadelphia.
the use of Schenck’s medicines accompany each

package
Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup, Sea Wood Tonic, and
Mandiake Pills are for sale by all druggists,
eod&wlmsn
janl

THAT YOUNG MAN !
The latest and best hit. Ask your book or newsdolldSw
dealer* for him. Only 00 cents a copy,

we

u«

Leaves east side of Custom House Wharf for Long
Island, Lillie Chebeague. Great Che
For
beague, and Ilarpsvrcll at 2.S0 p. m.
Bailey’s Island Thursdays and Saturdays.
Leave llarpswell at 8 o’clock game days.

dtf

seplO

HOT ICE.

.

win. H. CHASE has this day retired
from the firm of THOMES, CHASE & CO.,
and the business will be continued as usual by the remaining partners uuder the name of C. D. THOMES
& CO.
C, D. THOHES,

Mr.

WM. H CHASE,
J. F. GREEN,
W. E. BROWER,

CHAS. A. THOMES.

jaldlw*

268 Middle Street.

before yon purchase.

ANY

MERRITT C. BEALE,
Agent for the “Type-Writer.**

janldtf

W. F.

STUDIES,

M. A. Bosworth!

LACE

new

goods suitable lor tho Holi-

MILLINER? ROOMS,

OUR

Corner Congress and Exchange Streets,
contain

the largest stock to be found in any retal
store in Maine. Hundred of Hats, Thousands of
Feathers, Flowers, Ornaments, and everything to

complete a perfact Millinery Stock. Ready-triopined
work constantly on hand.

Fancy Goods

Our

160

Department,

jaldtd

Lost.
night of Cary-Kellogg concert, on Cumberland. street, between Myrtle and Hi<h, a bro-

ON

caded Silk Handkerchief with cardinal centre.
Valued as a souvenir. On return to this Office the
finder will be suitably rewarded.
jald3t

For Philadelphia.
SCH. E. 1.. OODFERF,
Capt. Weaton. For freight or passage ap-

PACKET
to
ply

jahl3t

J. NICKERSON A SON,
131 Commercial Nirecl.

A LARGE LINE

Barbs, Ties, Hdkfs., Ti- prices.
dies, Toilet Sets, Guipure Call and Sec for Yourselves
Barbs and Scarfs.
a

full line of all

NOVELTIES
of the season, to which your inspection is rcspecfully
invited.

Congress

467

CONGRESS & EXCHANGE ST.

decl9

GOODS

Street.

CAN BE FOUND AT

L. A. Gould & Co.’s,
503 CONGRESS STREET,

dec22

dtf

kinds constantly

on

Extra clear Canary 20 cents per quart (1{ lbs.).

Premium Popping Corn tor Christinas Trees.
Sole Agents for the PATENT KEVERNI.
PLANT STAND.
ilelSUtJal

RLE

Owing to the backward season I am
prepared to offer special inducements to
customers for the next 30 days* Patrons
can rely upon finding a FILL STOCK,
embracing all the NEWEST and LATEST
of WOOLENS [for Men’s Wear.
I am
prepared to make the same to order at as
low prices as first-class work can be
produced.

CAPITAL
SURPLUS

«
.....

CAS

GET

HOLIDAY

PRESENTS
tor persons of all ages at

Nelson’s,

Old aland Swwuer 9c Merrill.

d3m

$400,000.
$300,000.

DIRECTORS:
Asa P. Poms.President.
Nehemiah Gibson.Ship Owner.
N. B. Mansfield.Firm Roberts & Mansfield.
Henry F. Woods.Firm Hathaway & Woods.

Jonas H. French.Pre.t. Capo Ann Granite Co.
Thomas Dana, 2d.Firm Thomas Dana & Co.
Account, of Bank., Iutitulion. and Individual. solicited.
Interest ou time deposit, allowed at rates
agreed upon.
Business paper discounted.
Caiefnl attention given to tho collection ot
note*,draft.,or coupon, for banks or others; aud
the purchase, sale or exchange of United
State. Bonds.
Promptness and fidelity guaranteed to all business
received by mail.

Correspondence invited.

ASA P. POTTER, PRESIDENT.
SAMUEL PHIDL1PS, Cashibb.
JOSIAH Q. BENNETT, Asst. Cashibb.
MW<SF3m

dec4

Chesley,

YOU

NO. 263 MIDDLE STREET,

G. Washington Warren.Counsellor at Law.

Job Lot Counter.
The stock now remaining on tne Retail counters
in our basement will be
offered during the present
week at prices marked to
close them out. Those who
call early will receive the
benefit of this sale.

TAILOR,
decll

Owen,Moore & Bailey’s

eodtf

Gloves! Gloves! Gloves!
The best in the
Wear Are The

World

for Gentlemen’s

—

OP

That husband of yours wants you to buy him a
pair of thosa nico Toilet Slippers lor a Christmas
LEAVITT Ss DAVIS’, 437 Congress
<3e20dtf
Street, Farrington Block.
Present at

Fisk, Clark & Flagg
The Best Kid Gloves,
The Best Dogskin Gloves,
The Best Driving Gloves,
The Best Coaching Gloves.
AT RETAIL EVERYWHERE.

BONDS

FOR

3,000 Town of Anson, Me., in
100 and 200 pieces
Town of 4nson, Me., in
100 and 200 pieces
Town of Norridgewock,
Me.
City of St. Paul
•

3,000

...

3,000

Arotna
dec29

7s

WATGHES
Mainsprings
Case springs

*

*•

6s
6s
8s

“

“

1.00
.75

CMocUr and Jewelry of all kinds repaired
at very low prices.

Opposite Preble House. 482 Congress Std

December, 1877.
I hare

dlw

for the uniform courtesy shown and
liberal patronage extended me by the citizens
ot Portland aud vicinity during the past year, I
would respectfully solicit a continuance of the same,
trusting that my services will be found still moro
valuable in the year to come.
1 am yours truly,
GEO, A. CLARK, M. D.,
419J Congress Street.
de27
dlw*

Maine Eclectic Medical Society.
Semi-Annual Meeting ot the Maine Eclectic
Medical Society will he held at the Johnson
House, Gardiner, on the second Wednesday of

THE

Per order
January, the 9th, 1878, at 10 a. in.
dec25d2w»
KICH’D MACE, M. D., Secretary.

NEW KID

GLOVES,
CORSETS,
NEW PANNIERS,

NEW

a

tew

HEAVY OVERCOATINGS
ictc

And Gentlemen In want of an Overcoat will do well
to call and examine before purchasing elsewlitro.

A. S.

FERNALD,

Morcliant TallOr,
dec! 8
The

237 MIDDLE ST.

pared to do
ile Printing

02 w

Prinliag Office is pre
every descriplionof Alereun-

Pre*M Job
at

JLow Prices.

GREAT % ARIETT.nl

IN

Merrill’s,
Iieinct,n

rreuw

nuu^

uuu u«

o#

no22__deodtt

IN

TRADER

AGAIN.

This Is to inform my friends and the public that I
have purchased the stock of Skillin & Newoll, and
taken the Miore it'Jtt Federal Ml., recently occupied by them, and shall continue to carry on the
Frame, Picture, Mialiouery and Fancy
(good ttu.iue.., Picture Fame, made lo
order. I have on hand numorous articles suited to
the Holiday Trade which I shall be pleased to show
those who may favor me with a call.

S. II.

Colesworthy.

docl8d3w

1878
Retailing

and propose to elese them oat at

REDUCED RATES FOR CASH,

New Ties,
New Ituchings,
New Handkerchiefs,

New Fichnes,
New Bibs,
New Jacobs,

$1.00

au2S

Slmrtloff,

No. 6 Moulton Street.

Randolph Boynton.
Cleaned and Warranted, for

SALE.

dec27dtf

of the ’best qualities and the best assortment to bo
lound.

—

THANKFUL

Holiday Gifts,

hand.

no5

Incorporated a. a State Bank In 1854.
Organized at a National Bank in 1865.

\ Card.

SUITABLE FOR

TRIMMINGS.

CAGE

DM, Geo. F.

BOSTON. MASS.

For the Month of

3,000

FANCY

—

dtf

Oar. Water and OoDgrtu Street.,

del 9tf

C. M,

AMD

Bird Heeds of nil

M. A. Bosworth,
MVERICK MOM

E. S. Merrill,

-OF

STAPIjK

—

Exchange St.,

filled with a large and well selected stock of
Useful and Fancy Articles and a Full Stock of Lace
Goods of every desciiption, Kid and Lined Gloves,
Lace, Linen, Embroidered and Box Handkerchiefs,
Embroidered Sets, Collars and Cuds, Jewelry,
Hosiery and Leggios, at about one-half the regular

GOODS !

In other departments may be found
the

SLEDS,

BASKETS, BIRD CAGES

Is

CITY MADE GLOVES

PER ORDER DIRECTORS.

Portland, Dec. 31, 1877.

PRIME «CLIPPER

Wo would respectfully inform cur friends, cuband strangers, that our large store is com.

Am now prepared to offer some of the latest Novboth useful and ornamental, for the Holiday

the stockholder of the

acting on an
any
ByLaws, will be held at the old School House on Peak’s
Island, on MONDAY, Jan. 14, 1878, at 2 o’clock p. m.

SQUARE,

offer for ihn TTnllffav trado

day Trade.

Novelties.

Whitney,

MARKET

_d3t

meeting
Peak’s Island Steamboat Co., for the purpose
ASPECFAL
of
amendment to
and all of the
of

Kendall &

MARKET HALL,

2611-2 Middle St.
person within the city limits, having copying to do, can notify us by postal card-or otherwise, and wo will promptly dispatch a competent
person to the office or residence, who will give full
particulars, eitimates, prices. Ac.

FITZGERALD’S,
<lec15dtt

Deane Bros.

pletely packed with

December.

STEAMER HENRIETTA

time to

pronounced

83?”Call and

Sedations

romers

TIME.

the very gate of death, his Physicians .having

his

RECEPTION

Usual Retail Price 18 cents.

DAILY.

and after Tuesday, Jan. 1, 1S79,

HOUSE.

In making yonr purchases for Christ*
clear judgment and cool understanding. Buy useful presents. Do not
waste a single dime if you can save it.
We have in our store (Fitzgerald) a
great many bargains saitable for gifts
that we are satisfied will meet the exof all. Such as Ladies' Hand
□it and Woven Jackets 45 aud 75 cents,
00
to
$1
$3.50. Mew Style Shawls, the
Kellogg, a beauty for $2.25. A big
drive in Embioidered Linen Sets for 20c.
Embroided Linen Collars 5c. Down they
go, Ladies’ Scarlet Wool Vests for $1-50
and $1.75. Gent’s Scarlet and White All
Wool Shirts $1-50.
Mottoes 1 to 6e.
Cardboard all colors.
Silk Chenille 10
cents yard. Cuff Pins, Cuff Bnttons,
Shawl Pins; Pocket Books, new styles,
10 cts. up. Hosiery. Gloves and all kinds
of Fancy Goods CHEAP at

yard,

consisting of

39S Congress Street,

case.

death without

AND

CHAIRS, PATENT ROCK*
ERS,
PEDESTALS,
AC.
AC.,

REALITY

lO cts. per

BLOCK,

so many useful

SWEETS &

cases

The old supposition that “Consumption is incurable,” for many years deterred Physicians from
attempting to find a remedy for that disease, and

EASY

trade. A choice assortment of

Special meeting:.

acknowledged fact that Consumption can be cubed. It hae been cured in a very
At

Rest

For $4. and upwards,

YARDS

elties,

You Need not Fear

PORTLAND.
JDK. 8. D. HOWE, Proprietor,
122 Liberty Street. New York.
d\V&Seow6m

For $2.00 and upwards.

Foot

Holiday

431 & 433 CONGRESS STREET.

On

aud Bowels.

WORK BASKETS

NICE RATTAN ROCKERS

dec29

Yickery & Leighton,

Dr. Howe’s Arabian Milk Cure.
Dr. Howe’s Arabian Tonic.
Dr. Howe’s Arabian Liver Pills.

THE PILLS

BOQUET TABLES

For $2.00 and upwards,

FLANNELS,

viz.:

Unlock the Liver, Cures Indigestion, Dyspepsia,
remove
Costiveness, Chills, Fevers and Biliousness. Cleanses the stomach and regulates the Liver

Exchange St.

FANCY

jl rices.

CLOAKS,

Doctor.

PROPRIETOR OP

51

Street,

Sign of the Gold Hal.

Only

BLANKETS,

STREET

PREBLE

OPP.

mas nse

A largo assortment of

CO.,

CONGRESS

478

EXAMINE.

1877,

we shall sell much less than cost.

537 CONGRESS STREET.
J'aldtf

CALlTaND

—

For $1.50.

ban

10,000 Cases by

IH

DEANE'BROS’.
MARBLE TOP

DRESS GOODS Cotton Flannel
REMNANTS,
juuyv

TRADE.

The Finest Collection of

Holiday Goods

few Job Lots of

FARRINGTON

Ibis FACT has been fully demonstrated in

VERT

Middle

237

BEST

REMJSTAJSTTS

a

<lec22eedtjanl
—

IIS,

PRICES

REDUCED PRICES.
a

—

HOLIDAY

d&weowly*

BARGAINS

FiTupKil Gluts SB*

5,000

MARKED TO CLOSE.

CONSUMPTION

FI

Previous to taking account of stock,
we shall sell in all departments at

We have

FOB

Would call special attention to
line display of goods just
received for

PLEASE

Sold by all Druggists.
Th&Mlui

Jal

—

\

Buffalo Lined Robes $6 to $8.
by all Druggists.

Gold and Velvet
FRAMES, PASS-PATOITS, &C.,

Is selling his slock of

AT

Sold

Bi'B

MEDICINES.

ARABIAN

SCHOOL of tho highest character for young
ladies. The course of study preparoj for tho
Harvard Examinations lor Women.
A pleasant homo antler careful supervision Is
provided for boarding pupils.
Terms including all school instruction and board,
$500 per year. Address the Principal,

Call and examine hi3 stock,

CLOAKINGS,

IIV

MERRY,

use

WISTAB’S BALSAM

Co., Anctioaeers.

&

Jaldlt

TO BE FOUND IN TOE CITT.

tlie Hatter,

use

Bailey

2d,

GOLD M VELVET GOODS

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Diseases oi the Fungs,

F. 0.

WEDNESDAY,

Street,
goods,
sisting of Turkish Rugs, Piano and Table Clothe,
Antique Bronzes, Porcelains, China, &c. On exhibition Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Doc. 27tb,
28th and 29th. Bale positive and without reserve.

School,

novl

WISTAR’S BALSAM
use

WE10

*

use

For Diseases oi the Throat,

nv AUCTION.
shall sell

BO STON.

MRS. CLARA BARNES MARTI N

Winter Dress Goods I
11.

Place

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Caswele & Co.,
Corner Washington and Winter streets, Bos-

B.

dtf

SCHOOL

*
Csr. Cntco and Cumberland Street.,
W1L1. RE-OPEN MONDAY, JAN. 7,’7S.
Pupils received at any time.
£S>“Privato Instructions at reasonable rates.
For further information address the Principal at
Stevens’ Plains, or apply at Schoolroom from 9 to 1,
on and after Jan. 7th.
C.B. VARNEY, A. M., Principal.
dec29
codiw*

For Sore Throat, use

coughs, &c.
For sale by all Druggists.

11 IS.

TERMS begin January 8d and April
9th, 1878.
For partic ulars, apply tor circulars to
D. L. SMITH. Principal,
Topsham, Me.

References—Rev. F. H. Hedge, D. D., Mr. Henry
W. Longfellow, Prol. Oliver Wendell Holmes,

WISTAR’S BALSAM

care

ton.

St.

For Consumption, use

TUKESBUBY &

Studlej’s

Congress

WISTAR’S BALSAM

Those desirous of learning the latest styles
of plain and fancy dancing schould notice M.
B. Gilbert’s advertisement in another column.
Bead

& Co.,

Tukesbury

AND PERSIAN GOODS
on
Jan.
at
a. ui. ami 2 p. in., at Salesroom 35 Exchange
a large ami tine stock of above
con-

Otis

537

of Plaid and Striped Nainsooks at very

Saturday evening singing

schools at Morgan’s Hall?

Two local

WISTAR’S BALSAM

ous, vitalize and-purify your blood.
Sold by ell druggists.
dec25d2tw

ings with good effect.

Last Sunday evening
Mr. J. B. Fillehrown of Portland, spoke on
the subject of protection of society against the
deadly ravages of the ruaa demon. He opened
with a few personal reminiscences, which explained the secret of his life-long hostility to
rum.
His remarks were alive with fact, and
his earnest appeal for aid to resist the tide of

Exchange Street.

Lono life and happiness insured by taking
Dr. S. D. Howe’s Arabian Tonic Blood Purifier. It will make yon healthy, strong, vigor-

meetings

are

uuriug

WISTAR’S BALSAM
For Bronchitis, use

JAPANESE, (1NESE, TURKISH

d3m

ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL

Our Stock of Colored Dress Goods
at Cost.

Important Catalogue Hale of

UNITED STATES HOTEL.

dec2Tcotl2w

POSITIVELY

Customers should take advantage
of this as it is a rare chance.

nse

YORK COUNTY.

Sylvester,

Moulton is

$15,000.

nf

Hoarseness,

COUNTY

ANDROSCOGGIN

LANGUAGES,

Uernaau, French, l.alin and Urcelc.

A flue line of GOODS suitable for
for Christinas and New
Tears Gifts.

WISTAR’S BALSAM

For
The case Depositors of Lewiston Institntion
for Savings vs. Franklin Company, carried up
to the Law Court, has been decided adversely
to the Franklin Company. It'involves the difference between the par and the market value
of $50,000 (and interest) of Continental Mills
stock—a sum heretofore estimated at $10,000 to

TRIEST,"

OF

German and French Classes.

WILL OPEN ON

c. w, auj.

Regular aole of Furniture anil Gena HU Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o'clock a. m.
oo&ltf
Consignments solicited.

dtf

Graduate of the Highest University of Germany.

use

WISTAR’S BALSAM

STATE NEWS

143 Pearl Street.

PROFESSOR

Tukesbury

IS Bad ST Kiekaaft u,

Silnn.Qu

COLCORD,

Jan24

noli

use

For Asthma,

W. G.

W.

LUDWIG

& Co.,

F. O. BAILEY * CO„

w. o. iuuTi

WISTAR’S BALSAM Wednesday, Dec. 12,

inst.

Windham, Dec. 30.

Goods!

Holiday

use

For Cioup,

OXFORD COUNTY.

Temperance Watch Meeting.—A large assemblage gathered at Congress Hall last evening to attend the Temperance Watch and Praise
Meeting, held by Arcana Lodge, No. 1, X, O. G.
T.
The officers o£ the lodge were the officers
of the meeting: President, Benj. Kingsbury,
Jr., W. C. T.; Secretary, George H. Ayer, W.
S.
The meeting was opened by singing and
prayer. The President spoke at Borne length of
the origin of the meeting and the aims of Good
Templars. He was followed in short, eloquent
speeches by George W. Woodman, Samuel
Cobb, Albion Little, George A. Merry, A. 0.

Mr. Austiu

Today the new Register of Deeds, Mr. Frank
G. Stevens, will succeed Mr. Henry Houston,
and Mr. Jacob Clark of Gray, will succeed Mr.

AUCTION SALES!

of his town for his interest in its schools.
The character of the man was shown by his
habit of attending church iu all weather, riding
a mile and more, recognizing his duty to be in
his pew during the hour of worship, although a
growing deafness prevented him from hearing
He died on the 4th
tho officiating minister.

of

Mercantile Library Association—Farrington
Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery
of books daily. 2 to 9, day and evening.

EDUCATIONAL.

zen

Levi K. Bobbins and Calvin Clemens of Hiram, were brought before Trial Justice A. F.
liewis Saturday, for stealing chains in the logThey
ging swamp from Charles O. Goodwin.
were bound over in the sum of $300 to appear
at the March term of the Supreme Judicial
Court at Paris.
The same parties were recently convicted of stealing sheep, and also breaking and stealing goods from a store.)
D. W. Bradley of Fryeburg, a teacher in the
High School, has been prosecuted for punishing
a disobedient young lady.
PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
At a town meeting held in Monson Friday,
to see whether the tow u would vote to aid the
building of a railroad from some point on the
Bangor & Piscataquis road in Abbot, to Monson village, it was voted 126 to 12 to loan the
credit of the town to the extentof five percent.

flia cnlaiAAt

Industry—DirigoCouncil,No.
Friday evening, at Arcana Hall, at 7

torical aod art student.
On leaving, the thanks of the visiting party
were presented by President Woods of Bruos

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

abounded in interesting relics of historical
value, with which be took pleasure in enterProbably no house in
taining his visitors.
Maine contained so much of value to the his-

115

Saccas-appa Stems*

illustrating

of

the time of Louis the fourteenth, elaborately
carved aud entirely covered with gilding.
Among the relics shown were two wooden pannels, on which were painted landscapes. These
were a part of the interior finish of the house of
Gov. Hutchinson of Boston, which was sacked
by the mob in 1765. Mr. Austin’s house

17

8—Ezra

him.
Temperance Meeting,—a good audience
gathered at the West UhapeljSunday evening
to listen to addresses on temperance.
Hon. G.
W. Woodman presented the subject as viewed
by business men.
He warned young meu who
wished to obtain situations iu any business
bouse to be sure and put themselves right on
this question. He cited instances

ancient pattern, hearing
family crests. The collation was very elegant
and bountiful. We found the house filled with
works of art and articles of interest and beauty,
denoting wealth, refinement aud good taste.
The furniture of one room was of the style of
ware

14—Mrs.

The clothing aud furnishing goods dealers of
this city will close their stores hereafter at 7 p.
m.,

Waketield,Mechanic

...

new

the Eev. Joseph Cook,” and from present indications he will be greeted by a large audience

The Rales of Postage*

newspapers 2 cents.
For Asiatic countries, tho

a

Ins*

6—Peleg Parker. Spring st...122
80
6—Other parlies, Spring st.
6— Fred K. Bncknam, Fore gt.. 175

camp

summons

a

RECORD.

and Occupants. Loss,
Janu’ry 2—John Folev. York st.$60

Date._Owners

fire at the close of the Post meeting Friday

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

the

insurance:

rectly.
Bos worth

found
as

set oat, almost entire-

splendidly

The table was

ly with silver

482

at

DIMIES

1878

Wholesale price. Calljearly while the
assortment is large.

Congress St„ Opp. the Preble
Sisrn of the Gold Pen.
d3m

oc3

Maine Sayings Bank,
ISO, 198 MIDDLE ST.
1st Is

legal holiday money depesl ed
•

January
before January
in this Bank
AS
entitled to six months interest, in July
a

on or

2d

wi

I

next.

SAMUEL, KOLFK, res’t.
deMW
A. O. ROGERS, Ass’t Troae.
i

r~i

..

—

POETRY.

The College Building- at Oroao.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Peeks to Dec. 27, 1877.

For the Press,

Through the reports of the Trustees, the
condition and wants of the State College at
Orono, so far as relates to building or to

The New Teacher.
My little daughter, may her days be long,

And ever bright with Truth’s illumination 1
scorn for classic
teathing, wrong
In that I utter old pronunciation.
And so a little child leads graybeard Pater
Millennial-wise, from paths of Alma Mater.

Laughs me to

They say the boy is father of the man.
Why not the little girl his gentle mother?
Who with more loving heart would find a plan
To set in place of speech
cendemnol,, another
Allowed? And so 6he lays her cheek of sattn
Against my rough-hewn face, and jeers my Latin.
Are not

these things too high for frosting age?
Eb( n! (i.H ihai the sound, O Mater Alma?)
How changed the rote of every classic page
When patmay sounds the genitive of palma,
And c is hard like k, and g is harder—
Great Kaysar hear! cicada is keekahdah.
A-e is ay in play; i, double e,
And arum, plural genitive, is ahroom.
Boon socius is sokioos; weedee!
Its plural genitive should rhyme with bar-room,
Would we trust anything like sokioroom
To bibulate in my room or in your room?
Smooth doceo is dockao, I teach.
Dockelit teach thou, my little gentlo maiden 1
Read me these lines, that I perchance may reach
The grand old words with newer music laden.

“Eentebgelir weetay, skelehreesqueh pooroos;
Speak it like that, and you will be sehkooroos.”
Shall that bo
It

seems

Rough for

ever sweet upon my tongue?
per Syrtes iter aestuosum,
the aged, ladle for the young;

For me, I fear, a bellum lacrimosum,
Where Mauris jaculis would still be wanted,
Each page, Jubaean land by lions hauled.
o.
Portland, Dec. 25, 1877.

FARM AND HOUSEHOLD,
Double

There

Croppiuff.

many leaks and losses

in farming, but few so large or universal as that of
waste and unoccupied laud.
Most farmers
are satisfied to have their land worked
tor
them three monthe and lie idle the rest of the
if
it
were
tired
as
and
needed
rest.
In
year,
fact some farmers do imagine that land needs
rest, and that it is not good for it to crop too
are

Now,

much.

let every man bauish

at once

and forever the idea that land needs rest. It
wants feeding, but rest—never.
The most
luxuriant growth in the world is in the tropical regions, where vegetable growth never
It
ceases, day or night, winter or summer.
dees land no goad to lie baking in the sun

without cultivation, growing nothing except
small crop of indigenous weeds.
Then, put aside the question of rest, which
is very poetical, but not at all practical or
profitable, let us turn to that ol work. How
shall we get the greatest amount of work, the
longest period of growth, from our land ? The
longer we can keep it at work the more it
a

will earn; and the more it earns, the
we cau
The
pay back in manure.

4

more
man

whose land earns him $50 per acre can better
afford to pay $20 for manure than the mau
whose land earns $25 can spend $5 for such
fertilizers, and in the one case the land will
grow richer while in the other it grows poorer.
Every farmer should so arrange his crops
that he can get a lull season’s growth from
all his land; and that means from the 1st of
April to the 1st of November, or seven
months instead of three or four
the time
usually required to mature and harvest a
crop. The larger the variety of crops that
caD be raised with profit, either for home
consumption or for sale, the easier to select
suitable crops to follow each other and give to
each its full and proper season.
Few crops need the whole season lor their
growth,or so much of it that there is time for
notiiing else. Where there is not time to
mature a second crop, or the land is not In
condition to make it profitable, a crop of
green manure can be sowed and ploughed
under with little cost of labor, and no loss of
time to the land. But land should always
be kept iu such a condition that a second
crop will pove profitable, and, whenever possible, a pile of well rotted manure should be
kept on band to give it a top dressing and
insure a good start to the crop. It is better to
harvest a second crop, even if doiBg so necessities buying manure, But one need buy but
little more manure for two crops than for
one; for most crops make nearly as much as
they withdraw from the soil.
For an early manure crop, peas are best.
They can be sown as soon as the Irost is out
of the ground, and Canada peas can be bought
at such rates, by the barrel, as will make the
seed economical.
For this purpose they
should be sown considerably thicker than
when they are raised for the peas.
Sowed
corn also makes a good crop for green manure, and may be sown in the spring, or after
early harvest. Iu the latter case, it will
often mature enough to be cut for fodder,
and cau be used us fodder first, and manure

afterwards.

x>uckyyneat

may

a.i'iu ue

buwu

alter

early

harvest,and if it fails

to mature it can be turned under. Winter rye makes one of the best
for
crops
green manure, but it requires so
much time that it can seldom be raised without interfering with other crops.
Growing
grain can be plowed under easily by dragging
a stick or chain just ahead ot the furrow.
A
chain attached to the whippletreee with considerable slack does the work very effectually.
But it will rarely be necessary to raise a
crop just for the manure it will make. By a
judicious selection of crops and carefully
planning their rotation, two crops can be
matured and gathered in almost every instance except where corn or late potatoes
are planted.
Of the farm crops usually raised, hay, winter wheat, rye barley, early
spring wheat and oats can be harvested in
time for buckwheat, corn fodder or turnips.
After late oats, spring wheat and corn, winter wheat or rye may be sown, aud these can
be harvested the next year in time for a second crop, making three crops io two years.
But as winter wheat and rye are the best
crops to seed with, the farmer will usually
sow his grass seed with them—timothy in tho
fall, and clover in the spring. Where plenty
of well rotted manure can be harrowed in,

are one of the best crops a farmer
raise, and they can be sown as late as the
middle of Aug s st. But great care should be
used in selecting the seed, and when it can
be purchased direct from the grower, it is
safer to do so. Every farmer should get a
seed catalogue. They can be had lor the asking. He will find many suggestions of
value in them, and can thus get fresh seed
direct from the grower.
Turnips can be
sown broadcast and covered by a
light hara
or
but
a
better
row,
by roller,
way is to sow
them in drills: it requires less seed and produces a better crop. With a seed sower a
man will sow three or four acres per day, and
cover them at the same time.
Where early

turnips

can

planted, all

the extra work of
potatoes
the second crop can be saved by planting
every third bill in every third row to squashes
or pumpkins.
When there is a market for
are

squashes, they often prove a very profitable
crop, but either squashes or pumpkins are
good food for stock. The potatoes should be
planted as soon as possible, and squashes or
pumpkins not until three or four weeks later.
The potatoes can be dug before the squash or
pumpkin vines have run so as to be injured

be in the way. Tbis will leave the hills
nine feet apart each way, which i3 the proper
distance, and they will do as well as if no
other crop had been raised.
There are other crops not mentioned in
this article, which a former can often raise as
a catch or second crop, with profit.
One advantage in keeping the land occupied, aside
is
from its producing more,
that it keeps it
or

free from weeds. Where a crop is harvested
in July or August, and the land allowed to
remain till winter, as the weeds which have
started will mature and sow their seeds;
while if the land is ploughed as soon as the
first crop is taken off, all the weeds are turn-

Arl nn^AP onH HoafrmrAfi lvofrvm

tlinn

non

rm

seed.—Cor. Rural New Yorker.

Planting in

the

P ultry Vard.

Last fall we visited au orchard in which
fowls were kept, the owner of which told us
that before the fowls were confined in it, the
trees made little or no growth, and only a corresponding amount of fruit was obtained. But
what a change was evident now. The new
grass was keptdowD, the weeds killed, and the
trees presented an appearance of thrift which
the most enthusiastic horticulturist could not
but admire and envy. The growth of the treeB
was most vigorous, and the foliage remarkably
luxuriant. The fruit was abundant, of large
size, and free from worms and other imperfections. This excellenco was accounted for by
the proprietor, who remoked that the “hens ate
all the worms and enreulio in their reach, even
the canker worm.” He found less trouble with
ti eir roosting In t-ees than he expected, and
that a picket fence, six feet high, kept them
within bounds. His orchard was divided into
three sections, and the fowls wete changed
from one to another, as the condition of the
fowls or thr orchard section seemed to require.

—Poultry World.
How

______

Weeds

are

Apples.
dnnpowder.
Breen. 3 00 @ 4 00 Blasting. 3 50 @ 4 00
Dri’dWest’n 7 @ 10 Sporting.... 5 50 @ 6 50
do Eastern.
8 @
10
drain.
Ashes*
Corn,mixed.. C5 @ 08
Pearl,lb.. 11 @ 11* Yellow ....
63
@
Pot.
8
C*@
bag lots 68 (g 70
fleans.
Meal.
@ 66
Pea.2g @ 2§
Rye.
@ 110
Mediums
2 25 @ 2 3-8 Barley.
I 00
Yellow Eyes. 2 25 @ 2 3< Oats.
42 @
45
Box Khooks.
Fine Feed...
@20 00
Pine... 50 @ 55 Shorts.
@23 50
Bread.
Hny.
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @lt 00 Pre3’d,^ton.l5 00 @18 00
do ex 100ft. G 59 @ 8 00
Loose.14 00 @17 00
Ship. 4 50 @ 5 00 Straw. 8 00 @10 00
Crackers ^
Iron.
100.
35 @
40 Common...,
2@
2}
flutter.
Refined.
2J@
2|
Family, ft 18 @ 25 Norway.
4|@ 51
Store.
14 @
18 Cast Steel...
15 @ 18
German St’l.
Candled.
10 @
12
Mould, lb.
@ 13 Shoe Steel... 3J @
4
Sperm. 32 @ 35 Spring Steel.
?4@ 10
Charcoal.
Sheet Iron,.
Pine.
4®
@ 12 Common.,,,
1;
Hard Wood,
H. C.
65
5}@
Oak.
@ 15 Russia....... 13 @ 14

appliances and forces, in the way of
apparatus, books, instructors—are from time
to time made known to the people of the
State. To show what is imperatively needed
interior

Propagated.

Some interesting researches into clover-seed
have recently been made by Mr. W. Carruthers, F, It. S., which reveal an unexpected admixture of other and inferior seeds, not all absolutely injurious, but not clover, and therefore
a loss.
Of these, between 20 and 30 varieties
were found—among them were the seeds of the
poppy, penny-cress, acrid buttercup, mouseeared chickweed and common chickweed,
spurrey, catch-fly, k navel, crane’s bill, wild

carrot, bed-straw, corn-salad, knap-weed, nipple-wort, ox-eye daisey, viper’s bngloss, scorpion grass, self-head, pimpernel, sheep’s sorrel
and common sorrel, goose-foot, pansy, &c. All
of these, if they come to maturity, must inter-

fere with the clover crop, and so deduct from
its value; and it is, consequently, highly de«irable that they should be excluded. Most of
the seeds are small, bat may be distinguished
from the true clover by a common magnifying
glass, which should be constantly employed by

purchasers.—North British Aoriculturist.

in the way of additional accommodation for
we must first make our
readers to understand just what buildings
the Institution is now providded with, and in
order to do this a little retrospection is necessary.
No blame is to be attached to the original
Boats! of Trustees for building in 1867 what
is now known as “White Hall’’ in the manner in which they did.
Everything was new,
and few persons, least of all the Trustees of

college purposes,

the College—judging

...

from this

which is a monument of their

building,
folly—had auy

conception of what the college was, or what
it was proposed to make it. xlnd so “White
Hall,” then called a dormitory, came to be
built. It was originally intended for students’ rooms, and contained, exclusive of a
few small rooms in the attic, twelve rooms.
As the number of students increased, this
building was, after the erection of the brick
dormitory in 1S71, used for class or recitation

Birch, Maple.
Pit Burned,

cuuiiueuceu

was

m jlouo

ami

armory.

there are

The

rear

projection

Coflee,
28
ft..
Rio. 19

eight working

The class

rooms

are

poorly lighted,

small, poorly ventilated,

laiuicia auu

uiixuawi'ca

ui

tuc Siam will

UaCa

up the trustees in asking and tiie Legislature
in granting such a building.— Maine Farmer.
Technical Terms.

Pullet—X youDg hen. The term is not
propperly applicable after a bird is a year old.
Saddle—The posterior part of the back,
reaching to the tail in a cock, and answering
to the cushion in a hen,—cushion, however,
being restricted to a very considerable development, as in Cochins, while saddle may be
Secondaries—The
applied to any breed.
quill feathers of the wings which are visible when the wings are folded. Self color.—
A uniform tint over the feather. Shaft—The
stem or quill part of a feather. Shank--The
lower and scaly joint of the leg.
Sickles—
The long curved feathersof a cock’s tail,proper
to
the
but
sometimes
]y applied only
top pair,
used ior one or two pairs besides. Spangling
—The mark produced by a large spot or
splash on each feather, differing from the
ground color. Squirrel tailed—The tail projecting in front of a perpendicular lino over
the back. Stag—A term used for a young
cock; chiefly employed by game fanciers.
Station—An ideal standard for games, embodied in style and symmetry.
Strain-X
race of fowls that has been carefully bred by
one breeder or his successors, for a number of
years, and has acquired an individual character of its own. Symmetry—Perfection of proportion ; often confounded with carriage, but
quite distinct, as a bird may be nearly perfect
in his proportions and yet “carry” himself
awkwardly. Tail-coverts—The soft, glossy,
curved feathers at the side of the lower part
of tbe tail, usually of the same color as the
tail itself. Tail-feathers• -The straight, stiff
feathers of the tail only; the top pair are
sometimes slightly curved, but they are gen-

erally nearly

if

not

quite streight

and are

contained inside the sickles and tail coverts.
Thys—The joint above the shanks, the
same as the drum-sticks in dressed fowls.
Under-color—The
Top-not— same as crest.
color of the plumage, seen when the surface
has been lifted. It is manilested chiefly in
the down seen about'the roots of the feathers,
Vulture hock—Stiff, projecting feathers at the hock joint.
These feathers must
be both stiff and projecting to be thus truly
called, and condemned.
Wattles—The red
depending structure at each side of the base
of the beak, chiefly developed in the male
sex.
Web—The web of a leather is the flat
or plume portion: the web of the feet, the
flat skin between the toes; of the wings, the

trangular

tended.

skin seeu when the

wings
Wingbars —Long lines of dark color
wings, caused by

across the uiidd e of the
the c*Ior 01 marking of the
as the lower wing coverts.

are

ex-

feathers known

Wing-bows— The
upper or shoulder part of the wings.
TFiitg
points or Wing-buts—The ends of the piimaries.
Wing coverts—The broad feathers
covering the roots of the secondary quills.
Wry-taited—Crooked-tailed ; a deformity.
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Russia. ,....
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Drugs
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15 @
20
54 @
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Brown Cottons.
width, price.1
7 @
Standard36in
7$
Heavy. ..36.. 7£@ 8
Medium. 36..
7
Fine....36.^
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Shirtings..28.. 41@ 6
Flannels heavy 22J@ 30
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New Subscribers (applying early) for the year
may have, without charge, tne numbers for tho
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Notice* of the Press,
The Veteran Magazine, which long ago outgrew its
original title of the Mew Monthly Magazine, has not
the least abated the popularity it won at the out-

in

set, but has added to it in many ways, and has kept
fairly abreast of tbe times, thanks to the enterprise
publishers and the tact and wisdom ot its editors.
For whatever is best and most readable in the
literature ot travel, discovery, and fiction, tbe average reader of to-day looke to Harper's Magazine,
just as expectantly as did the reader of a quarter of a
century ago; there is the same admirable variety o£
contents and the same freshness and suggestiveness
in its editorial departments now as then.—Boston
Journal.
of its

Sold by all Wholesale and Retail Druggists throughoutthe United States and Canadas, and by WEEKS &
POTTER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass.
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Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals
only.
Newspapers are not to copy this advertisement
without the express ordtrof Harper & Brothers.
HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.
Address

ADVERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials of every description
Type, Presses, etc.
Office No. 41 Park Row, New York.
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PARK ROW, NEW YORK.
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Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Ya. ar.d Tenn. R. R. to all places In
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Lino
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,
Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $15,
For freight orpassage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Wash■gton, or other information anply to
E.SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Centra, Wharf, Boston,
E. H, ROCKWELL, Agent,
oc2dtf
Frovdncee. B.j.

PhiMeluMa & New England Steamship Lina
Fiioja

Boston to the South. Only Tri-Weekly
Line.
Quick Time, Low Rate**, Frequent Departures.

Freight received at New and Spacious Iron Freight
House, and forwarded daily to FALL RLVEK, there
connecting with the Cl)de Nte*iner*. nailing
every MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY,
to Philadelphia Direct, and connecting at Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S.C.,
Norfolk, Va., Portsmoush, Va., Richmond, Va.,
Washington, D. C., Alexandria, Va., Georgetown,
all rail and water lines.
C.,
Dangers of Navigation around Cape Cod avoid d
Insurant e one-eighth of one percent.
For Rates of Freight, or other information, apply

D.

S,

You

celebrated

can

buy them

hundred

can
can be

consulted by all who wish to make her a call
Madamo M. has had large experience In telling fortunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
treasures. &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss this opportunity of consulting the greatest fortuneteller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
new business or profession, the con ucting of which
they do not understand, will lind it to their advantage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
of friends in any part of the world and describe them
perfectly. She also describes all manner of disease
that liesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
She has given universal satisfaction to all who have
consulted her in her constant travels .since she wai
6even years old.
Good testimonials given il desired.
Terms, Gents $ 1.00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
from 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
uo9dt

ALL

persons

for 50 cents

'or

three

for $1.00 at

and

to

D. D. C. PUNK,
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
196 Washington Street. Boston.
Boston, May 1st, 1877.
jaulldtf

NORTH (iliRMAY LLOfl)

BATH*
Math

Hotel, Cj. IflL. Plummer, Proprietor
:T1ILLM.

House, IN. Hancock, Proprie-

ONE.

BOSTON.
i.

a

hundred

the
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St. Jarnci
etor.

Hotel—J. K. C'rocker, ProprJ

Fremont

House, 'Fremont

.w.c.ui,

vv.

rooms.

JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
Gen. Agent, Portland.

8TEVENS,

_dtf

PUKTLIM) & MOT
KAII_>ROAD.

Sl.-€hapln,

rrvpneiorB,

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Dining Rooms, W. It. Fies«i,
Proprietor.

p. Ac R.

CORNISH.

Cornish Blouse,HI. B, Davis, Proprietor
DAM A Rift COTTA ^IILLS.
House, Trask Bros. Proprietors

Saiuosrt

DANVILLE JUNCTION.
Clark’s Diuiug Hall. Grand Trunk Railway Depot, 31. W. Clark, Proprietor

Change

of Time
Conimcitciiitr October N, 1877.
Passenger Trains will learo Portland
10.30

n. na.

Merchants’ Exchauge Hotel, Dexter, Me.—
W. €m. Morrill, Proprietor.
ELL9\>

2.43 p. m for Upper Bartlett and Intermediate
Stations.
ARRIVE.
11.10 a. m. from Upper Baitlett, Ac.
4.43 p. na, from all stations on through line,
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
Portland. Oct, 5,1877.
octt ldtf
_

Eastern

t>€900cii

dly

BOSTON
WINTER

Passnmaquoddy House,—A,
Proprietors.

Pike Ac

_

HIRAM.
Mt. Cutler House,-Hiram Briiob. Pro

prietor
LEWISTON

House, Quinby
prietor.

DeWitt

Ac

March, Pro-

PANMEMUER TKA1NM leave Portland
for Mcarboro’, Waco, Kiddeford, Kenuebunk, Wei!*, North Berwick, Mouth
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kiltery,
Portsmouth, Newburypori,
Walem, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
W. 15

__

DIME RICK.
film rick House,—D. ft. Eogg, Proprietor
LINCOLNVILLE.
Beach House, Uiucoluville, T. FT. Phillips,

Proprietor.

_

LITTLETON, N 51.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor
MACHIAS.
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
MILL BRIDGE.
Atlantte House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Pro-

prietor.

_

WOCK.
Dun forth House, D.Danforth. Proprietor
NORKIDOE

NORTH STRATFORD N. H.
House, C. ft* Bailey & Co. Pro-

Willard

prietors.

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Vni«u M3 on nr—W. T. J»nc*. Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard, Proprietor
PHILLIPS.
Bardeti
etor.

House, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

uoune, w.

m.

HCNeiten,

Mondays.)
RETURNING,

I.eare Boston at 7.:fOn. m., I‘i..SO and 7.00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. A N, A. Railway tor Wt. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets to all Point* South and West at
owest rate*. Pullman Car Tickets for Wests and
Berths at Ticket Office
Jullrff*A. P. ROCKWELL. President,

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.
WggaOQ On and after MONDAY, Oct. 8, 1877,
trains will

8.30 a.
9.30 a.
2.20 p.
2.50 p.
b.GO p.

Proprietor.

prietors.

Preble House, Congress St. Gibion &il«„

Proprietors.

(J. 8. Hotel, Junction of Congressand Fed
eral Mis. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.
WEST NEW FIELD.
WcstNewfleld House, K«G. Holmes,Proprietor.

—

—

Tickets sold at Reduced K&teft ?
T, Cacadti. Detroit. (!hira,«, milwatt*
bee. ©incinunli, Ml. I.ouia, tlnnhi,
Sajinnw, Hi. Haul, Walt l ake ©It?,
Denver, San Franci.co,
and all point, in tfcs
Ban

THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well
with drst-claes rolling
stock, and is making the rest connection# and quickest time of aDy route from Portland to the West.

equipped

•

Portland & Rochester R. E.

Jolt

Printing.

Are

employed, and their highest

aim

fect satisfaction by

Is to give per-

Excel lence of Work.
The Job Department is thoroughly stocked with
type and other material for the

PUBLICATION OF

BOOKS,

NOVEMBER 13, 1877_

Train* will

run as

(ollewi

Leave Portland at 7. JO

-*“».»©

7.30 A. Ml.

and ©.‘JO p.

a. m..

m.

Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at IftocheMer at 9.55 a. ni„ (connecting with
Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads.) At
rVaMihna 11.47 a. m., Lowell 12.15 p. ns
Boston 1.15p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.23 p, m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
£.30 P. M. Mtrambofcf Kx press through to
New Loudon without change. Connects at {Rochester for Dover and fitreai
Falls, at ECpping for Manchester and
fJoncord
at Nafthnn tor
Lowell and
Boston, at Aver .function for Fitchburg and the West via Kloosuc Ttmne!
Line, at Worcester with Boston & Albany
Railroad tor New York, at Potnam with
“Boston & Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, at New London with Norwich
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New York, at 6.00 a. m.
©•4lO P. M. Local for f-orhum.
Trains leave Rochester at 7.00, 11.00 a. m. (Express)
arriving in Portland at 9.35 a. m., and 1.10 p. m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portianu h.4(i
a. m.

Close connections made at Westbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R.K, and at
Portland (Grand Trunk Junction) with through
trains of Grand Trunk It. R.
deldtf
J. M. LTiNT. Snpt.

Maine

Central

and for printing

WEEK,

The Steamer LEWISTON,
leave
Railroad
Wharl, foot of State
Street, every Thumday evening, ailo o’clock, for
Searsoort. Bucksnort. Castine. Deer Isle. Sedgwick.
South-West and Bar Harnors, (Mt. Desert,) Millbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning, will leave Machiasport every Honda* uioruing aft 4.30 o'clock,
touching
as above, (except Bucksport and Searsport,) arriving
iu Portland same night, usually connecting wilh
Pullman train and early morning trains for Boston
and the West.
Passengers and Freight lorwarded to Bangor without additional expense via Bucksport & Bangor R.

further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.
E. CUSHING, Assistant Manger.
novlOdtf
Portland, Nov. 18, 1877.

RAILROAD.

POSTERS,
PROGRAMMES,

MONDAY, DEC. 3, 1877.

FLYERS,
CARDS,
TICKETS,
Ac., Ac.
Every Variety and Style of Work
in

Line to Sew York.

Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M. and leave Pier 38 East River, New York
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomo
dations tor passengers, making this a very convenient and comfortable route ior travellers between
Now York aud Maine. Passage, including 8tate
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Room, §3.
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38 E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
decl6tf
Exchange street.

Pa.aensrr Train. Irnvr f'arllaad for Ranicor, Dritrr. Belfast and tSaterville at
12.40 ami 11 45 p. m.
Fur Mkowheguu at 12.35,12 40 and 11.43 p. m.
For Angnsta. Hallowt-ll, (iardiue.1 and
llrnn.witk at 7.01) a. m,, 12.40,5.20 and 11.45 p.
m.

For Rorklaatl and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for Lrwitiou via Brunswick at
7 00 a. m. and 12.40 p. m.
For Hath at 7.00 a. m., 12.40 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farminsioa, V’.nmouih, W
iuthrop
Bead Arid, Went Wnlerviilc and HaterTille via Lewiston at 12.35 p. m.

For Lewiston and Auburn.

Steamship Company COLORS or BRONZE
we are prepared to print everything which
printed in this State, from tho

In fine,
can

be

Bawcncfr Train* leave at 12.35 p. m. and 5.13
p. m. The train leaving at 11.45 p. m, also has a
passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland
Junction with a Mixed Train for I.rv-isioa, Auburn, Winlbrop nod Wntrrrille. The 11.45
p. m. train is the Night Express Train with Pullman Sleeping Car attached, which makes close connection at Haugor lor all stations on the Bangor
& Piscataquis, and E. & N, A. Kailway, and tor
Hoolton, Woodstock, Ni, Andrew*, Mi,
ntcpli.-n, 8t. Jobn and lialilax.
Passenger Train* arrive iu .■orilni .l as
follows:—The morning trains from iugnrta, Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains trom Bangor, Dexter.
Belfast, Skowhegan, h'aimington, K. <S: L. K r’
and all Intermediate stations at 2.53 and 3.00
p m’
The afternoon train from Augusta, Bath, K. & L.
R. K, at 6.22 p. m. The night Pullman Express
train at 1.50

TO

THE

SMALLEST

LIBEL.

OUIt PRICES FOR WORK

Vaults Oloanod,
S. m. RICKER,
riWu'i Corner, Deeviug

dtf_
PVHOLE NEW8PAPERN l.r Wrap,
ping ParpoK.,, 30c n hundred or three
hundred lor $1,00; at thin VUicc.

TUCKER, Snp’t.

jnlldtf

.Maine Central Railroad.
attention of shippers of freight at Portland
is

THE
£U,

on

called to the new arrangement of freight
Maine Central R. H„ to take effect APRIL

1011.

Freight tor LewiNton, Auburn,

Bangor,

and Bella*! received at freight bonse before 5.30
P. M., will he forwarded same day, and will be
ready
for early delivery at destination next morning

the

$50.
$*5,
§500.
$IOO,
-ALEX. FROTHING HAM Sc CO.,
Brokers, No. 12 Wall St., New York, make desirable
investments in stocks, which frequently pay from
five to twenty times the amount invested. Stocks
bought and earned as long as desi red on a deposit of
three per cent. Explanatory circulars and weekly
del2d2taw4w50
reports sent free.

a. m.

PAYSON
Portland, Dec. 3, 1877.

trains

OTHERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston Sc Providence K. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and with tlie elegant and rjopular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
alwRfM in adrance of all other line*. Baggage checked through.
T ickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little.& Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
D. S. BABCOCK,
L. W. FILKINS,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York,
President.
73
OCl
dtf

ADDRESS

4>S)

SEPO? AT FOOT OF IXD3A ST

Advertisers will find it cheaper to Pet their JOB
PRINTING done where they get their Advertising.

WINTER” ARRANGEMENT.

OF ALL

South Paris

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent
iul8dtf

Brooks
as fol-

Capt. Chas. Deering, will

IS 35 A U

from Lewisiou and Auburn.
from Lewiston, Auburn and

tion.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate Of
one passenger for every $500 additional value.

WHARF, Portland,

TRIP PER

m.

ARRIVALS.
from Lewi ton and Auburn.
from Gorham
(Mixed)
from Montreal, Quelle and West.

EE*#1”PULLMAN PALACE DRAWING ROOM
SLEEPING CARS Afe Attached to the train#
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked trom Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examina-

For the Penobscot and Machias.
ONE

m.
m.
m.
m.

AND

STEAMBOAT CO.
FALL AND

follows:

XPassenser Offices
74 EXCHANGE ST.,

etor.

City Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green Ml.
J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
Falmouth Hotel, O, HI. Mbaw A Mon, pro-

run a»

7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston,
8 a. m for Gorham, (Mixed.)
12.35 p. m to? Auburn ano r^ewlston.
l.so p. m. for Is-Hnd Pond. Quebec and Montreal.
5.30 p, m. tor Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

i'i^i‘4*

FORTLANB.
Perry’* Hotel, 117 Federal Ml. J. G, Perry

in.

a.

Waco, Kiddeford, Keuuebnnk, Uittery,
Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newbury port,
Haleua, Lynn, Chelsea and Boston at
*1.15 p. m.
5,15 p.m. Biddeford accomodating train.
Returning, leave Biddefonl at 8.00 a. m.
Night Express with Mlceping far, for
Bostou at J.15 a, in., every day (except

BKOWHEGAN.
rurner

Fuliy appreciating the very liberal patronage which
has beea bestowed by the public upon this department of oas office, we would solicit a continuance of
the same, and will spare no pains to make such patronagd deserved. We guarantee satisfaction in every respect.

FEAMKLIN

_

Co.,

STRAMEKb.

every Mouday, Weduewlny, and Friday, at
7 p. nt. and INDIA WHARF, RONTON,
every Tuesday, Thursday, and Maiurday,
at 5 p. ms.
Passengers by this line are reminded that they se
cure a comfortable night's rest and avoid the ex*
pens© and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late
at night.
Tickets and State Rooms for sale at D. H.
YOUNG’S, 266 Middle Street.
Through rickets to New York via the various
8ound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual
J. H. CO VLB* jr„ Gen’l Agt,
de30-76dtf

9X77

IIAJLUOWEUL.
Hallowell House. Hallowell, U. Q. Blake,
Proprietor.

.A-HRAIST GrKMEHSTX.

On and after Dec. 24th the steamers John
or Forest City will, until further notice, run
lows: Leave

fi.

EASTPOKT,

Apply to

no?8_

Railroad,

nT%wu

City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins Sc Nous, Props

Passage—From New York to
Southampton, London, Havre and Bremen, first
cabin, $100; second cabin, $60, go.d; steerage, $30
OELRICHS &CO.,
Bowling Green, New York.
W, LITTLE, Agent for Portlaud

for all stations, running through to
Swan ton.

DEXTER.

Hoboken.
Rates of

(A

i

dinning

H. i>. Parker a*

The Steamers of the Company will sail every
Saturday from Bremen Pier, foot of Third Street,

dI*1A

Notice.
hereby cautioned against
harboring my wife, Elizabeth

<*n an<l After IlomlaT. October
N. 1*77. train* will I1JAVK
1*0K I LAN D FO If HO* I ON
it 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15 p. in., arriving at Boston atl0.45 a. rn., 1.30, 8.00 p. iu. Returning, leave Boston at 7.30 a. iu., 12.30 3. 30 p.uiarriving at Portland at 12.10 5.10 8.10 p. in.
For
iv. II*,
Norih
Berwick, Malujoa Fall*,
Treat frail*. Hover,
Kocbe*:cr. fr'tinuingiou, N. II.. Alton Hu*, Newmarket,
Eieler, Haverhill, North Andover, l.nw>
re nee, Andover and
l.owell at 6.15. 8.45 a.
For Iflauchenter nud Conm., 3.15 p. m.
cord, N. II., (via Newmarket Junction,) at
6.15 a. m. 3.15 p. m. (via Lawrence,) at 8.45 a. ie.
For Ncaborrougb, Pine Point. Old Otfhard
Itiddefotd
and
Beach,
*nco,
Hennebunk at 6.15, 8.45 a. m., 3.15, 5.30, p.rn.
■TXoruina Train, will leave •truurbnak
foi Portland at 7.20 a m The 3.15 p. m. train
from Portland connects at Boston with the Shot*
Line and the Boston & Albany Road, for New York,
arriving at New York early next morning. This is
also the quickest route to the West. Through
Ticket* to all Poms* Mouth and Wc*t n*
lowe*t rate*
Trains on Boston & Maine road
connect with all steamers .tunning between Fortland and Bangor, Rockland, Mt. Desert. Maci ?as,
Eastport, Calais, St. John and Halifax. Also, connect with Grand Trunk train- at Crand Trunk Station, and Maine Central and Portland Sr Ogdensburg
trains at transfer Station. All trains stop at
Exeter ten mlnotes for refreshments at first class

P8**"*"""*!
fw
J

8. H.

BETWEEN

tPlA/*

are

trusting or
Coffin; also two of my minor children, as I shall pay
no debts of their contracting lrom this date.
ALBERT COFFIN.
dec25diw *
Cape Elizabeth, Dec. 25, 1877.

Proprietor.

Only fnsidft Eoute
Avoiding Point Judith.

MADDOX,the
MADAME
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress.
located at No. 4 Mechanic St., where she

now

i ouu#

—

.eith OLD COLOMV KAII,KOAD.

in connection

A.

whit b

AtlOUMTA.
Auxusia Elouite, MmieMi., M, Uhi'ehend,

U.L. Y

This is

CLAIRVOYANT.

8

>9
M

—

and SATC BOA Y.
Freight torwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

A

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

N.

AI/BCBiV
Honne, Coart. Ml, W, fe*. AProprietor!*.

Him

at

line

WAREHOUSE,

Dealer In Wood and Metal Type and all kinds ol
Printers* Materials. Advertisements! nserted in any
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers’
west prices. Send for estimates,

^Consolidated.

g

AND

FOB NEW YORK.

....

©

—

FOR WRAPPERS!

PRINT

....

©

week.

First Class Hteamahlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
"rotZi Boston direct every TIEMPA1
and BATl’BDAV.

....

.107
National Traders’ Bank,.£100.137
139
70
80
Portland Company,.
75
Portland Gas Company,..,,..... 50. 73
Insurance
100..105
.,,.107
Ocean
Company,...
A. Sc K.R. It. Bonds.- .... 98 .... 100
15
Maine Central It. R. Stock,.. ..100.
,«.*
87
90
Maine Central R.R. Bonds,7*s*.
.*+
95
Leeds & Farmington It.lt,Bonds,100.. „„ S3
ICO
Potl[& Ken. It. R.Bonds,. 100..,, .98

r

LINK

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers o
all cities and towns of the United States, Canadas
and British Provinces
Office No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

.,,.106

■

Steamers Eleanora & Franconia

S, El. NILES,

106

hTEANSIIIP

Semi-Weekly

....

....

Norfolk, Baltimore & Washington

Maine

J. H. Bates, late of
O. R. Locke, o Locke a
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

..,,105

EA5TPORT AND CALAIS.

For

1*0 YOU WANT

LOCKE,

ADVERTISING

Line

PROPELLER ELLIE KNIGHT,
Capt Young, leaves Widgery’s
Wharf every Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock. Freight received
Tuesday until 5 P. M.
Passengers at reduced rates.
decl7dtf
NATH’L BLAKE.

R.

newspaper Advertising Agents,
34

Embracing the leading Hotels in the State,
the Daily Press mav always be found.

—‘

Four time,

dlwtM.W.S

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Rockland,Camden,Bel&at,

sharpc & m,

&

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
EG. B, WAUJPWON, Agon!
O Long Wharf« Booiea
]n23-ly

D.

The Animal Volumes of Harper’s Weekly.in neat
cloth binding, will be sent by express, free of expense, provided the freight does not exceed one dollar, for $7 00 each. A complete Set, comprising 21
Volumes, sent on receipt of cash at the rate of $5.25
per voi., freight at expense of purchaser.
Cloth Cases for each volume, suitable for binding,
will be sent by mail, postpaid, on receipt of $1.00

AGENTS,
Cincinnati, O.

GEORGE P. ROWELL &

BATES

'Bailing veeselg.

P reight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded tree of Commission,

FOR

CENTS.

BOSTON Ac MAINE UAILKOAD
Fall
Arrangement.

2

year, $7 00; po:-ta«e tree.
An extra copy of either the Magazine, Weekly,
or Bazar, will be supplied gratis for every Club of
Five Subscribers at $4 00 each, paid for by one remittance ; or, Six Copies one year, without extra copy,
for $20 00.
Bach Numbers can be supplied at any time.
The Volumes of the Weekly commence with the
year. When no time is mentioned, it will be understood that the subscriber wishes to commence with
the Number next after the receipt of his order.

ACHENC*

United States and Canada, kent.
accommodation if Advertisers.

From Long Whart, Boston, 3 p.m
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, a* 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate ol

currency.

publishers.
Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, Weekly,
and Bazar, to one address, for one year, $10.00; or,
two of Harper’s Periodicals, to one address lor ono

E. N. FRESHMAN & BROS.,

2

Wharfage,

New York, Southampton, Londou,
Havre and Bremen.

Harper’s Weekly, one year,..,,.$4 CO
$4 00 includes prepayment ot U. 8. Postage by the

No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Prov

ADVERTISIN'?

Leave each port every Wed’s’y & Sat’d’y

Independent

25

I'e., Proprietors.

T E R M S

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

TAKE,

Parker House. *choo!

Meam«lii|) Line.

onJv
Newspapers are not to copy this advertisement
without the express order or H arper & Brothers.
Address HARPER & BROTHERS, New York.

Postage free to all Subscribers in the U. H

S. ML. PETTENGILL

ci,

oc2

HOLNTEK’M

out the land, as a purer, more interesting, higlertoned, better illustrated paper is not published in
this or any other country.— Commercial Bulletin,
Boston
The Weekly is the only illustrated paper of the day
that in its essential characteristics is recognised as a
national paper .—Brooklyn Eagle.

Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.

at 5.00 p.

Hancock
tor.

vn

STEAMSHIP

Notices of the Press.
The Weekly is the ablest and most powerful illustrated periodical published in this country. Its editorials are scholarly and convincing, and carry much
weight. Its illustrations of current events are lull
and fresh, and are prepared by our best designers.—
Louisville Courier Journal.
Harper's Weekly should be in every family thro*-

121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

'w.

a

STEAM EK TOEIUST.
Will leave the East Side of Custom House Wharf
every day tor Jones’ and Trefethen’s Landings,
and Hog Island, at 8 45, 10.45 a. m. 1.45, 4,45 p. m.,
returning after each trip.
A Mailing Trip every pie.waul afternoon,

P/uILilDELPIIIA

ILLUSTRATED,

ADVERTISING AGENCV,

w

—

wealth oi information which constitutes this pei iodical a perfect illustrated literary cycloDedia. 8vo,
Cloth, $3 00; Halt Calf, $5 25. Sent postage prepaid.

Harper’s Weekly.

BIODD’S

Bonds..111$. ...112$

Portland City Bonds, Municipal,...105
Portland City Bonds aid It. R.104
101
Bath City Bonds,.
105
Bangor City Bonds, 20 years,..
Calais City Bonds,. ...101
Cumberland National Bank,... 40. 55
Canal National Bank,....
100..... ..154
First National Bank,.....100.138
Casco National Bank,..........100. 113
Merck ants* National Bank,.. 75....104

tbe

t>HCces«fal Family Paper in the Union.”

AGENCIES.

@3 00

Offered Asked
...1023

la

Complete Pictorial Hialery of the
Time*.”—beet, cheapen! and moil

B"Ask fob the Amebican
“STAR” Trade-Mark, and see you get
dec4
Foe Sale by all Dbcggists.
dim

9
9

Gold,...

Wub-cribera

“A

CAPSULATED
MEDICINES. Iu Metallic Boxes. Full
direction for. use.
25c.
PCastorOil, Codliver Oil
Oil Turpentine, Bals. Copaiba, 25c
Oil of Cubebs with Copaiba,
50c
Oil Male Fern with Kauiala,
75c
Finest Oil ol Sandalwood, $1.00

for

BOBTO J\T

Subscriptions received for Harper’s Periodicals

PURE

Send

m.

day of railing until 4

For Circulars, with maps of routes, Tickets, State
Rooms and any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, bio. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean Insurance Co.,) or of
mh2ldtf
A. K. STUBBS. Agent, K. R. Wharf.

mail, postpaid.
A Complete Analytical Index to the first Fifty Volumes of darper’s Magazine has been published,
rendering available for reference tbe vast and varied

THE BEST:—THE CHEAPEST.
THE AMERICAN SOFT CAPSULE COMPANY’S

furnished free.

all

Cooy

Ey Sold by Druggists and Dealers m iledicin s
myl4
d&wly

Estimates

to

publishers.

THOMAS G. GERRISH Lowell, Mass.

ADVERTISING

free

Subscriptions to Harper’s Magazine, Weekly,
and Bazar, to one address for one year, $10.00; or,
two of Harper’s Periodicals, to one address for one
year, $7.00; postage free.
An Extra
of either the Magazine, Weekly
or Bazar, will be supplied gratis for every Club of
FIVE subscribers at $4.00 each, paid for by one
remittance; or, Six Copies one year, without extra
copy, ror $20.00,
Back Numbers can be supplied at any time.
The volumes of the Magazine commence with the
Numbers lor June and December of each year. When
no time is specified, it will be understood that tho
subscriber wishes to begiu with the current Number.
A Complete Set Harper’s Magazine, now comprising 55 Volume!, in neat cloth binding, will be
sent by express, freight at expeuse of purchaser, for
$2 25 per volume. Single volumes, by mail, postpaid, $3 00. Cloth cases, for binding, 58 cents, by

Family Medicine.

W. Fourth Street,

o’clock p.

on

O S T O N.

Uuited States.
Harper’s Magazine, one year.$4 00.
$4.00 includes prepayment of TJ. S. postage by the

1

EFFECTUALLY and PERMANENTLY cur
Headache, Nervousness, Canker, Dyspepsia, Flatulency and Pains in the Stomach, Water Brash,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Costiveness, Constipation,
Biliousness, Jaundice, Worms, Piles, Rheumatism,
Skin Diseases.Diseases of the
Liver,Kidney and bladder Com plaints,Female Diseases .prevents Indigestion
gives Iron to the Blood, is peculiarly adapted to the
prevention and cure ot Fever and Ague, Bilious,
Remittent and Intermittent Fever, and Restores
Health to the Debilitated. Prepared by

1S6
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^"Freight received

TERMS:

DR D. G. CARLTON, No. 16
Market Square,
will
treat
all
diseases of the feet: Corns, Bunions, ingrowing or bad nails, &c., so that the
boot can be
worn
immediately. Remember Dr.
Carleton’8 Corn Annihila,tnr is a sure euro lor Chilblains; for sale by him
and all Druggists.

ADVERTISING

days.
Connection* made at Kastport for Kobbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. .John for Digby, Annapo*
lie, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, hi. S., Shediac, Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E,
I., Fredericktown, N. B., aud all statious on the In-

same
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TWO IN ONE.
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the beat sustained work
the kind in the World.”

Harper’s

PINE.

W EEK.

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
Iran Providence every WEDNXIDA1

“Unquestionably

Thus combined we have two grand medical agents Jn
one, each of which performs its function and unitedly
produces more cures than any liniment, lotion, wash,
or
plaster ever before compounded in the history ol
medicine. Try one. Prick, 25 Cents.

@120

White
@6 50
Cotton Baiting.
501b bales X lb
8 @ 13
rolls.
Warp Tarn- 19 @ 21
11 rwine. 19 @ 22
10
Wicking. 25 @ 30
Crocking*.
5J
All wool 3-4,.. 45 @ 50
15
7-8... 55 @ 60
40
78 ex. 65 ® 70
30
Crash.
8J Heavy. 12)@ 16
Medium. 64@ 10
17
Drills.
14
Brown h’vy 30 8)78 9)
12
Medium 30 7)®
8)

limited.

w ill be necessary to make
the stock available for that pur-
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The healing properties of our own
fragrant balsam
and pine and the gums of the East are too well known to
require description. Their grateful, healing, soothing, andstrengthening properties are known to thousands. When combined in accordance with late and
important discoveries in pharmacy, their healing and
strengthening properties are increased tenfold. In
thw respect our Plaster is the best iu use without the
aid of electricity.

can

as

The Leonard Scott Publishing 0o.,

A9 a grand curative and restorative agent is not
equalled by any element or medicine in the
of
the healing art. Unless the vital spark has fledhistory
the body,
restoration by means of electricity is possible. It is the
last resort of all physicians and surgeons, and has rescued thousands, apparently dead, from an
untimely
grave, when no other human agency could have succeeded. This is the leading curative element in this
Plaster.

Examination free. People
residence when desired.

premiums it

early application,

i2Tho8VVorldeSf'^5iclne“r
ELECTRICITY

L

1878
last
may

quarter of 1877 of sucn periodical* as they
subscribe for.
Or instead, new subscribers to any two, three or
four of tbe above periodicals, may have one of the
“Four Reviews” for 1877; subscribers to all five may
have two of tbe “Four Review*”, or ono set of Black
wood’s Magazine for 1877.
Neither premiums to subscribers nor discount to
clubs can be allowed, unless t.be money is remitted
direct to the publishers. No premiums given to

Electro-Galvanic Battery combined with
highly Medicated Strengthening Piaster,
Pa‘“8 and ache8

PER

On and after Monday, Bept.
17th the Steamers City of I'ortlaud
Capt. S H.Pike, and New Brunswick, Capt. E. B. Winchester,
will leave Railroad Wharf, foot
of StateSt., every Monday and Thursday, at 6.00
P. M., lor East port and St. John.
Returning will leave St.John and East port on the

M©

CXUBS,

aaniora'8 improved inhal-

O OB. STS

one TniUD

A discount of twenty por cent, will he allowed to
clubs of four or more persons. Thus: four copies of
Blackwood or ot one Review will be sent to one address for $12 80, four copies of the four Reviews and
Blackwood for $48, and so on.
To clubs ot ten or more, in addition to the above
discount, a copy gratis will be given to the getter-up

An

Corrected by Woodbury & Moulton. Investment
Bankers, Cor. Middle and Exchange Streets.

State oi Maine

Radical
say candidly

AND

selections; they

For any one Review.$4 00 per annum.
•»
For any two Reviews. 7 00
44
For any three Reviews. ..10 00 44
44
M
For all four Reviews.
12 00
44
For Blackwood’s Magazine. 4 00 41
44
*•
For Blackwood and one Review.... 7 00
44
For Blackwood and two Reviews .10 CO 44
*4
For Blackwood and three Reviews. 13 00 “
44
For Blackwood and tho four Reviewslfl 00 "

COLLINS’S
VOLTAIC PLASTER

BALSAM

not

ABRANGKMKNT.

TWO TRIPS

Payable Strictly in Advance.

preparation that gave such
Lave to learn tho llrst com-
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TERMS FOR 1878 (Including Postage):

and dealers throughout the United States and Canadas.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists, Boston, Mass.
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RAILROADS.

FOR THE ISLANDS.
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tercolonial

The latest advances and discoveries in the arts and
sciences, the recent auditions to knowledge In every
department of literature, and all the new publica
tions as they issue from the press, are fully ropoitod
and disenssed in the pages ol these periodicals, in
language at once clear, forcible, and comprehensive.
The articles are commonly more condensed and lull
of matter than the average hooks of the period.

neea.

18 @ 20
Bags, good.
Prints best....
6 @
6)
medium 5 @ 6
common
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Pink & bufl
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Woolens.
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fancy. 62 @1 50
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15
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ty These Reprints

give the original in bull, atul at about
the price of the English Editions.

ing Tube, and full directions for use in all cases. Price,
11.00. For sale by all wholesale and retail druggists

6J
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Stationery, Washington, Ind., Feb. 83,1S7S.
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AMD

not In the habit of recommending patent
medicines, but your preparation meets the wants of
thousands, and we think those afflicted should be convmced ofitsgreat merit so thatthelr suffering will ha
relieved. We have been In the drug business for tho
past twelve years constantly, and sold everything for
Catarrh, but yours leads all thereat. If you see proper
you can use this letter or any part of It that you wish.
S. D. BALDWIN & CO.
Very truly yours,
Wholesale ana Retail Dealers In Drugs, Books and

jmcKage

Cc«

Edinburgh ffcerieve ( Whiff),
The Westminster Review (Liberal),
The Leaden Quarterly Herl*w(Conservative),
The British Quarterly Review (Evangelical),

are

r.acu

Publishing

The

have sold Ba^ord’s
QENTLEMEN,—Wc
Curb for nearly one year, and can

.V.
that we.never sola

olia,

Cnluia. Ml. John, 1». H.,
%VindMOr nu.l Halifax
Charlottetown, P. E. I,
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Continue tbeir authorized Beprinta of
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wn°,Jn private, not only freely recommend it but uso
it in their families in
preference to auy of the preparations usually prescribed by physicians.
are aware,” Bald n distinguished
**pu
city physician,
“that my obligations to tho Mass- Medical Society are
such that I cannot publicly recommend or
prescribe the
Radical Cure; but siuco I received so; much relief from
the use of it myself, after a
trial of the usual
thorough
remedies, I have privately advised its use. and presume
I have sent to your storo no leas than ono hundred of
my patients for it.”

81
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25
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25
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choice
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A correspondent wiites

til the lice are all dead and the eggs of th« lice
all hatched and the young destroyed.
Plants
may also be freed from lice by being placed in
a barrel
and smoked with tobacco, repeating
tbe process a few times to secure complete de-

6J

Hpice*.
32 @
Cassia, pure
33
Cloves.. 43 @ 45
Ginger. 12 @ 14
Maco. 115 @ 1 20
Nutmegs.,-. 95 @ 1 00
Pepper. 20 @ 23

F
asking: >‘What will
plants?” Solutions of
from potash soap, whale
oil soap, carbolic soap and tbe like, are quite
effectual remedies against plant lice.
Tbe
strength of the suds should not be sufficiert to
injure the foliage, and should be applied as
warm as tbe band can bear.
The plants may
be immersed in the suds, or the suds may be
applied to every part with a syringe, or tbe
brauches may bo bent over and dipped in a
The application should be redish of snds.
peated every three days for three weeks, or nn-

8
7

choice
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Distinguished Physician.

lorce, and breaks up the most robust of constitutions,
ignored because but little understood by most physiassailed
quacks and charlatans,
those sutter ng from it haveby
little liopo to be relieved
the grave. It is time, then, that tho
popular treatment oi this terrible disease by remedies
within the reach of all passed into hands at once competent and trustworthy. The new and hitherto untried
method adopted by I)r. Sanford in the preparation of
his Radical Curb has won
my hearty approval. I beiieve it likely to succeed when all the usual remedies
fail, because it strikes at tho root of the disease, viz.,
tho acidified blood, while it heals the ulcerated membrane by direct application to the nasal passages. Its
action is based on certain fixed rules, and unless tho
vit al forces are too far
exhausted, must, in the great
mujorlty of cases, effect a cure.
GEO. BEAItD, M. D.
FiOuscott Block, So. Framingham, Oct. 1,1674.
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The

*VTO single disease has entailed more suffering or hase breakinf?
up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense of smell,
of taste, of sight, of hearing, tne human voice, the mind, one or more and someto its destructive influence. The
KkouteB
yieId
poison it
the
throughout
system atacks every vital
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@ 1 00
1.umber.
Clear Pine,
Nos. 1 & 2...40 00 @55 00
No. 3.30 00 @40 00
Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
Spruce.10

Pop’rstaves.16

Cop. Bolts..

12

Lime.
Rockland c’sk.

35

Medium.

Some carious cases of poisoning, or intoxication, if that may be considered a better word—
by grasses, in which farm animals were seThese
riously influenced by feediug on them,
cases are reported by Dr. Hanee iu the Journal
of Botany, The particular plant treated of is
tbe Stipa Siberica, which has been found to
poison horses at Galmuz, Kashmir. Prof.
Dyer suggested that the Stipas may be only
mechanioally poisonous, like the Hordeum
pratense; but Dr. Hance thinks the symptoms
Iu the recently
opposeu to such a supposition.
publishedjtranslatiou of Przeyalsky’s’‘Travels,”
the Alaskan poisonous grass is said to bo a
species of Lolium; but the native herds carefully avoid eating it, as the cattle of Kashmir
refuse the Stipa. In Part 22 of Messrs. Trimen
& Bently’s Medical Plants”, there is given
a representation of
Lolieuin temulentum of
Linneus, and an account of its so-called poi-onous properties
Mr. A. S. Wilson of Aberdeen ate at diffeient times large quantities of
it, at times daily, without expeiiencing any
deleterious effects; on the contrary, be found
it quite harmless.
This fact has led to the
suggestion that the poisonous or intoxicating
quality is due to tha presence of ergot. It
would seam that grasses are poisonous only in
two ways—mechanically, like Hordeum pratense, or when afflicted with ergot or some othFarther experiments are much to
er disease.
he desired, especially in view of the fact that
so little is known upon the subject.

@

in.2100 @22 00
Soft Pine..
@24 00
Hard Pine
@25 00
Hoops, 14 ft.
@25 00

tables or accommo-

and every way inconvenient,
because not iutended for the purpose which
they serve. The other rooms lor college purposes, all over-crowded, are too small for their
present uses, for which they were not originally planned. We do not know the designs
of the trustees in the matter, nor what recommendations they propose to submit to the
legislature; but it seems to us from what has
been explained above in regard to the buildings now at the college and their uses, that
no sensible man, knowing the number of
scholars and the rooms aud apartments which
they require, and what are needed for other
uses, but what would say that a new and
commodious structure for college purposes
was imperatively demanded by the best interests ot all concerned.
A building for a library, cabinet of natural history, chapel and recitation rooms is demanded by all considerations of health, the carrying out of the proper
work of the college, and the best interests of
the students.
No better time than the present can be found for commencing the erection
of such a building, and we are satisfied the

14
14
14

Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads.
Mol. City..
@2 43
@215
Sug.City..
85 @ 1 05
Sug. C
Pine Suga
box shooks G8 00 @70 00
hd. Headings,

the

dations for thirty-two students. This building, be it understood, was originaliy intended
as a laboratory alone, and for the exclusive
use of the professors and students in the department of chemistry. But see to what
uses, in the absence of any other accommodations, it has to be put: library, already
overcrowded and giving hardly room for the
passages in which to turn round; cabinet
rooms for the display (at a disadvantage because sufficient roo-n is not given) of collections in natural history, recitation room for
the class in mathematics—never intended to
occupy the room it does; chapel, driven into
a small lecture room; besides serving as an
armory and general storage warehouse. And
yet this one building, so overcrowded, and
serving—on a pinch—so many purposes—is
the only college building of any character
upon the ground; or leaving out the little
‘‘White Hall,” which comprises two or three
small, narrow, poorly lighted and ill ventilated recitation rooms, but for which it could
be left out as well as not, and is the only
building for strictly college purposes which
Orono can boast.
The State College has now about one hundred and fifteen stndeuts; and it is sadly
equipped in the way of proper and suitable
buildings far college and recitation purposes.

^
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com-
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Cumberland 5 50 (5 6 00
Pictou....... 0 50 @ 7 00
Chestnut.... 5 00 @
Franklin.... G 00 @ 6 50
Lehigh & W.
Ash. 5 50 (g 6 00

students’ laboratory, in which

or
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Lard.
Kegs p1 lb...
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Tierces ^ lb.
9®
Pail. 11 @
CaddieB.
114@
Lean.
Sheet & Pipe
9 @
I Big.
8 @
I
Leather.
New York,
Light. 26 @
Mid. Weight. 26 @
Heavy. 26 @
Slaughter... 32 @
Gd Dam'g’d
23 @
Am. Calf....
80 @ 1

Coal—(Retail).

class recitations in mathematics. On the
second floor south are two rooms devoted to
the collections in natural history: and the
entire north half is appropriated to chapel,
lecturejand recitation purposes. In the attic
is a small, ill-arranged room—in which the
students can hardly stand up straight—used

as an

Maple.
@
Cheese.

Maine.
13 @
N. Y. Factory !3.}@

pleted in 1870. It was patterned after the
celebrated laboratory connected with Brown
University, (at the time it was built the best
building of its kind in the country) although
containing some advantages over that structure. At the right as you enter the first
room is the private apartment of the Professor of Civil and Mechanical Engineering,
and in the rear of this (on the south sidej
the private working room of the Professor
of Chemistry. On the left the first room is
used for a library, and the second for the

general

17

Verm*t,$>tb

purposes, four rooms on the lower floor having been changed into two, in order to afford
rooms for the classes iu mechanical engineering and in natural history. The new dormitory, built iu 1S71, is a building of fair pronortions and creditable appearance, containing forty-eight rooms. There is also upon
the grounds a small building for the exclusive use of the literary society connected with
the college, which was built by the students
themselves. There are, besides, the barns,
stables, &c., five dwellings for President and
professors; aud then we come to the laboratory building shown in the engraving.
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